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Abstract

Today, mobile technology is making its entry into working life within all
sorts of occupations. When the purpose of the technology is to support mobile work, new requirements appear - for both the technology itself and for
the emerging new work processes - as a result of these new conditions. Consequently, the introduction of a new IT system will affect the organisation
and the way work is performed. This thesis addresses these changes in work
processes and ways to provide a supporting IT system. An underlying component of my research work is the belief that the personnel from the organisation itself must participate in a large extent when developing new work
processes and when designing supporting IT systems, since they will be using the IT system as a tool in their future work practice.
To understand the nature of mobility in a work context and how it affects
usability in IT systems, I have initiated studies of the area where mobile
work is supported by technology. Important characteristics have been found
that affect mobile work. My research work has concerned traditional professions, primarily professions within mobile healthcare.
An exhaustive study of how to design new work processes within the area of
home care of the elderly has been carried out, accompanied by field studies
of mobile work within the mobile healthcare sector. The results have been
described in terms of aspects of future work processes that are effective and
sustainable. Moreover, important characteristics of mobile technology that
support this kind of mobile work have been identified. The two perspectives
are then merged, in order to design usable IT systems for mobile work.
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Sammanfattning

I dag används mobil teknik av olika yrkesgrupper i allt större utsträckning.
När teknik tillämpas för att stödja mobilt arbete så uppstår speciella krav
som ett resultat av de nya förhållandena, både vad gäller krav på tekniken
och på den nya arbetssituationen. Ett införande av ett nytt IT-system påverkar organisationen och det sätt som arbetet där utförs. Mitt arbete berör sådana förändringar som äger rum i arbetsprocesser och hur man kan stödja det
nya arbetet med ny teknik. En grundsten i mitt forskningsarbete är uppfattningen att de människor som själva ska arbeta enligt de nya arbetsprocesserna med den nya tekniken måste få vara med och påverka tekniken och förändringsprocessen.
För att förstå karaktäristiken i ett mobilt arbete och de nya användbarhetsaspekterna som uppstår, har jag studerat hur mobilt arbete stöds och kan
stödjas av mobil teknik. Mitt forskningsarbete har berört traditionella yrkesutövanden, främst från områdena sjukvård och omsorg. En utförlig studie
har genomförts av hur utformning kan ske av nya arbetsprocesser i hemtjänsten. Resultaten har beskrivits i termer av aspekter på det framtida, effektiva
och hållbara arbetet. Kompletterande fältstudier har även genomförts av
mobilt arbete i olika delar av sjukvården. Vidare har jag studerat viktig karaktäristik i mobil teknik som rätt använd kan stödja ett sådant arbete och
skapa användbara system för mobilt arbete.
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Summary

1 Introduction

Summary

The importance of usability in IT work support systems has been understood
for many years. When new technologies evolve and become applicable, new
pre-requisites for their use appear and established knowledge is put to the
test. When new mobile technology for professional use is being developed, it
is not immediately evident which elements of the traditional usability
knowledge are applicable.

1.1 Mobility and mobile technology
Advanced mobile technology has been available on the market for several
years now. The target group of so-called “early adopters”, has been using
these technologies for some time - for example wireless data transfer (Bluetooth, IR, WLAN), high speed telecom networks (GPRS, 3G), positioning
systems (GPS) and text and multimedia messaging (SMS, MMS). These
functionalities are now being implemented to a greater extent in various
mobile devices. Mobile technologies are also being adopted throughout everyday work life, with the expectation that they will facilitate mobile work for
all sorts of occupations. The work that used to be performed at a stationary
computer on a desk, can now be carried out in different places and while on
the move.
Furthermore, work that is mobile by nature can also be supported by mobile
technology. In this way, mobile IT systems can be introduced in work life
with two different purposes:
1) Work that is already mobile is to be supported by an IT system.
2) Work that is stationary is to be performed in a mobile way, supported by an IT system.
In research literature,”mobile work” is often synonymous with a travelling
businessmen (e.g. in Brown, 2003). Perhaps this user group was one of the
early adopters, but today mobile technology is available in many more professions. By the means of a hand-held computer, a stockroom worker can
take a shelf inventory, ambulance personnel can access the electronic patient
1

record during the transport to the hospital, newspaper deliverers can access
updated information about subscriptions while on the move, and using mobile access, a cleaning woman can check the status of her hotel rooms.
Currently however, the focus still remains on the technology itself and not
on the use of it. The strategy can easily be recognized: the technology is first
implemented and thereafter adjustments are done and the technology improved. History repeats itself and once again we can find powerful technological systems that are only vaguely anchored in the context where they are
to be used, and there is a poor understanding of what the systems are really
meant to support.

1.2 IT systems supporting professionals
Organisations where new mobile technologies are introduced are also experiencing an organisational change when new mobile devices make an appearance. The introduction of a new IT system affects the work that is to be
performed, and due to the nature of mobility this is especially evident when
a new mobile technology is introduced. Some of the effects that occur when
work is made mobile include the ability to carry out work in new places or
while on the move, quick and ubiquitous access to shared information,
changes in organisational aspects like the disposal of time, different working
routines and new educational needs. Considering these wide-ranging effects,
the introduction of a mobile IT system is a complex process that has to be
performed with care.
When introducing a new IT system in an organisation, the whole organisation changes and the work is not performed in the same way as before. If the
IT system has a mobile character, effects are even more obvious. We aim to
control these effects by first defining what is the desirable, future, healthy
work and thereafter designing an IT system that supports that work.

1.3 Main research question
The focus of my work has been on how to design usable IT-systems for mobile work. A fascination with design and technical devices, a curiosity about
work practices together with a desire to make it easier for people to use
technology, has been the driving force that once initiated my work. The area
I have worked within can be described as the mobile healthcare area including home care, home help and ambulance care. The research question that I
have approached has raised a number of other important thoughts that have
to be considered in the same context, such as what are the essential charac2
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teristics of mobile work when designing supporting IT systems and furthermore, what are the essential qualities of the mobile technology designed to
support such work?
The research that this thesis is based upon has been carried out in various
ways. The issue has been approached from several perspectives and this has
taught me a great deal about professional work, usability in general and
about mobile IT systems in particular. My research has come to deal with
issues from several research areas and can be roughly described using the
following illustration:

Usable IT-systems for
mobile work

Design of supporting IT systems for professionals

Mobility and mobile
technology

Figure 1: Aspects contributing to my research question

My perspective has been influenced by several viewpoints from within the
research field of Human Computer Interaction (HCI). The inter-disciplinary
quality of HCI is evident in my work, since it has been influenced by a number of traditional research areas like sociology, cognitive psychology and
computer science.
To understand the user and the context in which an IT system is used or is
planned to be used, I have adhered to the sociologically inspired human work
science approach found within HCI. Human work is complex and has to be
studied extensively in the field, in an attempt to understand the essentials and
important parts of the work that are to be supported by technology in order
to attain a healthy and efficient work. In order to work with the effects of
organisational changes, we have also acquired knowledge from the organisational development and occupational health area. The IT systems that we
have worked with have mobile characteristics. The aspect of usability in
mobile IT systems is therefore an important issue that needs to be addressed
within the HCI research area.
This is the background picture, in terms of my research work within this
area; a work that is far from complete but whose preliminary results are presented in this thesis.

3

1.4 Thesis outline
Following the sections dealing with background introduction , research question and the conducted work, the reader of this thesis can subsequently find a
presentation of the research area where theories and methods are dealt with.
Thereafter the methodological approach is described, together with a description of how chosen methods are applied in our research. Results from
that work are then presented in the following section and the results are then
discussed and reflected upon. In conclusion, future approaches and ideas
about how to continue my work are dealt with in the chapter on future work

4
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2 Research areas

In order to position my work, I will present here a short overview of the research areas that have influenced my work. The overview is divided in three
areas: HCI, Sustainable work and Research on the use of mobile technologies. The section on HCI presents a brief description of the field and how I
position myself within it. The Sustainable work section concentrates on occupational issues and how research, laws and regulations advocate a healthy
work. (Perhaps standards and regulations are not a research area per se, but I
find it to be an important field since it provides a great deal of knowledge in
a similar manner - therefore I have included it in this chapter.) The section
dealing with Research on the use of mobile technologies gives an account of
research conducted within the field of mobile technology.

2.1 HCI
The field of HCI spans a broad spectrum of research disciplines - from tangible issues like interface design based on mathematical algorithms 1 to more
abstract matters such as social aspects. Different kinds of complexity are
considered in different scientific theories, methods and research traditions. In
the same way that complexities differ, so too differ the underlying scientific
theories, methods and research traditions.
I consider HCI to be a field that encompass a number of areas that are
closely linked, but that each have its own research tradition, interpretations,
and divisional values regarding design and software development. At one
end of the HCI spectrum are influences from engineering as an applied science together with psychology. Research in these disciplines mainly focuses
on quantitative data, emphasising objectivity, accuracy and precise measurements. At the other end of the HCI spectrum is sociology, influenced by
anthropology and ethnology and concerned with how the social world is
experienced and interpreted. All-embracing I see the design community,
focusing on form and function, including a strong focus on the esthetical
values of the designed product.
1

Such as Fitt’s law about size of clickable objects and the time it takes to move the mouse
pointer to a given point.
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The field of HCI-area is often illustrated in this frequently used figure from
ACM (1992):

Figure 2: ACM's description of the Human-Computer Interaction area. The marked
section indicates the area from where I have taken my theoretical framework.

To position myself in the figure, my background and main interests are
somewhat within the drawing on the figure. The work that this thesis is
based on also has it origins in these areas within the field of HCI.
The areas having the greatest impact are Social Organization and Work,
together with Human Machine Fit and Adaptation. Here I’ve worked with
organisational issues in relation to the use of IT systems and with ways to
adopt these IT systems so that they fit smoothly into the organisation. I have
also worked with questions that deal with how to design “the computer” with
respect to the human perception capacity. The lower part of the figure
touches upon the way this design process is carried out, under the heading
Design Approaches.
I have compiled a table to describe issues dealt with in different HCI focuses
when designing IT systems.

6
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HCI focus:

Issue:

Example:

GUI-layout

Layout of the graphical
elements in the interface

Where is the most obvious place for the
cancel button? Which colours are most
suitable for the background?

Interaction

Interaction techniques
to affect the GUI in
various ways and gain
information from the
system.

What happens when a key is pressed on
my phone?
How long does it take a user to add a
contact to the address book?

Functionality

What can the user
perform with the system?

To register a new custumer or to find the
telephone number to Johansson on
Götgatan in Uppsala

Structure of the organisation(s) where the
system is to be used.

What requirements, assignments, communication channels, information access
are available? How do people communicate information? What laws affect the
work and the system?

Socioorganisational
aspects

Figure 3: Table describing different focuses within the area of HCI

The approach that measure parameters within the different areas is more
accepted and applied in the upper parts of the table and less practicable in
the lower. This implies a more quantitative approach in the upper part, and a
qualitative approach in the lower part. For example, GUI-issues (e.g.
whether a user can understand an application’s interaction design) are often
measured using cognitive psychological methods. In contrast, an issue such
as how information is communicated throughout an organisation, can be
studied using a qualitative approach.

2.2 Healthy and sustainable work
Stress research implies that a poor working environment can produce strain
on employees in the form of stress. This is likely to happen when the demands and expectations placed on the employee is are beyond his or her
capabilities, or stress can occur as a result of a lack of stimulus, contingent
on monotony in the workplace. The potential effects include both a decline
in productivity and ill health (Åborg, 2002).
A model describing healthiness in the workplace has been developed by
Karasek and Theorell (1990). It describes the stress-related complaints in
relation to the experience of demands, self control and social support at
work. Demands are the requirements laid upon the worker i.e. what he or she
is obliged to do. Self control is the perceived means that the worker has to
7

survey and control the work situation. Social support refers to overall levels
of helpful social interaction experienced in the work place from co-workers,
supervisors and other resources. The most common problem expressed in
this equation is not that stress is bad, but that stress is a problem among the
group of workers who are subjected to heavy psychological demands but
who lack the freedom to make decisions about how to perform their work.
The primary work-related risk factor may be the workers lack of perceived
control over how to deal with the job’s demands and how to use their skills
(ob.cit.).
Consequently, an important indication is when the figure shows how high
demands are in and of themselves not a problem - if they are combined with
a high degree of control and strong social support. But if the perceived demands become too great and there is a low level of control and low degree of
social support, this will lead to high stress and an increased risk for ill health.
The most favourable situation is one characterised by reasonable demands,
high decision latitude and a high social support (Åborg, 2002).

Figure 4: The healthy work model, describing how a healthy work is characterized
by balance between requirements, control and social support. High requirements
can be experienced as positive, provided the balance is maintained. An unhealthy
work is a work where high requirements are badly balanced by low levels of control
and social support. In such a work situation, increased risks for stress reactions, ill
health and illness are recognized.

Karasek and Theorell request job redesigning solutions that take into consideration the relationship between demands, control and support when proposing new ways to work.

8
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“It is not demands of work itself but the organizational structure of
work that plays the most consistent role in the development of stressrelated illness. Since this organisational structure is an eminently
“designable” aspect of our industrial society, we are optimistic that
new job redesign solutions can be found.”
(Karasek and Theorell, 1990)

Our experiences show that increased computerization in a workplace often
results in higher perceived requirements (Åborg, ob.cit.). This is by itself not
a critical phenomenon, but according to the cube, it must be counterbalanced
with increased control and social support. Today our experiences indicate
that the opposite usually occurs: when responsibility is increased, the level
of perceived control together with the level of social support are both reduced. This will consequently lead to major problems in the working environment as well as increased risks for ill health and illnesses.

2.2.1 Laws and regulations
Legislation
In Swedish legislation there are several laws and regulations that regulate the
working environment, including work supported by IT systems. The Swedish work environment act (AFS, 1998) contains strict statutes that are directly applicable to the professional use of IT systems. The act states that
work should be characterized by:
• variation
• coherence between different tasks
• opportunities for personal and vocational development
• self-determination
• professional responsibility
Furthermore, the act is clear in terms of the user’s participation in the design
of the supporting IT system:
“The employee shall be given the opportunity of participating in the
design of his own working situation and in processes of change and
development affecting his own work.”
(Chapter 2, section 1)

Moreover, in the directions from the Swedish Work Environment Authority,
Statute Book ASF 1998:5 ”Work with display screen equipment”, the following provisions regarding IT supported work can be found:

9

“Display screen work which is closely controlled or restricted in a
physical or mental respect or is monotonously repetitive may not normally occur.”
(Section 7)
“Software and systems shall be suitably designed with regard to the
requirements of the task and the aptitudes and needs of the operator.
Software must be easy to use and, where appropriate, adaptable to the
operator's level of knowledge or experience. Systems shall as far as
possible give the operators’ feedback with regard to the work done.
They shall display information in a format and at a pace which are
adapted to the operators.
In the design and selection of software, special consideration shall be
paid to the ergonomic principles applying to human capacity for perceiving, understanding and processing information.
No quantitative or qualitative control, through the data system, of the
employee's work input may be undertaken without the employee's
knowledge.”
(Section 10)

In the general recommendations in the same statute book, the following requirements are stated:
“It is essential that selection of software and systems should emanate
from the needs of the operators.”
“It is essential for the software proposed and the systems planned to
be evaluated in terms of their positive and negative effects on the
working environment.”
“…it is important that operators should be enabled to participate in
the design and selection of system and software.”

These are strict regulations that, if applied, could be a valuable advantage for
the employee. If issues concerning IT supported work were brought to a
head, not many of today’s workplaces could probably claim that they fulfil
these requirements. If the regulations are violated, the employer can be subject to considerable fines. Today the regulations are seldom applied, and
there are few known precedents or court orders to refer to. This is probably
because the regulations are not particularly well-known among Swedish
employers and are not followed to any great extent, not even by the controlling authorities.
Standards
There are also international standards that define basic principles of usability
in IT systems and their development. ISO 9241 (1998) Ergonomic Requirements for Office Work with Visual Display Terminals is a large standard
10
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work, containing definitions of usability and principles for development of
user interfaces. Part 11 in the ISO standard explains how to identify the information that it is necessary to take into account when specifying or evaluating usability in terms of measures of user performance and satisfaction.
Guidance is also given on how to describe a product’s context of use and the
measures of usability in an explicit way. In this standard work, the term usability is defined as “The extent to which a product can be used by specified
users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction
in a specified context of use.”
This definition of usability is based on three parts: effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction. Effectiveness refers to whether users can accomplish stated
goals, efficiency relates to the resources that are needed and satisfaction
relates to both acceptability of the system and ease of use (ISO 9241-11,
1998). Usability can also be related to the more general concept of usefulness. Nielsen (1993) defines usefulness as: “How suitable a system is in
terms of achieving a certain goal.” Usefulness encompasses two concepts:
utility and usability. Utility determines if appropriate functionality is at hand
while usability determines if the user is supported as defined by the ISOstandard mentioned above.
The standard ISO 13407 Human centred design processes for interactive
systems deals with principles and methods for user-centred system development. It provides guidance on achieving quality in use by describing how to
incorporate user-centred design activities throughout the design process and
later on, throughout the life cycle of interactive computer-based systems.
User-centred design is described as a multi-disciplinary activity, which incorporates usability and knowledge of ergonomics and techniques with a
focus on enhancing effectiveness and productivity through improving human
working conditions.
Standards and regulations and how they affect user-centred design has been
described in more detail by Göransson (2004). Standards and regulations
relation to work place ergonomics is further described by Åborg (2002).

2.2.2 Design characteristics of IT systems for professional use
Professional users most commonly use their tool for long periods of time
every day, in order to perform defined tasks, i.e. their work. In this way the
tool becomes an important part of their work practice as well as a part of
their daily work environment. Consequently this very important target group
imposes particular requirements on the IT system that is used. Nevertheless,
most users have very little control over what IT system to use and how it
shall help them to carry out their work. In that way, use of the system is
mostly non-discretionary and makes the execution of the user’s work strictly
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dependent of the system (Boivie, 2005). In a system development perspective, these conditions facilitate the identification of the user and the context
where an IT system is or is to be used. However, when applied in a mobile
context there are some difficulties that require extra efforts in identifying the
context of use. This issue is treated thoroughly in paper IV, Usability in Mobile IT Systems.
When a tool, e.g. an IT-system, is frequently and professionally used in a
workplace context, the system’s properties for its use are of a great importance. The IT system must efficiently support the user’s work practice and
performance of work. It is generally accepted that a longer learning period
for the IT system is necessary in order to gain such efficiency. In a professional context, a user is normally a novice for a relatively short period of
time when using the system, and potentials for development of high skill
levels are quickly evolving when activities are regularly repeated. Thereby
some work tasks are performed automatically, requiring less of the user’s
attention (Nygren, 1992). Furthermore, IT systems for professional use require that the user can be expected to recognize the terminology and some
interaction procedures in the application and thereby require less guidance
(ob.cit.). In this way efficiency is gained when using the system, but at the
expense of a longer period of learning. Similarly, it is claimed that a large
amount of information should be presented at the same time in the interface.
Minimal explanations can be done in favour of quick access to larger
amounts of information simultaneously. This might give a chaotic impression for the novice, but is has been shown to be more efficient for the professional and experienced user (Nygren, ob.cit; Lif, 1998; Lif et.al. 2001).
When designing IT systems, one of the goals is to achieve transparency,
implying that the tool is so easy to use that it disappears and the user’s full
focus and concentration can be directed towards how to solve the task instead of towards how to use the tool (Bødker, 1991). This is most apparent
when designing professional systems for vocational practice, where the work
practice is the primary focus and an IT-system is only an aid in carrying out
the work. Criteria related to ease of learning, appealing graphical design,
cool features, etc. become less important in this context. The system must
instead be designed on the basis of optimisation of work activities instead of
just optimising the use of the computer (Gulliksen, 1997).
A professional IT system can also be used less often, as for example a special system supporting an infrequently occurring work task. The system is
then given a number of properties also applicable to non-professional systems. There is no pre-supposing that the user remembers from time to time
how to use the system. Even though the user is given the very best instructions, the users will forget how to effectively use it. Consequently, the system must be designed in a more intuitive, obvious and self-instructional way.
12
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2.3 Research on the use of mobile technologies
The term mobility describes the characteristic of being capable of moving or
being moved. Pica and Kakihara (2003) treats the fundamental terms and
point out that mobile refers to a state where a given entity can move or be
moved, and that mobility refers to the ability to ensure that an entity is mobile. The concept mobility is not a new phenomenon, despite all attention
given to technical progress within the area. Instead one could claim that the
state of being mobile is more natural than the opposite state.
My focus within this area has not been on general mobile devices for everyday use, but rather (mainly) on mobile technology for professional use. In
this case, this does not include mobile office work, but instead more physical
work practices and how to support this kind of work with mobile technology.
Such a commission means additional requirements for the technology and its
design, but the fundamental requirements regarding usability still apply. I
will present here a comprehensive view of the research situation within this
area. Paper IV in this thesis, Usability in mobile IT systems, describes more
thoroughly a number of mobile IT systems and mobile usability issues.

2.3.1 Mobility
When trying to define the concept mobility, several obstacles arise. There is
an urge to apply the word in connection with new, fancy technologies, devices and activities, but there are problems with the concept.
“Mobility is one of those words that are virtually impossible to define
in a meaningful way. You either come up with a definition that excludes obvious instances, or your definition is to too vague; it fails to
shed light on important aspects. At the same time we all have a feeling
of what it means; the newsboy and the traveling salesman are mobile,
the secretary and the cook are not. Thus, we can conceive typical
situations in which people are mobile and when they are not.”
(Kristoffersen & Ljungberg, 1999)

Today we can follow the development of advanced mobile technology when
it successively matures and becomes a facilitating tool in a number of situations. Usability in mobile systems is an area that closely follows technological developments. This area is still young, but is successively being explored
and approached from various directions. Research repeatedly proposes new
concepts describing and dealing with various phenomena within the area.
Scott Weiss deals with concrete characteristics of mobile devices defined as
handheld usability (Weiss, 2002). Furthermore, Alexandra Wielenmann
focuses on the everyday use of mobile technology and the activity of doing
mobility (Weilenmann, 2003). Further she points out the importance of de13

fining what is mobile. When talking about mobility, it makes a difference
whether it is the individual, the setting, the technology, or the information
that is mobile.
A typical user of mobile technology is the mobile worker, often described as
the nomad (Kleinrock, 1995). This kind of user is often travelling around
using technology while on the move. To carry out the work in the nomadic
environment the nomad is depending on mobile technology and its communication and storage qualities in a transparent and integrated fashion. Consequently, “nomadicity” refers to the system support needed to provide a rich
set of capabilities and services to the nomad as he/she moves from place to
place, in a transparent and convenient form (ob.cit.).

2.3.2 Technological evolution
Today the area encompassing mobile devices has moved far beyond the
stage where the natural mobile device was a sort of mobile phone and the
most communicative, larger, interface was based on WAP; or perhaps a personal digital assistant (PDA) providing calendar, calculator and notes functionality. As mobile devices become more complex, they consequently become harder to separate and classify. Their qualities are evolving in different
directions, to fill different needs. A mobile phone is no longer characterized
by a small screen and nine number buttons and a laptop does not need a keyboard at all. A mobile phone can be a handheld computer and a handheld
computer can be a mobile phone. Furthermore, a laptop can be folded to a
tablet PC and a personal digital assistant (PDA) can unfold into a small keyboard and become a smaller laptop. An illustration like the following is often
used to describe the available spectrum of mobile devices (Weiss, 2002;
Gorlenko, 2003). Size, weight, portability, communication means, interface
and interaction means are examples of varying properties.

Figure 5: The various spectra of mobile devices.

Hence, today’s advanced mobile devices provide a selection of functions and
the primary purpose of being a telephone or a PDA is no longer sufficient.
Devices are becoming more competent in terms of providing more functionality and most specifically, they are getting smaller. The research area ubiq14
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uitous computing sometimes moves towards the “mobile issues” within HCI
when the focus is on how to make practical use of small, high-tech, mobile
devices. In ubiquitous computing, the technology is often attached to the
body or integrated in clothing. A deeper phenomenological approach to design of mobile interaction is taken by Daniel Fällman (2003). He claims that
”mobile information technology seems to hold a public character” and reflects upon the social impact of the technologies in society. Mobile gadgets
are becoming an especially important part of young people’s lifestyle and
mobile gadgets are designed as jewellery in order to express that they belong
to their owner. Furthermore, mobile technology must be regarded in its entirety, not just the virtual, software aspect or the physical hardware aspect.
Both are dependent on each other and constitute wholeness (ob.cit.).

2.3.3 Context
Context is something inherently changing, and therefore somewhat difficult
to define (Dourish, 2004).When we talk about use of information technology
for instance, this is a kind of use that always occurs within a context of some
kind. This is referred to as the context of use. Maguire (2001) discusses this
concept and claims that context analysis is an essential pre-requisite for any
work on usability and that an understanding of the context of use is useful in
the process of specifying usability requirements. Maguire also emphasizes
the importance of describing a product with regard to its relation to the context where the product is to be used, i.e. the context of use.
“In fact, it is incorrect to describe a product as ergonomic or usable,
without also describing the context in which the product will be used in other words, whom the product was designed for, what it will be
used for and where it will be used.”
(Maguire, ob.cit)

Nigel Bevan (1994) also emphasises that the usability in a product is
strongly connected to the context where it is used.
”It is not meaningful to talk simply about the usability of a product, as
usability is a function of the context in which the product is used.”

Moreover, the international standards community has recognized the role of
context of use within usability. The ISO 9241 standard Part 11, Guidance on
usability (ISO 9241-11, 1998) refers to this role in its denotation of usability:
“Usability is the extent to which a product can be used by specified
users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use.”

The notion of context further emphasizes that the usability of a product is
affected not only by the features of the product itself, but also by the special
15

circumstances in which a product is used. This is expressed as follows in the
ISO 9241 standard:
“The context of use consists of the users, tasks and equipment (hardware, software and materials), and the physical and social environments in which a product is used.”

Context of use is also incorporated into the ISO 13407 standard on humancentred design (ISO 13407, 1999). In this standard, the process of understanding and specifying the context of use is emphasised as one of the main
stages within the user-centred design process.
Obviously the context of use is of a great importance. The varying context is
also recognized as an important quality in the use of mobile products. Usually these devices are simply brought along and to a great extent are exposed
to a various environments and different conditions. Nevertheless they have
to be suited to the actual conditions in order to provide accurate and adequate functionality.
Ljungstrand (2000) calls our attention to the value of context when designing
mobile technology, in this case mobile phones:
“Stationary phones are associated with places; mobile phones are associated with persons. While the context of a place is relatively static,
the contexts of most persons are not.”

It is not far-fetched to assume that the context of use becomes even more
important in relation to mobile products. In this thesis, the idea of context in
relation to mobile computing is further described in paper IV, Usability in
Mobile IT Systems.
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3 Methodological approach

During studies of work within the healthcare sector, I have focused on professions within mobile healthcare, specifically on home help services, but
also on the home healthcare services and ambulance care. This domain and
the different professions all perform mobile work, out “in the field,” far
away from offices and desks. This work is carried out in various contexts –
for instance out on the road or in private homes.
The absolute goal of the personnel is clearly to help people in various ways
e.g. the home help service often involves helping with dressing, cooking,
toilet visits or walks outside. This absolute goal has to be fully supported in
order for the personnel to do a good job. Several attempts to build IT systems supporting these goals and needs have been carried out in Sweden, both
in the form of research projects and industry ventures. However few have
succeeded to any great extent (Paper V and VI). It seems to be difficult to
develop successful IT systems for this domain. My experience indicates that
there is often too little money, a low level of willingness to invest in IT systems and a poor understanding of the efficiency IT systems can provide. The
professionals require a system that is easy to use and that fully supports their
work, otherwise they can just as well continue to carry out their work “as
usual”, without any IT-system. Moreover, work in this domain is mobile by
nature, which creates special requirements for the IT-system. The system
must manage rough, demanding and stressful environments that are quite
varied in nature.
Our intention has been to facilitate the work performed within the home help
care sector, by developing routines that lead to a good, sustainable work that
can be supported by an IT system. To pursue research for such purpose in
this domain and with these conditions, we find it essential to carefully understand how the work is actually performed and to find its essence. Further, we
show great consideration for the professionals and prefer to work closely
with them to use the knowledge they possess about the work they carry out.
We find that such research requires a qualitative approach to a large extent
and therefore we have chosen the research approaches presented below.
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3.1 Action research
Action research makes it easier for the researcher to apply theories in practice and in a genuine work situation, in order to make some kind of a change
in that situation. Kurt Levin is considered to be one of the pioneers within
the field of action research and he describes this type of research expressively: if you want to know how things really are, just try to change them
(Levin 1958). An important characteristic of action research is that all individuals involved are considered as informed and contributing participants
and they are expected to contribute with their respective knowledge and
experiences – this applies to researchers and other participants alike. When
group processes are carried out, leading to authentic insight into organisations and knowledge about work practice and processes, they are usually
considered to be highly valuable.
As a methodology, action research has - as the name suggests - dual aims of
action and research. Action refers a change that has been carried out to some
extent. Research refers to the understanding gained by the researcher or the
client, or by both (Dick, 1993).
The relation between action and research varies. There are action research
methods whose main focus is on action, with research as a peripheral benefit
whose main outcome is learning for the participants. At the other extreme,
the primary focus is on research and the results it obtains are the main attraction. In this case, action is considered a by-product, gaining little attention.
In both approaches the fundamental idea is practicable; it is possible for action to inform understanding, and understanding to assist action. (Dick,
ob.cit.)

Figure 6: An illustration of the action research cycle

The action research cycle consists - at a minimum - of the elements of intention or planning (intend) that occurs prior to action (act), followed thereafter
by review or critique. This line of action is applied during several iterations
in a group process.
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Traditionally, the projects carried out by our department are characterised by
a qualitative approach defined by practical work with real users, acting in
real settings. The projects I have participated in are no exceptions. The approach taken is influenced by sociology, ethnomethodology, psychology and
organizational studies. In our research we strive to achieve a change in the
established way of how to develop and introduce new supporting IT-systems
into workplaces, while at the same time we search for valuable knowledge
about how this is to be done. To achieve this we find that action research is
an essential approach.
Our application of action research is most evident in what we refer to as “the
vision seminars” (paper II and III) and when we in this context develop and
introduce supporting IT systems. In this process we focus on the participant’s tacit knowledge (Polanyi, 1966), their work practice and domain
knowledge. The process is iterative according to the fundamental action
research cycle. Another important course of action is fieldwork which is
necessary in order to maintain the connection to the workplace and the context of where the participants come from.
Parallel to this, we have studied the vision seminar process itself - its performance, the difficulties that have arisen and the result of the process. The
process used is constantly evolving based on the work in the group process.
In this sense the method becomes a part of the result.

3.2 Ethnomethodology
According to Merriam Webster online dictionary, ethnomethodology is defined as “a branch of sociology dealing with nonspecialists' commonsense
understanding of the structure and organization of society”. Pioneered by
the sociologist Harald Garfinkel, the methodological orientation of ethnomethodology has inspired the field of HCI during its second half (Button,
2003). When HCI researchers no longer focused on the individual user and
pursued instead an interest in the computer within a social context of use,
ethnomethodology was considered to be an appropriate field to turn to. In
this context, ethnomethodology further originated the research area Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) where Lucy Suchman based her
work with plans and situated actions (Suchman, 1987).
When using ethnomethodology within HCI and its issues of the workplace
and social behaviour, an ethnographic approach is often applied, and again,
my work is no exception. While my research work has a practical nature and
is mostly carried out in connection with a physical workplace, the ethnomethodological fieldwork approach has provided good guidance.
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3.2.1 Ethnography
Our fieldwork is inspired by ethnography, as originally used in ethnology
and anthropology. In these areas, ethnography is traditionally based on longterm engagement in the field. Ethnography strives to produce qualitative
descriptions of work and to make visible the “real world” sociality of a setting, as it is perceived by those involved (Hughes et al, 1994). It is an approach which insists that rigorous attention be paid to the social organisation
of current practice. (ob.cit) This approach is appreciated in ethnomethodology, or as described by Andy Crabtree (1998):
“Seen from ethnomethodology’s point of view, ethnography’s task is
to identify the everyday methods and practical reasoning in and
through the application of which activities of work are practically accomplished as routine, taken-for-granted activities within a working
division of labour.”

The ethnographer does not start with a clear idea of what to look for. Instead,
the context will tell what is interesting. A number of aspects concerning the
context may turn out to be interesting and it will take time to form a coherent
view of what is going on. In order to produce detailed descriptions of the
“workday” activities of social actors within specific contexts, the ethnographer uses several methods, such as observations, interviews and video analyses.
Applied in a system development practice, ethnographic studies seldom have
the scope of the ones performed by the original anthropologists - time spent
in a study is very valuable. To render the procedure more effective when
contributing to the design of IT systems, ethnography tends to be applied in
an abbreviated way. More time-efficient field research methods like quick
and dirty ethnography (Huges, 1995) are described and summarized by Millen as rapid ethnography (Millen, 2000).
In our work, an ethnographic approach has been essential. By this, I mean
that we have studied workers from within the studied domain - how they are
organised, how they carry out their work, their work practices etc.
“If one is not aware of the social characteristics of the job which are
work’s guarantee however, design may well fail or worse, impinge
upon working life in ways that are detrimental to workers and business alike”
(Crabtree, ob.cit)

Time has not been overly abundant in our studies. The ethnography-inspired
activities have therefore been of a somewhat “quick and dirty” character.
Nevertheless, we find it essential to conduct these activities, in order to assure that we really get to know the future users’ domain and the context
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where the proposed IT system is meant to run. In my research work, an ethnographic approach has often been a fruitful and recurrent course of action.
Recognising users’ work practice, revealing the important tacit knowledge
and understanding its context are all important benefits gained from fieldwork that will contribute to the forthcoming work with both the analysis and
design of IT systems.
In the VIHO project described in paper III, ethnography-inspired methods
were used as a complement to the vision seminar method. Results from field
studies carried out during the seminar series, gave us a more extensive understanding of the participants’ current work situation. The participants were
also given the opportunity to show, demonstrate and clarify issues that were
dealt with at the seminars. Paper V and VI further contain results from a
number of various field studies; some of them are referred to as observation
interviews. Conclusions are drawn from findings in the field, where we
worked with an ambulance staff and two different home healthcare services.

3.3 Participatory Design
During the 1980’s, system engineers, product designers, and human interface
designers became increasingly interested in different system developing
techniques based on the involvement of the users in the design and development of computer-based systems. For guidance and inspiration some of these
professionals turned to an approach to systems design pioneered in Scandinavia. This approach is often referred to as Participatory Design (PD)
(Blomberg, 1990). Other appellations are the Scandinavian approach or
Scandinavian challenge. There is no single view of what Participatory Design involves, nor is there a unified position on the theoretical underpinnings
of the approach (ob.cit.). However it is commonly agreed that the overall
goal of this approach is to improve the quality of work life. The design and
development of new technology is done in the service of improving the quality of worklife for the users of the technology. Both the users and developers
involved in the design activity share this objective. Furthermore, the orientation is collaborative and users participate in decisions related to technology
that have, or will have, an impact on their work-lives. The degree of participation required is inspired by different political interests and the by the
strong unions that exist in Scandinavia. Those conditions also influence the
language used, e.g. “workers” and “empowerment”. In this collaboration,
users act as fully empowered participants in the design process. Developers
and users work together to design and develop the technology and to integrate it into the users’ current work practices. The process is iterative and the
design ideas that emerge are tested in real work situations. This requires that
early in the process strategies are developed - together with users - for pre21

senting and testing emerging design ideas. By doing this, the users are given
an opportunity to experience what it would be like to use the new technology
in their work and developers are given the opportunity to experience the new
work practice created by the new technology.
Today, PD is a heterogeneous enterprise, employing a wide range of practical techniques for enabling active user participation in design. Despite a vast
array of evolving approaches, participatory design might nevertheless be
said to consist of a common core of techniques supporting user involvement
in work-oriented design (Crabtree, 1998). Future workshops, Studies of
work, Mock-ups, Prototyping and Scenario construction are commonly used
techniques that are employed individually at various, selective stages in the
development, or in concert throughout development. The PD area is also
turning to ethnography in order to more thoroughly study and understand the
users’ work situation (ob.cit).
Our relation to PD is treated in more detail and in relation to our work, in
paper II, A Participatory Process Supporting Design of Future Work, which
describes the vision seminar method. Paper III that deals with the VIHO
project gives a further description of the method and how it was applied in a
case study regarding mobile healthcare.
The vision seminar method that we have used is very similar to - and influenced by - the PD line of action. Moreover, in the vision seminars we
strongly emphasise the future way of working. Future users, i.e. employees,
are closely involved in the design process. The vision seminar process aims
at allowing the users to make their voices heard and provides a course of
action where these voices also are listened to. The new work is always in
focus during the process and proposed technology is meant to support that
work. For instance, participants often possess valuable, well thought out
proposals of improvements, based on the way the work has this far been
performed. However, it is not our belief that these proposals should be directly implemented. Instead they need to be arranged to fit in with the new
proposed way of working. New technical systems, with their increased potential for information and communication, facilitate new solutions of organisation, work tasks, strategies, professions etc. These possibilities and the
requirements they entail, must be jointly worked out during the project. In
the vision seminar process, participants are not encouraged to actually carry
out the design themselves. As a part of the fundamental design work, user’s
ideas and their solutions to problems must be considered. But we find that
after all, it is the trained designers that are the experts on how to develop the
final design solution. On the other hand, no design solutions should be accepted without making an evaluation together with the users.
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3.4 User-Centred System Design
In line with a user-centred system development approach, system development of IT systems is to be performed in close cooperation with the future
users of the system. However, it is difficult for the future user to know exactly what is technically possible and formulate and define requirements on
their own, in terms of how to design the very best, future work support IT
system. Nevertheless, the users’ contribution must be valued and utilized in
the design process of sufficient IT systems.
The approach necessary for this work is called User-Centred System Development (USCD) (Gulliksen and Göransson, 2002; Göransson, 2004). It is
based on the principle that all development of technical IT systems for a
workplace must be performed through an active participation by persons that
know the organisation and the work practice, i.e. the ones that actually perform the work and are the future users of the system. The work practice and
the tacit knowledge that experienced professionals possess is very valuable
and must be allowed to influence the design (Greenbaum and Kyng, 1991).
In this way, design work requires respect for workers’ traditions and established conceptions, as well as respect for the designers’ ability to free themselves from ingrained methods and his/her creative ability to see new possibilities that are facilitated by new knowledge and technology.
Hence, designers from the outside can not fully understand the activity at a
workplace and can not alone decide whether a solution is good or bad. On
the other hand, the workers who know the workplace and its practice can’t by themselves - describe and give an outside analysis of their own organisation and work practice. Nor do they have, in general, the technical and organisational competence to propose new, solutions regarding the organisation as well as its IT support. Development work is conducted in an iterative
way, where the phase analysis, design, construction and evaluation are repeated until the system has been developed to a final version and the result is
accepted by the involved parties. That the work can succeed is due to a suitable model for cooperation in the system development process between future users and designers.
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4 Results

The scope of this thesis and my approach to the mobile IT systems area, are
both based upon knowledge about design and use of IT systems for professional users in a particular workplace. Research about mobile IT systems for
professional use tends most often to focus on office work and how to support
that work with mobile office applications. For the most part, this is a computer literate target group of early adopters that is highly prioritised and at
least basically familiar with what the use of computers means in their daily
work.
To understand the nature of mobility and how it affects usability in IT system, I have conducted a study of the area. My work has concerned mobile IT
systems within mobile healthcare, i.e. more traditional professions with more
apparent hands-on characteristics (paper IV, V and VI). In conjunction with
these studies, another perspective has been added. In the VIHO-project, we
have explored the organisational change provided by the introduction of an
IT system in an organisation (paper III and V). Each perspective has constituted a set of important characteristics to carefully adhere to at the next step,
when merging the two perspectives and designing a future IT system for a
mobile work

4.1 Characteristics of mobile IT systems
Conventional HCI knowledge states that a useful IT system should provide
good usability and utility (Nielsen, 1993). But how are these sought-after
characteristics defined when applied to mobile IT systems?
Studies of the research area for mobile applications and usability aspects
have provided an understanding of the important qualities of mobile IT systems (Paper IV; Gorlenko, 2003). One of the general conclusions is that
more effort can be put into the design of today’s products. The technology is
certainly available and has the requisite qualities, but they are poorly utilised. Thorough studies of how and where the device is to be used are requested in order to identify the functionality that the device is meant to provide to its users. In paper V, further criteria of mobile IT systems were discussed:
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• Hardware limitations that affect the device when it must be small and
easy to transport while at the same time possessing the technology
needed to manage rigorous requirements.
• Means of interaction provided by the mobile device in order to facilitate interaction between the user and the hardware.
• Environmental variations and how contextual conditions (e.g. weather,
noise, movement) as well as other conditions the user exposes the device to can be dealt with, without compromising any requirements.
In a sense we can distinguish two kinds of applications of the mobile technology: it can make it easier for stationary work to become mobile or it can
support an already mobile work. In the VIHO-project (Paper III) we have
been involved in the latter. As a result of the project, three important qualities of mobile IT system were identified during the seminar series together
with the seminar group.
Quick and effective

In the home healthcare sector, one of the mobile IT
systems’ most important attributes is considered to be
the performance and the speed of the device. The time
that is available to a user to start a device, enter or read
information etc. is very limited. Everything that is not
perceived as simple, quick and supportive will be considered as bothersome and will hardly be accepted and
used by the personnel (that is also a conclusion from
Paper VI).

Durable and reliable A user of a mobile device and IT system often needs to

carry out some other action while using the device:
driving a car or travelling with an underground railway, giving medicine, bandaging a varicose ulcer or
writing a prescription… The device must be able to
endure various weather conditions and to being carried
around all day in a bag or a pocket. The environment
can be loud as well as quiet, it may include water,
vomit, blood, coffee and hasty movements. Many
things can happen that interrupt the use of the device.
A good mobile IT system for home healthcare should,
to as great an extent as possible, manage the unexpected situations that can occur in the variable environments where it is used. A lot of trust is put into the
system by letting the system manage important information that is sometimes of decisive importance.
When so much important information is stored in a
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system and the work is highly dependent on access to
the information, the system simply must not fail.
Flexible

Given the nature of mobile technology, it must be - to
some extent - small and easy to carry along. These attributes have some effect on the technology in a number of ways. When physical size is reduced, the technical performance deteriorates. Smaller CPUs are
slower, memory and battery time are reduced as well.
Another consequence of the reduced size is a smaller
screen – and the screen is probably the most important
channel of interaction. A smaller screen implies greater
challenges when designing usable graphical interfaces
for the system. Today’s knowledge about interface design becomes crucial when screen size is reduced.

The idea of context - already recognised and further explored - is an influencing factor that becomes even more important in a mobile context. In all
usage situations, a user’s attention needs to be divided between the ITsystem and the surrounding environment. In some situations the environment
only requires a fraction of the user’s attention, for example when a user
works alone in an office, while in other situations almost 100% of the user’s
attention must be focused on the environment instead of the application, for
example while driving a car during rush hour.
Mobile services imply a new aspect of the attention problem, since they
move between different contexts that poses different demands on users’ attention. The same service or application provided by a mobile device can be
used both in situations where the user can focus all attention on the interaction with the device, and in situations where the environment demands a
large part of the attention.
Moreover, when designing for mobile devices it seems hard to move away
from the established design traditions of IT systems in general. Consequently
metaphors and interaction solutions like desktop, office applications and
windows are often incorporated into new platforms without reflection. However, use of mobile technology differs from ”common office use” and it is
important to emphasise that systems design for mobile devices is not the
same as for a stationary computer. Being mobile implies that there are numerous new prerequisites to consider when designing mobile devices. As an
example, the Symbian company’s operative system for smart phones, UIQ,
has a well-devised design guideline for applications. The guideline permits
that the user never has to perform a save function for whatever he or she is
currently carrying out on the phone. If an application is cancelled in any
way, the task in progress is automatically saved. For instance: a user is writing a SMS message while travelling on a bus. Suddenly the bus reaches the
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user’s stop and he quickly has to grab his bag and jacket to get off. In a
situation like that there is no time for “save as”, enter a filename, etc. Due to
the design of the application it is possible for the user to just quickly slide his
phone in his pocket and get off the bus. The message is not lost but automatically stored and can be edited later. As the guidelines write:
Changes are saved automatically by tapping the 'Go back' button in
detail view or if the user tasks away to another application while the
detail view is open. The view is closed, changes are saved, and the
user is returned to the main view. There are for that reason no save
dialogs with Save or Cancel buttons for saving changes in detail view.
[…] If the user has changed any options etc but hasn’t entered any
description text, a suitable description should be added - for example
in Agenda the default description is 'Appointment'.
(Symbian UIQ Style Guide)

I would like to claim that such functionality in the smart phone, requiring a
minimum of interaction, supports use of the device to a great extent, in a
varying and unpredictable context. Recognised usability characteristics of
mobile systems like these served as valuable knowledge when proposing a
design for the VIHO-project, described briefly later in this chapter.

4.1.1 Supporting users goals
A professional user has a goal when practicing his or her profession. In the
case of home health care services, a simplified description of the goal is to
help older people live their lives. In the case of the ambulance personnel, the
goal is to help people in an emergency. A good and well-functioning IT system is characterised by the supports it provides to the user in order to fulfil
his or her goal. It other words, the system provides a good utility. But if for
some reason the system fails to provide this support, the user will try to find
better ways or routines to fulfil the goal and perform a good work. Often
traditional and reliable techniques or procedures are used to achieve this, so
the work is of course carried out, but most likely not as efficiently or in the
way that was intended when the IT system was introduced. Paper VI describes a case from the home healthcare services where traditional paper
notes, lists and alternative computer-based tools are used instead of the intended IT system. Further it describes how the personnel, as a consequence,
has organised the work in order to handle the inefficient IT system.
Nevertheless, in some cases using the IT system that has been provided, in
the way it was in- tended, is the only alternative for performing the work,
despite the system’s inefficiency. For example, the user can be forced to use
the system due to laws, organisational requirements or simply because the
execution of the work depends on the IT system. Take for instance a cashier
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who can hardly carry out his or her job without using the cash terminal, no
matter how poor the support is that it provides. In cases where an insufficient
IT system is present, occupational complaints like stress, repetitive strain
injuries, anxiety and ergonomic injuries are common (Åborg, 2002) and
these come on top of the inefficient work that is carried out due to the insufficiency of the system.
A system can be perceived as rather difficult to use, i.e. it provides poor
usability, but still be very attractive when it provides desirable support or
functionality as compared to the alternative of not using the system, i.e. it
provides a good utility. When the SMS functionality was made available in
our GSM phones it was circumstantial and difficult to use. However, the
utility it offered was so appreciated that users overcome the bad usability
and started to use the service anyway. Now, the functionality and interaction
has been improved and in general the overall usability is also somewhat improved.
In this context, it is important to understand that an IT system can be considered hopelessly inefficient from one point of view, and yet from another
point of view, constitute a great benefit to the user. The aforementioned
cashier terminal system may be considered inefficient by the cashier, but on
a broader level, it compiles very useful information about shopping habits
and stock status for the management. The IT system helps the management
to achieve their goals and the benefits are greater then the drawbacks. That is
good for the management, but hardly for the cashier.
In order to provide good utility, careful delineation of the goals is an essential activity when designing supporting IT systems. In the vision seminars in
the VIHO project we propose a new way of working in the future. It is the
goals of the proposed future work that we intend to define and support with
an IT system that provided good usability as well as good utility.

4.1.2 Applied in the home help services
The application of the vision seminars, described primarily in paper III, has
been carried out within the healthcare domain. Seminar work has dealt with
a few different occupations within this sector, although the main group has
been personnel from the home help services. This personnel, mainly nurse
assistants , assist and attend to the group of elderly people who still reside at
home. The level of assistance that needs to be given to an elderly person, is
administered and determined by the local authorities. Common types of assistance include delivery of food, housecleaning, laundry, bathing, dressing,
cooking and - to a limited extent -medication administration. In some cases,
more qualified nursing activities are also performed. Even more comprehensive medical treatment can be administered in the old people’s homes by the
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home healthcare service. Their personnel perform to a greater extent, medical treatments like administering medication, bandaging sores and giving
injections. For the most part, they are registered nurses.
We have also worked with personnel from the old people's homes. Their
duties are quite similar to the nurse assistants in the home help services, but
instead, they are performed at a collective home for the elderly.
When carrying out the VIHO-project, personnel from all three professional
categories participated. There were three representatives from the home help
services, two from old people’s home and one from the home healthcare
services. In paper I, researchers from two similar projects agree that it is
important to separate the different personnel categories since their information needs differ.
“The different users all need to access information in their mobile
work situation, but the kind of information and the optimal way of
presenting it differs.”
(Scandurra et.al., Paper I)

Prior to the seminars, we chose to focus on just one professional category,
but the other categories provided highly valuable input as well, when they
were given the opportunity to reflect upon the questions being discussed,
from their perspective.It is important that participants in such a seminar series must be heard and respected by us researchers. Furthermore, they must
get support from the management and the seminar work must be given legitimacy in the whole organisation. Participants must feel confident that their
work matters and that it is possible to bring about change, whether they are
focused on organization, tasks, or support systems. Furthermore, the process
needs time to develop. The VIHO seminar series consisted of ten full seminar days during a six-month period - an extensive amount of time, but still
not enough. The fundamental task of defining the future work took a considerable time and there was little time left for the design phase. It is exacting
for the participants to remove themselves from their normal workday and in
the seminars, immediately start producing creative ideas for new ways of
working .They need support to free themselves from their current situation
and to view on their work practices “from the outside” - in other words, to
engage in out-of-the-box thinking.

4.2 Design of work processes
As discussed briefly in the introduction chapter, the introduction of a new IT
system in an organisation will inevitably change and affect the organisation
and the way that work is performed. The work will not be the same as before
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- a new work will be formed. This change can be of an unreliable nature if it
is not carefully observed and dealt with. Furthermore, it is our belief that a
work can never attain perfection and be performed in the very best and most
efficient way. A work context is not static, but constantly changing, which
implies that there is always room for improvement. When a supporting IT
system is developed for a current work context, this usually entails that the
IT system will support a work that most likely has the potential to develop
into something better. There is a potential for poor, ineffective procedures to
be built and locked into the IT system, forcing the organisation to work in
the way supported by the IT system and in no other way. We find it better to
develop IT systems that instead support an improved and more desirable way
of working.
This means that we first need to take control over the change in work that
occurs when introducing a new IT system, and turn that change into something productive - a new way to work in the future. Our approach, which we
described here, is to create in advance a description of a desirable way of
working and thereafter design an IT system supporting that work. In this way
we achieve two things: a new improved way of working and an IT system
that supports that work. This idea has been the foundation for the vision
seminar method presented in paper II and more exhaustively described in
paper III.

4.2.1 Supporting work
Today, economic restraints and greater demands for effectiveness are frequent occurrences in almost all workplaces. This is obvious in the elder
healthcare sector where the number of old people in need of care is increasing and less personnel is attracted to the occupation. Obviously this results in
a greater work load for the personnel, followed by increased demands,
tighter budgets etc. This is not a good, nor a healthy development, of course.
In accordance with the healthy work model described by Karasek and Theorell (1990), we claim however that increased requirements, of moderate
quantities, can be dealt with providing that the personnel is given a sufficient
support. This has been applied in the VIHO project, where the support has
been provided by means of an organisation that has been made more effective and by a supporting IT system.

4.2.2 Applied in the home help services
The vision seminars in the VIHO project resulted in a proposal of a future
work, presented in terms of aspects of the future work. These aspects apply
specifically to the work within the elder care in the suburb where the project
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was carried out, and some of them apply even specifically for the respective
work place for each participant in the seminar group.
The VIHO vision seminar series produced a number of aspects describing
the future, desirable work developed by the seminar group. Here is a summary of some of the aspects:
Autonomous groups

Groups carrying out the practical healthcare
work should be autonomous and given
greater local responsibility than what they
have today. They should organise and carry
out their own planning, distribute their own
resources and undertake their own quality
assurances. Increased responsibility should
also be supported by increased resources. It
is on the “shop-floor” level, in the care takers home, where quality in the work can be
achieved.

Coherent healthcare planning

We want to accomplish a common use and a
joint work with the care plans used in the
elder healthcare organisation. The whole
chain of care planning - from the very first
decision of assistance, care planning, intervention planning, execution and documentation, to the final follow-up and evaluation –
should all be well-planned, well-informed
and concurrent throughout the whole organisation.

Economic responsibility

Economic responsibility should be moved
further down in the organisation to the
workers that create the cost when carrying
out their work. If provided with the right
tools in terms of access to information, education, authority and competence, workers
can control costs where the costs are actually occurring. In order to facilitate a more
efficient use of the assets, it should be possible to make economic plans in advance,
instead of just being able to look back in
time, to see incurred expenses.

Increased professionalism

Occupations in elder healthcare deserve a
better reputation. Professionalism should be
striven for. When the personnel are allowed
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to perform the work that they are educated
for, they experience an increased feeling of
responsibility. (Today, the feeling of being
considered as a maid by the care recipients
is frequently encountered.)
A list of the aspects that comprise a desirable work, made up the proposal
from the VIHO-project concerning the future way of working and the organisational structure.
Moreover, the proposed future work was described by the seminar group in
the seminar series in several scenarios, i.e. a continuous account for a course
of events, in this case describing how work is conducted within the home
healthcare. At first the professionals in the work group constructed a more
general description about their future work by writing the story “a day at
work, 2008”. Based on these scenarios, we then created more narrowed and
detailed scenarios describing the main work tasks that constituted the future
work, according to the proposal in the aspects. These scenarios were exhaustively analysed in the seminars and information management and communication needs were recognised in order to provide input for the forthcoming
design.
Based on the scenarios a number of activities were recognised, i.e. smaller,
definable processes in the work. These activities are closely linked to the
personnel’s work goals. The activities were collected, analysed and clustered
into groups, e.g. all the activities that usually occur during the morning
preparations in the home healthcare. Such a structure in the descriptions of
work contributed to the design of the IT system, when it facilitated a certain
part of the system to be designed to support a group of activities.
In this way we have laid the foundation of the future, practical hands-on
design work. However, in this phase the vision seminars and the VIHO project had come to an end. Nevertheless, we have continued with the prototyping of a first, very basic proposal for design of a mobile IT system. It cannot
be emphasized enough that this is only the very first step taken towards a
design and that further design decisions must be taken together with potential users.
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Figure 7: A very first illustration of the IT system.

In the design proposal of the specific part of the application that is displayed
here, it is our intention to support the proposed new work by paying attention to the aspect concerning providing the personnel further down in the
organisation a larger economic responsibility and the aspect concerning
achieving a coherent healthcare planning. This is carried out by providing
information in the proposed interface to the user, about the care taker’s entitled assistance. The user is thereby given the responsibility to undertake the
amount of healthcare that the care recipient is entitled to. By being given
access to this information, the user can more easily report back to that part of
the organisation where the level of assistance is decided - in order to make a
change if necessary.
The proposed interface is designed according to the workspace-metaphor
(Henderson and Card, 1986; Lif et.al., 2001) further described in paper III.
The picture above shows how the user is using the planning part of the application, where information about a care taker is outlined.
Naturally, the design is further influenced by the important characteristics
that originated from the work with usability in mobile systems. Hence, the
application is proposed to run on a smaller, portable computer the size of an
A5 paper, in order to provide enough screen space, but still not becoming too
heavy. It is important that the device is easy to carry around, durable and
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reliable. And it is also important that the hardware is powerful enough to
provide short response times and a smooth interaction.
In conclusion, the design work initiated in this manner is influenced by the
recognised characteristics of usability in mobile IT systems supporting a
mobile context of use, by the means of a sufficient hardware. The design
aims at supporting the proposed future work, identified through studies of
work and the aspects from the vision seminars describing the new, healthy
work.
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5 Discussion

In today’s hospital healthcare, we often find a variety of small IT systems
being used, each for a specific and isolated purpose. In most cases, one of
the systems is given a dominant role and, by the means of a number of emergency solutions and patch-ups, serves as some kind of central system for the
others and the whole organisation. Today, we also see a trend to replace this
mixture of small communicating systems with larger systems that integrate
most of the information produced and used at the hospitals.
IT has not yet had the same penetration in the elder care organisations,
probably due to economic limitations, inadequate technical knowledge and
expertise and an unwillingness to invest in this professional area. On the
other hand, the number of elderly in need of care is rapidly increasing, at the
same time as there is a lack of competent personnel. To avoid a problematic
situation, efforts are increasingly being directed to the area. In this situation,
organisations for elder healthcare turn to the IT area in the search for tools
that can contribute to more efficient work. There is a great risk here of making the same mistake as the hospitals have made. Perhaps we will experience
the same “ketchup effect” as in the hospital healthcare, i.e. an uncontrolled
introduction of numerous IT systems, addressing different single problems
without any common view (see e.g. paper V, ambulance personnel). To
avoid such a situation, we have been concentrating on identifying the professionals’ basic needs and approaching the problem from a holistic perspective, not trying to solve a number of small, separate, problems. Our efforts
have been directed at developing the work itself and defining a new, future,
sustainable work that is supported, and to some extent made possible, by
means of a supporting IT system. Of course there is no guarantee that such
system will succeed, but when the design of the system is based on an analysis and design of the future work processes, there is a better chance of finding good solutions.

5.1 Research methods
The practical work that I have based my thesis on, has many qualitative aspects and has been strongly influenced by the action research area and ethno35

methodological-inspired methods like ethnography and participatory design.
Mainly this has been applied in the VIHO project and the studies described
in paper V and VI. Hence, the evaluating work described in paper V has
contained quantitative parts. In general, I find the qualitative approach more
fruitful when a deeper understanding of work is important, in particular
when the results are to influence further design. I find it feasible to study
user’s work practice and their tacit knowledge, together with organisational
aspects and how practitioners actually do perform their work in practice.
Preferably this is done through on-site field studies since such aspects can
hardly be seen using a quantitative approach.
However, when it comes to large scale evaluations where the focus is on
aspects that can be easily measured with little or no risk for misinterpretations, quantitative methods like a questionnaire can of course be considered
more effective. This has been used in the survey presented in paper V.
When the focus of my work has moved from analysis to a more constructive
phase, influences from participatory design and iterative user-centred design
procedures have become more important. This means that future users are
allowed to influence their own future work situation. In this way we can
reach better solutions and also let the involved professionals develop their
own skills and competencies.

5.2 Applications of results
Studies of how available technology is used, indicate that the required mobile technology is available today, but the way it’s applied makes its contribution far from sufficient. The full potential of available mobile technology
is not utilised.
Usability issues regarding mobile technology seem to be very similar to the
established usability of stationary systems. Design heuristics and some
guidelines seem to be of importance. The context of use seems to be of
greater importance when dealing with mobile applications. This means that
solutions from one context cannot be easily applied to another context (as
indicated in paper VI).
I have started the process of developing a basic view of how both general
and more context- specific usability aspects can be formulated. Thus far, my
research does not generate general knowledge, but hopefully it generates a
deeper understanding and sharper insight.
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5.3 Reflections and lessons learned
I find that my studies of the use of mobile technology have been very appealing and inspiring when combined with the poorly computerised mobile
home care area. The conjunction between these two areas has caused me to
make a number of reflections, in addition to the ones already treated in this
thesis.
The work carried out in the home help services is, and has always been, mobile. Today we can see a great effort being made to make traditionally stationary work practices mobile by providing mobile technology and IT systems. But home healthcare has always been mobile and carried out in various
contexts, while on the move.
Today, supporting IT systems are used very moderately in the home help and
home healthcare domain. If they do exist, the computer systems are mostly
meant to support administrative work. The home help personnel that I have
met, are not familiar with computers - which constitutes an exciting challenge in the design and the production of an easy-to-use IT system that is
still effective.
In a sense, the work carried out in the domain is very apparent. An IT system
that does not provide enough support and correct support for the work, will
probably not be used. I find a strong attitude that advocates that work can be
carried out “just fine” without any IT system. To design an IT system for this
domain and to ensure that it will be used as intended, requires that the system is perceived as efficient and leading to obvious improvements.
The home care profession is often considered to be a low status profession
that is in great need of improvement. To assure competent personnel will be
available in the future, the profession must gain status, be more attractive
and attract new people. Providing an IT system for this profession can facilitate this development in several ways.
We are currently experiencing an increasing number of older people in need
of care. The economic resources are limited and as a consequence varying
attempts are made to achieve a more cost-effective work processes. I believe
that well-designed IT can facilitate this work and become a contributing
factor in the important work within home help and healthcare, as well as in
the healthcare sector in general. But new technologies must be carefully
designed and implemented within organisations so as not to impair or hinder
unique and extremely important human skills and contacts.
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6 Future work

Based upon what I have learned, I now plan to move on and investigate other
domains where mobile IT systems are used by professionals. I expect to
achieve increased knowledge about mobile work and the characteristics of
usability in mobile IT systems - which in a sustainable and effective way
support professional work.
Hence, I will continue looking for similarities regarding how mobile work is
performed and how it can be supported. The approach including the vision
seminars method will most likely be used again here, together with supplementary case studies. In this way the method can be further explored and
developed, and we can more accurately determine whether the knowledge
gained up to now can be generalised and applied in other contexts. I will also
focus on how technical requirements can be derived from the analysis of
professional work contexts.
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Abstract. Mobile work situations within home care of the elderly require immediate and ubiquitous access to patient-oriented data. We intend to develop a
mobile information system that provides correct information in a proper way
to the right person in the appropriate occasion of care. This requires a thorough user needs analysis that so far often has been neglected during systems
development in health care. We conducted the user needs analysis in interdisciplinary working groups in order to achieve a holistic view of the entire work
process. This allows for the development of not only patient-oriented but care
process oriented systems. In this paper, we describe how the user needs analysis was conducted, the impact of this work on the user group and some of the
requirements found to be specific for mobile IT-support for home care of the
elderly.

1 Introduction
Ageing of population, growing mobility in society and growing shortage of
staff resources in the health care sector require new models for information
handling and communication in order to guarantee quality-oriented health
care of the elderly.
Home care of the elderly today is performed by different types of care providers: medical personnel such as general practitioners or district nurses, and
community service personnel in charge of non-medical services as e.g. the
patient’s daily hygiene.
Even though these care providers, especially the community service personnel, have a mobile work situation, they very rarely have any mobile IT tools
supporting their work. Most mobile access to information is today paper
based, which is not only inflexible, but also a risk when it comes to documenting new information and sharing information within the working group.
Important information is often not documented correctly due to the fact that
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it has to be remembered until the care providers reach their office. As a consequence, it is often not communicated to other personnel that need the information in order to be able to provide high quality care.
IT-systems available in health care today have very rarely taken the end
user’s needs into account when developed, but have traditionally been the
tools of administrators rather than clinicians. Especially the community service personnel have rarely been in focus for user-centred systems development. The user needs have subsequently not been sufficiently described and
analysed, making a thorough user needs analysis necessary before developing a new IT-support in this area. A user group with very little experience
when it comes to IT and often insufficient consciousness of the entire work
process makes it difficult to identify the care providers needs and requirements. Health care professionals have their primary focus on the quality of
health care they provide for their patients and therefore the IT-system must
be developed to be as transparent as possible to let the users keep the focus
on the patient and to support and not hamper clinical work processes. Usage
of existing and modified HCI-methods and techniques during user needs and
requirements analysis is therefore of great value.

2 Method
In order to identify and describe the different care provider’s needs when it
comes to a mobile work situation, a user-centred system development approach is followed [1]. In iterative seminars, interdisciplinary working
groups define future user-oriented work scenarios and develop prototypes.
During seminar work, methods like brainstorming, scenario building and in
depth interviews are used. The iterative seminar process aims at analyzing
and improving the practical and organizational work as well as identifying
the user needs and requirements of the forthcoming information technology
in different work situations.
The importance of having a process oriented view of the work, that takes
different care provider’s needs into account requires that the analysis is done
in interdisciplinary working groups. The general practitioners (GPs), district
nurses and community service personnel work together with researchers in
medical informatics and human-computer interaction in order to detail the
specific work scenarios. The use of observation and participation according
to the Master-Apprentice approach described by Lave and Wenger [2], together with interview techniques for work analysis in interdisciplinary seminars has resulted in a user needs analysis.
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3 Results
The approach described above has been used for the user needs analysis in
one research project and will be used in a second project shortly, both focusing on mobile home care for the elderly. The first project OLD@HOME
(Technical8 Support for Mobile CloseCare) [3] focuses on providing a seamless and consistent information flow between different care providers involved in the home care of elderly people, using different mobile information technologies. By improving the tools for the personnel in their mobile
work situations the project aims at providing elderly people with better and
improved health care in their homes and in the primary health care.
The VIHO-project (Efficient computer support in care for the elderly) will
focus on the development of both organisation and technology. Mobile tools
for the home care personnel will be developed together with the end users to
fully support their mobile work with mobile technology.
While working in interdisciplinary seminar sessions the conclusion has been
made that different care providers have similar yet distinct needs. The different users all need to access information in their mobile work situation, but
the kind of information and the optimal way of presenting it differs.

3.1 The care process – a team work
The shift from user-centred care towards patient-centred care demands new
requirements in the development and integration of mobile IT-support for
home care. It is becoming increasingly more important to consider the care
process as a team effort, rather than isolated events performed by a single
profession. IT-support has traditionally been developed for one care provider
or specialist, but the entire care process is performed by several care providers who communicate and share information. Therefore, new systems should
not only be patient-oriented but care process oriented.
When analyzing the care providers different mobile work situations in the
interdisciplinary working groups a holistic view of the care process is
achieved. This has given the members of the working groups a deeper insight in each others work and an understanding of the different needs and
how they can support each other in the specified work situations.
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3.1

Shared information

The requirements from the personnel working together around one patient,
but with different specialities, are specified in the interdisciplinary seminar
sessions. In order to provide good quality care, the health care professionals
need access to both their own clinical documentation about the patient as
well as the other professionals’ documentation. Any relevant information
about the patient has to be collected and presented in a comprehensive way
to the personnel while taking care of the patient at home.

3.2

Avoiding information overload

When introducing a new mobile tool that gives the users access to all available information, there is a risk that they cannot make optimal use of this
tool due to “information overload”. Therefore the amount of information has
to be reduced, carefully selected and presented in a user friendly way. Different categories of care providers need different views on a common set of
data, depending on both their respective needs and the limitations of the
mobile device they are using.

3.3

Different interfaces and devices

Devices such as today’s personal digital assistants (PDA’s), Tablet PC’s and
laptops can be used as supporting tools for the personnel working in the
home care of the elderly. The choice of device is made depending on the
different care providers work situation and requirements. It is extremely
important that the device is designed for the needs originated in a specific
work situation and suited to the environment in which it will be used. Portable devices often have small displays and less memory than an ordinary PC,
which demands optimization of the information presented on the screen.
Today’s mobile devices also suffer from inadequate access time and transfer
limitations. The information selected to be displayed must therefore be relevant, not just to avoid cognitive information overload but also to optimize
the graphical user interfaces for correct information presentation and to attain good usability [4].
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4 Conclusions
In order to develop a mobile health care system that provides correct information in a proper way to the right person in the appropriate occasion of care
a thorough user needs analysis is necessary. By conducting this in interdisciplinary working groups a holistic view of the work process can be achieved
and systems developed from this basis will be not only patient-oriented but
care process oriented.
The health care professionals need information both from their own information system, e.g. specified parts from the patient’s records, and the other
professionals’ systems independently if they belong to community health
service, primary care, secondary care or a private care giver.
When the users are given access to all available information, there is a risk
that they cannot make optimal use of it due to “information overload”.
Therefore, the amount of information has to be reduced, carefully selected
and presented in a user friendly way.
Immediate and ubiquitous access to patient-oriented data will be needed in
specific work situations for different kinds of care providers. The different
users will use different tools or techniques to access various types of medical
information.

4.1

Future work

New methods for information visualization and interaction, which adapt to
new mobile environments, are called for. Prototypes for mobile visualisation
of, and interaction with, medical information for some specific clinical work
situations in order to support the process of clinical decision-making in an
optimal way will be developed. This work aims to confirm and substantiate
the requirements identified so far, and within this research work, the graphical user interface for the different views of the prototypes as well as the
modes of user interaction will be developed.
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ABSTRACT
This paper illustrates how a participatory design process has developed as a
result of empirical studies with workers. The view on design as a process
presented here necessitates an explicit analysis of work where both workers
and designers participate. The analysis gives workers a possibility to reflect
on present and future work practices and to evaluate effects in advance.
Moreover, it provides designers insights that facilitate design of support
systems that match work complexity. It has often been argued that the full
potential of a new IT-support system is not reached, but that only old work
procedures are preserved. It is one of the purposes of our work re-design
process to support creative changes of different nature. To ascertain that the
complexity of work is acknowledged and that work redesign is enabled in
the design process, we recommend that workers participate to a much higher
degree than present.
During a number of projects this process has successively developed. In this
paper, the process is described, together with a selection of cases where it
has been applied. Important experiences are the need for extensive user participation in the design process and the time and resources the process must
be given.

KEYWORDS
Participatory design, user involvement, the design process, work process design
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1 INTRODUCTION
Our research is performed in working life. The people who use technology in
their work are affected by and often become dependent on a computer support system to achieve their tasks in an efficient way. A usability professional’s first priority must be to facilitate their work, so that they can avoid
stress and maintain efficiency, satisfaction and health. Such concerns involve
not only the tasks assigned to an individual worker but are indeed related to
the surrounding organization as well.
The participatory work design process suggested and described in this paper
should be carried out in the very beginning of the development of computer
support systems. Design is often understood as the complete software development process [21], but the participatory design process described here
finishes with descriptions of future work often accompanied by design
sketches and interactive prototypes. Besides improved work, the process
focuses on increased efficiency; a goal shared by the workers 1 , who often
suffer from inefficient support systems.

1.1

Work tasks and responsibilities are changing

In many respects, work has changed in the last decades. For instance, simple
administrative jobs, traditionally considered undemanding, have become
obsolete due to automation by computerization and more recently because
tasks have been made available to the general public for self service, performing e.g. bank matters, travel arrangements and shopping on the Internet.
Administrators are often required to think on their own feet without instructions from above; rapid and often complex decisions are required. Due to the
flat organizations, there is no manager to ask for advice. Responsibilities
have increased but sometimes the authority and the means to carry things out
have not developed at the same pace. Our research has frequently taken
place in organizations that have been affected by such changes.
The work environments analyzed in the case studies reported here, have not
been selected because of their particular qualities. All the same, they share
characteristics such as a high degree of responsibility placed on the individual worker, who has to make decisions that affect other people, sometimes
even their lives, and the life of hundreds of others as is the case with train
drivers for instance. Work in particular is also characterized by its demands
on flexibility; in such environments, people must handle several tasks in
parallel, which raise demands on concurrent information and non-sequential
1

Through this paper we have decided to use Vicente’s [34, p. 10] definition of workers as
“the people who participate in and act in a sociotechnical system”, rather than more general
terms as e.g. “users” or “operators”, since the application domains exemplified are associated
with the service sector as well as the industrial sector.
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systems. In our experience, interruptions by colleagues and customers are
frequent, along with deviations from the expected as observed by Sachs [30],
and various kinds of problems that are bound to occur.
Designing new systems adapted to organizations and work in change is a
challenge. Through our experience from design work in a number of applied
projects a participatory design process has developed. We agree with Bødker
& Iversen [10] who argued that designers need time for reflection to develop
their participatory work practices. Initially, quality time must also be spent
on aquiring knowledge of the work domain, and to establish a common
ground in terms of shared knowledge and a better understanding of the work
context between the parties involved. Thus, the design process described
here includes time for reflection on current work practices, on organization
as well as job redesign and development of future support systems, for workers as well as designers. Furthermore, the process requires a new perspective
on workers and respect for their skills, in line with Bannon’s [1] description
of workers in terms of active and controlling people with underlying values
and motivation in the work setting. The workers are the central actors in
working life; consequently, we argue that they should have a key position in
development of new support systems that are to become their tools and a part
of their work practice.

2 SOURCES OF INSPIRATION
Our participatory design process has been refined through empirical work in
research projects for a long time. Inevitably, our conception of the process
has been inspired by previous work in this area; the most important will be
outlined next.

2.1

Designing work

Greenbaum and Kyng [17] were optimistic about the progress made in the
area of work design since the workers and the designers had started to learn
more about each other’s work and actions at work places. Both professions
have developed since then and unfortunately, present demands on e.g. efficiency and keeping delivery dates seem to diminish this predicted increase in
understanding and cooperation. Worker participation seems to be an activity
that suffers from these conditions.
The initiative started as an attempt to empower labor, fighting against management’s introduction of computer supports that were unfit in terms of considering and reinforcing their skills. The approach has been referred to as the
Scandinavian challenge [4].
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2.2

The Utopia project

Early work on cooperative design in the Utopia project [9] indicated that
workers could specify systems requirement based on their interests and goals
[3]. The project has had a decisive influence on how workers are regarded
and involved in the design of computer systems for the workplace. Although,
research projects practicing participatory design are more frequent than corresponding commercial projects.

2.3

Participatory Design Requirements

To practice participatory design (PD) a number of requirements have to be
fulfilled. The degree of participation required is somewhat inspired by different political interest and the existence of strong unions in Scandinavia.
Those conditions also influence the language used, e.g. “workers” and “empowerment”. Workers must for instance be active participators, but it is not
enough:
“The focus of PD is not only the improvement of the information system, but also the empowerment of workers so they can codetermine
the development of the information system and of their workplace.”
[14]

Kensing [25] formulated the following undoubtedly politically inspired basic
requirements on PD:
• Employees must have access to relevant information (interpreted as organizational and decision making information by the authors).
• Employees must have the possibility to take an independent position on
problems.
• Employees must participate in the process of decision making.
The political perspective on PD has decreased. Spinuzzi [32] means that PD
has shifted from democratic empowerment to functional empowerment.
These concepts were introduced by Clement [13] as a way to differentiate
between a focus on the organization’s goals and improved performance from
the organizational horizon (functional empowerment), in contrast to the democratic empowerment where workers were encouraged to achieve greater
control over their lives, their rights and abilities to participate as equals in
decisions that affected themselves. Today PD is primarily considered an
approach that can inspire and encourage a worker perspective where workers
are regarded as central actors in development teams.
The success of PD initiatives has been reported [9, 16] but the long-term
viability and continuation of local self-sustaining processes of participation
has been harder to accomplish. Clement & Besselaar [14] found that the
attention to active worker involvement ended when the initiators left upon
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project completion. Their follow up study on ten PD projects uncovered that
the discontinued PD activities were explained by the short-term focus of the
projects and that resources for PD were directly withdrawn when the projects
finished.

2.4

Context awareness contribute to design

The importance of context awareness or domain knowledge for design has
been emphasized in our earlier research [18, 29]. Contextual design including contextual inquiry [2] is an established method for rapid gathering of
contextual information, mainly adapted to product development. In line with
contextual design, our design process very much aims at enhancing the tools
people use at work, but we advocate worker involvement in the design process and redesign of work processes as well to enable them to perform better.
Contrary to the assumptions behind contextual inquiry and design [2] where
systems are developed for a market, our research concern in-house development of systems where workers are relatively well defined. Moreover, although these workers perform their work on their own most of the time, they
communicate and exchange information with their colleagues, and with their
awareness of the overall picture, they offer important contributions to the
design process.

3 INVOLVING WORKERS IN THE DESIGN
PROCESS
3.1

Our core values

Research projects carried out in working life as those described below are
often a joint initiative between an industrial assigner and usability researchers. The objective from the assigner’s point of view has sometimes been
understood as an initiative to “make over” a computer support system,
roughly, to deliver a new user interface to an old system. However, when
workplaces are studied in collaboration with workers, a remake of the user
interface has never seemed to be a plausible solution to existing problems.
On the contrary, the need for job redesign and organizational changes are
often significant.
Our core values, or the goals we have elaborated on, are derived from a perspective on workers as skilled and motivated. Furthermore, they are often
experienced and knowledgeable; therefore, their participation in change and
development work is essential. Experience from the projects reported on
below shows that if workers obtain respect and appreciation for their knowledge, the significance of their contributions increases.
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3.2

Knowledge acquisition with workers

Structured methods have been criticized for not functioning, that they omit
too much, and that they are too technically oriented [12]. The decision to
adopt structured development processes within an organization is based on
other reasons than a concern about users and usability [5]; perceived control
over time and resources has become more important. It has also been suggested that the inherent steps and measures may become more important
than the contents and the usability of the software when relying too heavily
on structured methods [19]. They may thus become a means to certify that
something will come out of the process rather than something usable.
The complex pattern of a workplace needs to be understood by all involved
in the design process, but it is not easily described in block diagrams and
schemata. In the early work analysis and design, we prefer to focus on a
description of the work related contents revealed by the design process understandable by workers and designers alike, rather than relying on a structured method where workers encounter an unfamiliar view on their own
work that they do not understand. It is easy to anticipate how the completely
new terminology workers otherwise may meet, including process models,
use cases and so on, may make them feel uncertain [28]. In addition, the
groups work best when usability professionals act as facilitators [8] of the
design process, rather than someone who controls the pace and progress at
the expense of quality and commitment.

3.3

Possible ways to get lost in user involvement

User involvement may go wrong for a number of reasons, possibly related to
misconceptions of practical methods for involvement and false expectations
on the immediate results. Well-known problems in requirement elicitation
and analysis are continuously repeated. Allegedly users:
• Do not know the requirements
• Cannot articulate the requirements even if they know them
• Change their minds
• Say different things to different people
• Disagree about joint requirements
• Do not represent real users
The statements above are occasionally regarded as universal facts, and are
used as arguments against involving users in design. User participation in the
design process has also been questioned on the grounds of the users’ inexperience and consequently less creative solutions e.g. [35]. They are moreover
accused of being unable to free themselves from present work practices;
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therefore, they are considered less liable to generate innovative ideas on
work and new systems that could make them more effective.
Woolgar reminds us that we need to become aware of the nature of these
problems and our reactions to them, and the prevailing assumption that “actual requirements pre-exists our efforts to capture them” [36, p.203]. Obviously, requirements do not exist “out there”. If users are asked about future
requirements without envisioning activities and time for reflection on their
own, they probably will perpetuate prevalent practices into the future system. What's more, if user communication is initiated with questions like,
“How do you want to work in the future? How would you like the new system to support that work?” and so on, the users will not be able to deliver
constructive answers. Their replies will be of limited use to developers, and
subsequently both parties will end up frustrated. Users need time for reflection and hands-on activities that include both actual and future work practices. Such activities are discussed further down in the paper.
We recommend active involvement of users in the design process, which
also involves prototyping, and creation of mock-ups. However, we do not
recommend that users spend time on development of prototypes contrary to
what has been recommended by e.g. Ehn & Kyng [15] simply because such
practices turn out to be ineffective. Even though users are professionals in
terms of their computer support systems, in our experience they are seldom
knowledgeable in design tools and programming languages. The threshold to
acquire even basic knowledge in this area is high, and users who have to
spend time and effort on learning design tools may lose focus on their profession and the possibilities for development and increased skill in that area.
In our research, designers have therefore been responsible for visualization
and implementation of the design, but it is carried out in close cooperation
with users.
Furthermore, users should not be restricted in their innovative thinking by
technical constraints. Kristensson et.al. [26] have shown that users that identify with developers and take on their perspective, run the risk of damaging
their creativity. They think more about feasible solutions with a particular
technical solution, than desirable solutions.
To conclude, the resulting assumption in an organization must not be to shut
out users from the design process. We claim that the arguments against user
participation above are misleading in important ways and a better understanding of users in this situation give directions to attitudes and methods
needed instead.

4 THE DESIGN PROCESS
Next, the participatory design process will be outlined. The objective of the
process is to provide the foundation for a sustainable organization of work,
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redesigned jobs, and a support system that enhance the workers’ skills. The
process does not finish with a developed support system, but the results may
be used as prerequisites for the final design. The most important achievements are the thoroughly explored views on future work, from the individual
worker’s, to the organization’s perspective.
The design process presented here has developed and matured during several
years of research in a number of projects, and will most likely continue to do
so. The process has developed from a focus on the visual results, to attitudes
towards participation, perspectives on workers as skilled professionals, and
an awareness of the need for work redesign in processes of change. Complicated schematic visualization of the workers’ work processes within a workplace has thus been abandoned. Instead the present participatory design
process pays attention to the essentials of work, what work is really about,
how work can be improved to enhance possibilities for users to maintain and
increase their skills, how future needs can be dealt with, and finally how
needs on collaboration can be handled.
The design process including themes for working group meetings, goals,
results, and documentation is visualized in figure 1. The purpose of the process is not to deliver a step-by-step instruction with a fixed implementation or
static approach. Even though the process is not definite or prescriptive in
terms of methods and steps, it requires continuous user involvement to a
high degree under all conditions, in line with previous suggestions on PD
[17].

Figure 1: Iterative working group meetings. A shared knowledge base develops
throughout the participatory design process where time for reflection is included.

Every workplace is special and consequently has special needs, the process
must be adapted to the workplace, and the people involved. Sensitivity and
flexibility is required in the application of the process. Finally, it has to be
treated as a guide and source of inspiration while it still evolves.
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4.1

Analyzing current work

All our research projects including participatory work have always been
initiated through field studies, participatory observations, and open interviews. Field studies including observation of workers are an important prerequisite to design of support systems. Without field studies uninformed
systems designers may draw attention to unimportant issues, draw false conclusions, and lead the work in an inappropriate direction. As a result, discussions with workers run the risk of becoming inefficient. Field studies have
previously been suggested as a method for information gathering [2], but the
subsequent involvement of active workers in the design process has not been
seen as equally essential.

4.2

Setting up working groups

Implementation of usability methods requires commitment and support from
all levels in the organizational hierarchy. A condition for success is that
management is responsible for initiating change activities and acknowledges
the results.
In our experience, workers representing different parts of an organization
may have to participate in the design process to make sure that e.g. problems
concerning shared information, communication, and misconceptions related
to such areas are resolved. There is often a need for thorough work with
participants from particular parts of the organization. Therefore, different
working groups may have to be formed. Management may also have a different view of the work performed and the inherent goals involved in the
work and such aspects need to be considered too in the design process. Although, management should not participate in working groups as it may restrain the desired frank and open climate. The participants in the working
group must be carefully selected, a positive atmosphere where all are encouraged to participate and where all opinions matter is necessary.

4.3

Working group meetings

A number of meetings are held with a few weeks in between each meeting.
To facilitate the discussions and to prepare the participants, an assignment is
often given ahead of the next meeting. The assignments are often related to
how things work and why. The participants are encouraged to seek information and viewpoints from colleagues when completing the assignments. The
time between the meetings gives the participants opportunity for reflection
and accomplishing assignments. Gained experiences may thus unconsciously
mature and inspire new ideas.
Every meeting has a theme, e.g. “Organization”, “Technology” and “Information and communication”. The working group discusses their work from
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different perspectives, the organization at their workplace, communication,
skills, collaboration and so on. Inspiration in the form of new knowledge on
interesting topics e.g. organization, ethics, and new technology is provided
by internal or external lecturers. This puts the participants in a better position
to perform critical evaluations, creative thinking and to identify and propose
solutions to problems at their own workplace.
Someone must conduct the meetings, but it does not have to be the same
person at all meetings. Workers may equally well lead meetings as designers. Participants should also work in different settings from time to time, in
groups and in pairs, to avoid team building within the working group. It is
often practical two have two designers present, to smooth the progress of
work, and to document the activities properly. Finally, the atmosphere at the
design sessions must be open and allowing, different opinions and critique
must absolutely be welcome.

4.4

Thorough analysis of present work

The aim of the thorough analysis is to document present work, tasks, cooperation, and workers’ skills; it extends through a number of working group
meetings. Present conditions are investigated initially. Skilled people easily
describe the work they are involved with at present, what works well, and
what does not. Rather than making a list of a number of tasks that workers
make up, descriptions such as “a day at work” capture the essentials of work.
In order to get an overview of the present work situation the group might
discuss questions like the following:
• What do you consider most important in your work?
• What do you like most in your work?
• What work do you do really well?
• What are your qualifications?
• What does good quality mean in your work?
• Is the quality of your work insufficient in any way?
• Which technical systems do you use? For what purpose?
• Which information do you use in your work? For what purpose?
Where? When? How?
• With which people do you communicate? What matters do you discuss? How? Why?
When collaboration is considered, the complexity of the work routines at a
workplace becomes evident. Such aspects easily remain concealed if work is
regarded as a set of individual tasks that have to be managed.
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From time to time, the working group has to elevate itself from the present
level, and take on an outsider’s perspective on their own work. People from
different levels in the organizational hierarchy may also be engaged to develop their views on e.g. goals, their individual goals, colleagues’, managements’ and finally the organization’s business goals. A constructive exercise
is to let the workers put themselves in a position that differs from their daily
work and start to think about changes from that perspective. Questions and
topics discussed in such exercises are for example:
• How do you think your organization works?
• How do you think your manager thinks it works?
• How does the manager think it works?
• If this was my company and I was the manager, I would change the following things.
Exercises like these are bound to reveal how perspectives differ within an
organization depending on the roles people have, and these differences may
give rise to demands on e.g. a future support system.

4.5

Envisioning future work

Future work is to a certain degree determined by for instance organizational
goals, stipulated policies, technical constraints and possibilities, regulating
laws and economic constraints. For example, from governmental authorities’
decisions on nursing homes for the elderly, it can be assumed that patients
depending on the home health care services will stay in their own homes
much longer in the future. Taken together, such contextual factors determine
the degrees of freedom for changes in work procedures etc.
Requirements on change develop from the group discussions about present
practices, problems, goals, and possibilities. The vision seminars are performed in order to envision future possibilities of changes to work organization as well as practices. The inherent goal is a more efficient, stimulating
and sustainable work. The aspects that must be addressed at the vision seminars are:
• Work practices
• Work processes
• Work organization
• Work environment
• Technology used for support systems
A few rhetorical activities may be utilized in the visionary work to encourage creativity and commitment of the workers. For instance, by reasoning
about barriers that hinder workers from perform their best and enjoy their
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work the barriers can be identified. The working group needs to discuss what
the differences are between the examples of an ideal day at work, that they
have envisioned, and the present situation. What are the barriers in terms of
e.g. work schedules, system support and economy, that stop them from accomplishing a more ideal situation? When these discussions take place, the
involved parties often discover that fewer barriers than they think hinder
them from achieving what they wish. The discussions can be stimulated by
asking questions like: “How would you organize things if it was your own
company?” or “How would you manage the team if you were the boss?”
Barriers often exist only in their heads and sit in the company walls. An organization might become inflexible because many of its members believe
that it is rigid and promote that to be the truth. From here on the discussions
may continue and the members of the working group strive to find out how,
in their eyes, the optimal future organization could be formed.
The examined alterations can concern anything from individual competencies and skills, to work routines, and organization. The results can indicate
requirements on support systems, and other aspects of future work, and provide a future perspective on the workplace as a whole. The results achieved
are summarized and the outcome of the process is a shared understanding of
the actual work practices together with a proposal of future work processes
(see figure 2).

Work analysis

Goals,
visions,
expectations

Developing
new work
processes

Requirements
on supporting
technology

Design
proposals
Prototypes

Figure 2: The participatory design process. The working group meetings including
e.g. analysis, goal formulation, expectations analysis, and envisioning future work,
results in proposals on new work processes, support systems and organizational
change. The proposals are accompanied by design proposals and prototypes.

More precisely, we have most often tried to structure the work in the following steps:
• Goals for the future work situation, needed to achieve a more “ideal”
situation, are specified.
• A summary of factors in the present work situation that should be
changed in order to achieve the stated goals is produced.
• The result of the “vision seminars” is documented, i.e. possibilities and
limitations for the future work situation. Here the time horizon for the
future situation is specified, e.g. “in 2 years” or “in 5 years.
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• Important aspects of the future work situation. I.e. what do we want to
achieve, what should characterize our organization and our future work
procedures?
• Specification of more elaborated scenarios describing the future work.
These can be made very concrete, in form of stories of “one day at
work”. The scenarios should be as complete as possible, so that all
relevant aspects of how work is performed are included.
• Important parts of the scenarios can now be described in terms of activity specifications. This is a more formally description of what tasks that
are performed, which information is used and produced, how persons
communicate etc.
• Based on these scenarios and the activity specifications, we can summaries the information and communication needs of the future work
procedures.
• If needed, and this is often important in order to make things concrete
and understandable for the involved workers, preliminary sketches of
new IT-support systems can be produced. These roughly designed ITsupport systems are now based on rather detailed descriptions of the
proposed future work settings. Even if they are not designed in a more
traditional sense, they have shown to be very useful if and when a systems development project is initiated as a result of this process.

4.6

Documentation and peripheral research work

Each meeting is carefully documented. The documentation is informally
evaluated and revised by all participants after each meeting as a reminder of
the previous meeting. Misunderstandings are adjusted and emerging opinions are sometimes added. The researchers write and read the documentations in order to make conclusions, do reflections and to refine the knowledge about the organization.
The result accumulates through several iterations, all thoroughly treated in
the working group meetings. After a number of meetings, opportunities are
given to define goals, visions, and expectations of the desired good and sustainable work. Based on these results, new work practices can be defined and
proposed.

4.7

Moving on to implementation

An advantage of the participatory design process, compared to traditional
requirements engineering, is the collected domain knowledge that provide
the participants a common ground [11] in the following work, awareness that
is vital when people take part in joint activities. The designers who have
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participated in the design process must accordingly be involved in the design
of the support system; otherwise, the result from the design process may be
difficult to transpose to a system design. When the desired future way of
work has stabilized in the working group, the user centered systems development project can start as suggested in [22].

5 CASES THAT ILLUSTRATE THE PROCESS
DEVELOPMENT
To provide examples of the different workplaces where the participatory
design process has been applied and developed, a few cases will be outlined
next. The cases are all performed in working life, where complex support
systems are needed, even though the workplaces are quite different to their
nature.

5.1

The Daisy project

In the Daisy project, performed during three years from 1986 until 1988, the
objective was to develop work organizations and prototypes for computer
support systems for future work in different types of health care units, such
as e.g. the doctor’s office, outpatient clinics and primary care units. The reason for initiating the project was experiences from numerous earlier projects
where large efforts and money had been invested in development projects
without the expected outcome. The reasons for the failure of the earlier projects were many. One reason was the fact that technical support systems
were developed separated from work organization, resulting in technology
not coordinated with the present or the future work organization. Another
reason was the difficulties to formulate technical requirements that were
both relevant for the intended use and innovative enough to improve conditions for the health care professionals substantially. A third reason was the
difficulties to design efficient user interfaces, since the specifications of the
future work processes were not detailed enough.
In order to achieve better result, some important prerequisites were formulated. Among these were e.g. that work organization and design of computer
support systems should be considered simultaneously, that a user centred
development model should be used throughout the whole project and that
future work organization, work processes and computer support systems
should not only be specified in terms of requirements but also visualized in a
form that allowed practical evaluation.
A work group was established that consisted of four health care professionals, a physician, a nurse, an assistant nurse and a physician’s secretary. They
were employed by the project on a half time basis for one year. Together
with these some work organization, computer support and usability experts
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were also engaged in the work. A massive resource was thus invested in the
project, but it was motivated with respect to the enormous costs that the previous, failing projects had resulted in. The goal was first to develop important knowledge that could be used as a basis for several future development
projects, aiming at improving health care organizations by introducing useful
and efficient computer support systems, and secondly to develop some more
specific prototype work situations and computer support systems.
The Daisy project started by analysing the present work situations, by inviting different experts with knowledge in the field and by visiting and analysing earlier development projects, both of a more and less successful nature.
When the competencies to describe and analyse health care work settings
and earlier development projects had been created in the project group, the
process to develop future solutions was initiated. The proposed work organizations, work processes, specification of activities, information systems and
technical support systems were step by step formulated, first in terms of
verbal descriptions and simple sketches, later in terms of full scale prototypes. In the end we even built the actual local settings, developed complete
scenarios for the proposed future solutions, produced professional videos of
these scenarios and developed functional prototypes of the proposed computer support systems. These were tested and evaluated both by the project
group and by independent health care professionals.
The result of the Daisy project have been extensively used by several later
development projects as a reference model, both concerning work organization, specification of work processes and design of technical support systems.

5.2

The FTTS project

The FTTS project [31] concerns the specification of work organization, control principles and user interfaces for future train traffic control. The project
was performed during 1998-2003 in cooperation between the Dept. of
IT/HCI, Uppsala University, and the Swedish National Rail Administration.
The objectives were both to develop basic knowledge for the Rail Administration in their future development activities and to develop prototype systems for future control systems and user interfaces. Some of the more important and unique features will be shortly discussed.
The initial phase of the project comprised a detailed analysis and description
of the present work within the train traffic control organization. This was
performed as a set of observation interviews. The goal for this was to give
the external project members a chance to gain more insight into the actual
work processes, but also to make a map of the basic cognitive models and
control strategies of the traffic control operators (dispatchers).
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The project was then carried out by an active work group consisting of six
experiences dispatchers together with some usability and design experts. The
group was intact and active for several years, with regular one-day meetings
every month. During the time gap between group meetings, the design experts analysed and prepared information and prototypes and the dispatchers
further developed and evaluated the ideas about future work processes and
technical support systems.
The work in the project group has covered aspects such as problems in present work situation, visions and prerequisites for future organization and
work processes, details in future organization and solutions such as work
organization, room design, control strategies, information systems, decision
support, user interfaces etc. We will only describe some specific results that
probably would not have been reached without this work model.
In the beginning, the work focused on improving the fragmented user interfaces by information integration and enhanced visualisation. During this
work, and based on the earlier mapping of cognitive strategies, we understood that the information the dispatchers really used in the control process
was not included in the present system. They based their decisions on dynamic prognoses of the trains’ behaviour, but the available information was
old static data about occupation of track segments. They had to mentally
create the information they needed from available information, something
that was extremely cognitive demanding and required years of training.
When we proposed new systems, where all decision relevant information
was simultaneously presented, they could understand the present dynamic
traffic situation much faster and save their cognitive capacity for advanced
problem solving.
Today the control tasks are completely focused on the control of the technical infrastructure, and we started to develop more efficient systems to support such tasks. When we together analysed how they were using the proposed new systems, we slowly realised that they actually did not aim at controlling the technical infrastructure, even if this was what the control system
allowed. The ultimate goal was to define traffic plans for the trains which
were optimal for each train in the given context. This indicated that what
they really needed was to identify upcoming conflicts, to find optimal solutions by real time re-planning of each trains traffic plan, and to execute these
plans. When we now radically changed the information presentation and
included support for re-planning in the user interface, we found that in most
cases the plan could also easily be automatically executed. In this way we
had created a completely new paradigm for train traffic control: control by
re-planning in real time. The new train planners continuously are in control
of the dynamic development of the traffic process, they are supported to
detect upcoming conflicts and disturbances early, they can re-plan each train
to obtain an optimal traffic plan and this plan is in time automatically exe64
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cuted. The technical control of the infrastructure has been transformed into a
planning process for the traffic units.
The new control paradigm also made it necessary to develop the communication between the traffic control centre and the train drivers, since they
must be made aware of the new traffic plans and the dynamic development
of the surrounding traffic.
We have also developed an experimental environment, where the new solutions can be tested in a simulated environment. The Swedish National Rail
Administration is now in the process to implement these new control strategies and support systems in an operative environment.

5.3

The TRAIN Project

The TRAIN-project [24] that went on for three years has provided a multidisciplinary investigation of train drivers work environment by using task
and ergonomic analyses, usability evaluation of the automatic train protection system and analyses of stress, mental workload and work hours. The
knowledge gathered has been a resource when developing an understanding
of the drivers’ various actions and activities. A common ground among drivers and researchers has thus been established.
In the final phase of the project, participatory design work was carried out.
Six drivers worked together with two researchers to design an executable
prototype of a train drivers future cab interface. The framework for the group
was that the infrastructure and related signaling system would change in the
future, it would thus be possible to obtain more information inside the cabin,
but the details were not specified. The group spent eight days on the work
over two months, with assignments to perform in between. The group analyzed experiences from the present system, situations in which the system
was hindering an optimal performance, future goals, and visions of how a
future system would support their natural way of working.
None of the drivers had previous experience of activities connected to work
task development, user interface design, or evaluation. In spite of this, they
quickly adapted to the new situation and soon reflected on low-level issues
concerning design, such as precedence of different kinds of information and
information density on the display, as well as high-level issues, such as how
to preserve driver skills with a new support system enabling automation and
supervision of the driver’s actions. Most of the discussions concerned having
correct information to sustain high quality situation awareness, thus being
able to predict what would happen on the track ahead of the train. Yet another concern was the matter of how to help the driver to stay alert in a future more automated driver environment and how to avoid automation that
forces the driver “out of the loop”.
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Rapid prototyping is good for gathering and visualizing functional requirements. Intuitively you may think that abstract requirements, such as how to
maintain the train driver’s skill in the new system, are more difficult to visualize. However, the discussions in the driver group made obvious that such
aspects have consequences for how work is performed, and how corresponding information may be presented in the interface. It is thus possible to
evaluate those aspects too in a prototype.
The resulting interface design has recently been implemented in a simulator
and is at present evaluated by other train drivers.

5.4

The RSV cooperation

We have been cooperating with the Swedish National Tax Board now for
well over ten years with the purpose of enhancing the usability of the computer systems developed for internal use by the case administrators within
the organization. Initially we were consulted for traditional expert usability
evaluations, typically when it was too late to enforce any changes in the system. But, as the maturity within the organization grew, we were allowed in
much earlier in the projects and also allowed to develop methods, processes
and strategic support for usability and user centered systems design in all
development work.
The tax board has an in-house development organization and as most big
public authorities in Sweden, they have extensive experience of user involvement in development work. The user involvement typically takes place
in analysis and evaluation. Design was almost a non-existent phase – the
design of the systems merely occurred as the result of an engineering process. Involvement in the construction phase was totally out of the question.
But, when analyzing previously performed projects the result of the construction bared few similarities with the specification for the construction.
Hence, several crucial design decisions are made during the construction
phase, decisions whose quality would benefit from increased user involvement.
In one particular case that took place in the year 2000, we performed collaborative prototyping sessions with users [20], usability designers, and one
HCI researcher. In these sessions, the users were the active designers, making decisions that heavily influenced the layout, the interaction, and the organization of the work tasks. One essential part of this process was the role
of the usability designer [6], who was in charge of keeping the development
process user centered, and document decisions made and communicating the
results back to the development project. The overall impression from the
user organization and the user representatives participating in the collaborative prototyping was that they performed high quality work and arrived at a
result that, if developed, could serve the user group much better than the
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other designs that had been suggested. However, the design was not implemented as it appeared in the report from the collaborative prototyping sessions. The reasons for this are many, e.g. a crucial decision was made more
than halfway through the project to change the technical platform, against all
advice, the designs were not adapted to and taking care of the use case models that were developed simultaneously, etc.
Despite the problematic end of that particular project, perhaps the major
impact our research has had at the tax board is the definition of the role of
the usability designer and the fact that the organization now has employed
about 15 usability designers. In addition, even if the organization still has
problems when it comes to getting any impact of the usability activities, it is
obvious that the organization is aware and cares about these issues.

5.5

The VIHO project

The organization for care of the elderly in Kortedala, a local community of
Gothenburg in Sweden, has been phasing strained economic budgets, as the
population is getting older. Because of this, they have started to look for
efficiency gains made possible by proposed new technology. Test activities
have been initiated to compare different available computer support systems.
The community decrees a forthcoming change of organization and work that
aims at supporting the following objectives:
• to let elderly people stay in their own home longer, rather than being
referred to institutional care
• to increase safety for elderly people who stay in their homes
• to maintain present levels of service, despite decreasing budgets
The main research objective for the VIHO project (Efficient Computer Support in Care for the Elderly) was to investigate how the organization of a
home-help service can develop in order to be prepared for the increased demands on service. This means that the VIHO project is a prerequisite for
formulation of requirements for other more technically oriented ITdevelopment projects.
We looked into the home help personnel’s need for support and investigated
how the new organization should be shaped to meet the new requirements. A
supporting computer system was early suggested by the assigners, but according to the proposed process we kept focusing on the essentials of the
work and how the work could be improved in the future, before doing any
design proposals.
Personnel in the home-help service naturally need to be highly mobile. On
the way to their patients, they are in contact with nurses, doctors, relatives,
colleagues, pharmacies, etc. and they always need up-to-date information. A
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plan for a day’s round does rarely stay intact. A patient might need special
care one day or there might for example be an immediate shortage of drugs.
Several documents are in use. The most important and sensitive documents
must be carried along, stored in the patient’s home, or kept at the home-help
service center. This forces the personnel to memorize information until the
center is reached next time. Early it became clear that it is essential to have
access to correct information, on the right time, at the right place, in the right
way. It is also essential to support better planning, better overview, and better evaluation of care compared to present possibilities.
The project’s first phase was conducted as a series of ten seminars in a work
group with six experienced professionals from the care organization and four
researchers. Between the seminars, a few one-day field studies also were
carried out at some of the participant’s workplaces. The seminar series was
performed during a six-month period. The first phase of the project focused
on the design of the future work organization and work processes. Focus was
first on how today’s work is performed. Further on, work led to the formulation of desirable, good and sustainable work.
The results were formulated as “aspects on future work”, containing many
new solutions. A common theme was the development of local responsibilities and competencies, which resulted in radically improved local planning
and evaluation in the care teams. A new work organization was also suggested, where much of the planning and responsibilities were decentralized
to the local work teams. In the future, the resources can be used more optimally and the care professionals know that they perform the appropriate
activities in relation to existing demands and available resources.
Personnel in the elderly care sector have very little experiences of technical
support systems, but with relevant well-designed technical support, their
work could extensively develop. Based on the results from the first phase, a
second phase of the project will be conducted, in order to design details of
new supporting computer systems.

6 DISCUSSION
The participatory design process described in this report aims at considering
the present and future work in a comprehensive way and establishing demands on future support systems. In our practical work with the design process, we have in the different working groups focused on the participants
work practice today, in the future and how the future work can be organized
to run smoother and be facilitated by improved support systems. The design
work and the working groups meetings involve people with different professions and with different experiences. The designer that act as facilitator in
working groups must also have skills and capability to achieve a positive,
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open, and allowing climate where participants feel that good results can be
accomplished.
The suggested process gives less guidance to inexperienced designers who
may benefit from a rigorous method with a step-by-step instruction. Fears
might also be expressed that the result is dependent on the individual analyst.
However, even more structured and formal methods can easily be misused,
and thus produce a more or less unintelligible result. Moreover, what we
want to achieve is not one optimal design solution, there is none. We want to
find a number of good solutions, visualize, and evaluate them before a system is designed.
We assume a perspective on workers’ participation in design that does not
fully agree with the perspective assumed by e.g. [15]. We argue that workers
should not be forced to learn design tools and waste time on making design
solutions of their own. We propose that workers work together with designers on job design and redesign, not user interface design. The primary responsibility for the practical design should be with the designers who are
knowledgeable in this area. Negative consequences of such an approach
have been discussed since the designer must interpret the workers’ intensions and transpose them to the interface design. However, we have considered it more important that workers are given the possibility to focus on their
own profession and develop their skills in that area. Any erroneous interpretations on behalf of the designer should be solved in the comprehensive iterative work with the workers.
Kensing & Madsen [25] suggested Future Workshops and metaphorical design as examples of new approaches to stimulate creative visions of future
use in organizations. Future Workshops was a technique developed by Jungk
& Müllert [23]. The general idea was that the three phases Critique, Fantasy,
and Implementation should evoke criticism of current work, visions of future
work and finally identify the resources needed to realize the visions. The
metaphors would be used to stimulate new perspectives, in particular when
people got stuck. Our approach is similar to the Future Workshops, although
the implementation is less formal. The working group meetings where workers discuss present work, identify barriers to good work, debate expectations
and visualize future work, are performed in order to bring out the essence of
work, while preserving good practices and envisioning future possibilities of
changes to work practices as well as organization.
Consequences of the introduction of new computer systems are often neglected, even though their effects on the organization, work activities, and
human beings and their skills have been recognized for a long time [27]. In
reality, new systems may affect scheduling of work patterns, relocation of
work, and reorganization of the structure of the workforce and so on [34].
Beyer & Holtzblatt [2] suggest that it is equally important to reorganize
work as to create new systems. Although workers always change their prac69
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tices in accordance with a new support system, their creativity and preparedness for change is often ignored. Vicente [34] demands flexible systems to
support such changes of work that comes about after the introduction of a
new system.
The limited perspective on what workers can contribute has been blamed on
organizational politics that complicate contacts between workers and designers and thus impede on active worker participation [1]. However, perhaps the
primary sources of concern for involved managers on both sides (business/government authority – software engineering) are partly the seemingly
unpredictable results and partly the less definite time plan. What will the
results be when the design process is finished and how long will it take?
Even if these questions often have an ostensibly definite answer when structured methods are applied, the final date is still unpredictable, and the developed systems may very well be unusable.

7 CONCLUSIONS
The following rules of thumb have evolved and served as guidelines in the
development of the design process illustrated in this paper:

7.1

User involvement is required

Developers cannot develop the system users need without involving
users [20].
There are no success stories describing how experts have developed systems
without user involvement. This is simply because it is almost impossible to
succeed with such a commission. When experts alone develop systems for
users, the systems will not fulfill the actual needs that users have, and they
will certainly not facilitate development of work processes. The parties involved in system development, e.g. managers, users, architects, designers,
developers etc., all need to develop a common ground and understanding to
be successful in their work and to reach their common goal.

7.2

Quality time is needed initially

Design with user involvement is a process that needs time to develop.
Processes where education and learning are involved require time to prosper
and time is exactly what is needed in this work. Time for managers, workers,
and developers alike to learn from each other, listen to narrations of present
work, think things through, leave false assumptions behind and develop new
visions. Creativity has to be inspired, and that inspiration may come from
discussions about present work (what works, and what does not, what is
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superfluous and so on), and visions of future work (what would we like to do
instead).
Designers on their own are in general eager to decide and go to work [7]. It
has been proved that time spent early in a project gives more in return than
having to fix things in the nearly finished product. Efforts spent on a proper
pre-study might prevent dramatic changes in the final product, when cost of
changes has grown exponentially, which has often been the case when products turn out to be unusable.

7.3

Reflecting on practices and getting out of the box

It is impossible to elevate oneself from the daily practices and immediately start to produce creative ideas concerning new ways of working. Workers need support to free themselves from their current situation and get an outside view on their work practices, that is, being
inspired to out-of-the-box thinking.
Sachs [30] found that to inspire users to integrate tacit elements of their work
into analysis and design, they needed to participate in extensive discussions,
collect data, and reflect upon this knowledge. Furthermore, people often
work together at a workplace; they are not doing their tasks in a vacuum
[33]. For that reason, a good start is to let different workers describe what
they do, how they do things and why. Soon they can start to educate each
other, misconceptions can be clarified, and a common ground develops. This
often results in suggestions on new ways of working together and simplified
work practice. The process matters as much as the outcome, in fact it is a
pre-requisite for a successful outcome.
For those buried in everyday concerns it takes an effort to open up to new
ideas. Therefore, we must support workers with knowledge and sources of
inspiration such as alternative ways of working, and if possible good, and
positive examples of organizations that function. Workers may need to be
informed about applications of new technology, to be inspired and to understand possibilities in light of the technology. However, a degree of sensitivity is recommended here to avoid too much focus on new technology compared to the essentials of work. This has sometimes been the case with PDinitiatives previously [3].
We argue that a few conditions must be fulfilled in order to allow workers to
be innovative. They must be heard and respected; they must feel confident
that their work matters and those changes are possible to bring about, no
matter if they are focused on organization, tasks, or support systems. New
computerized support systems always change work. To be successful in
changes of work, the present organization’s fundamental structures must be
questioned to a large degree. Eyes must be opened, management must be
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prepared to allow people to be responsible and have more control over their
work. Finally, people need information and competencies to take on the increased responsibility.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
When an IT- system is introduced in a work situation, this will result in a
number of consequences. Both the organisation and the work practices will
experience substantial changes. The work tasks will not be performed in the
very same way as before the introduction, since IT-systems by its nature
facilitates, supports or sometimes prevents certain ways of working.
To obtain positive effects of introducing new IT-systems at a work place, we
find that it is necessary to also develop the organisation and the work procedures. The work that is to be supported must be developed and improved
prior to introduction of new technology. We find it not enough to use modern IT-systems to support work in the way it is currently performed, instead
it is more important to see the potential in how the new technology can contribute to a positive development of the work and the organisation as a
whole. In other words, we do not want to “cement today’s cow paths”, i.e.
focus to hard on how the work is performed today. Our goal is to use technology in order to obtain positive changes, making the work more efficient
and the work environment better.
The community’s organisations for care of the elderly are today struggling
with a number of problems and challenges. Work load is increasing since
more people are becoming even older and are in an increasing need of attention and care. Different care professionals with different responsibilities will
work together in a new ways. The economical resources within the welfare
service are limited and impose requirements of effectiveness. Care takers
themselves, and their relatives, are demanding more participation, information and service of a high quality. Nevertheless, there must be qualified personnel, sincerely devoted to the work, that can and want to work within the
care sector in the future. This results in requirements of a good and healthy
work with proper possibilities for development, efficient tools and a good
working environment.
This report describes how we, base on previous research, have developed
present work systems within care for the elderly and home health care, and
proposed a new, future, work practice supported by new types of IT-systems.
The project is called VIHO, a Swedish acronym for “efficient IT support in
care for the elderly”. Within this project we have used, and further developed, the future seminar model (Vision seminar) presented by Olsson et.al.
(2005). Result from this work is manifold; the Vision seminar method has
been improved, new work organisation and processes have been proposed to
the home health care services and a preliminary design of a mobile IT system has been suggested.
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2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The method described in this report has been developed as a result of empirical studies performed at our department in a number of projects with
workers from various organisations (Olsson, ob.cit). Our approach is based
on a number of basic values and fundamental conceptions that throughout
have influenced our work. The essence of our relation to design of supporting IT-systems can be found early in the development process. First we design the work practice, then the support systems. Main concepts in our scientific approach are largely inspired by action research and a user centred
method of working with description, analysis and design of IT-systems.

2.1

Work environment aspects and IT supported work

The way IT-systems are designed, and how they are used in practice, has a
large influence on the working environment and the users health. Issues of
work environment have several dimensions and can be divided in three different parts:
Physical work environment concerns the ergonomy of the work environment. The work place must be designed to facilitate a healthy work. ITsupported work imposes requirements on the equipment. The monitor, keyboard, mouse, chair, table, lighting etc. shall all be ergonomically designed
and adopted to the specific user and his or hers work situation. A poor physical work environment leads among other things to eye problems, strain injuries e.g. pain in neck, shoulders, arms and hands. There exists much knowledge about such problems (Åborg, 2002).
Psychosocial work environment is the corresponding mental apprehension. It
concerns how the personnel feel at work and how they experiences their
work situation, including internal relations, relations with the management,
provided and experienced social support etc. Bad such conditions do mostly
result in a feeling of lack of support, stress and feeling ill at ease. IT support
can affect such factors in a negative way if they are not carefully introduced.
Examples of a negative effects from IT are bad designed functionality for
monitoring, time measurement and distribution of workload.
Cognitive work environment concerns the match between the IT-system and
our and our cognitive skills. An example is when something in the work
situation prevents us from using our knowledge and skills in an effective
way in order to perform a task. A computer application can for example hinder from effective work, making the work problematic, difficult and hard to
understand. It takes long time to perform, errors are frequent and the technology is confusing. It is important to understand these problems as they can
affect the work negatively by making the personnel ineffective, insecure
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with feelings of irritation and stress as a consequence. Other important problems that can arise when using supporting IT systems in work are:
• Restrains and lack of freedom. The user becomes deskbound at the
computer large parts of the day, mostly in static, monotonous positions.
• Controlled, a feeling of being governed in the work by the IT system,
i.e. a lack of possibilities to control the system.
• Stress and the feeling of high demands from the work in terms of work
load, time pressure and badly functional IT support are exceeding the
resources at hand and the personal abilities.
• Stress related psychosomatic conditions, i.e. headache, annoyances,
stomach-ache, lack of sleep.
• Physical problems, foremost ache in the back of the head, shoulders,
arms and hands for example “mouse elbow”.
It is important to recognise the strong interaction and relationship between
IT systems, efficiency in the work process and the work environment. The
supporting IT system must support efficiency in the work process and a
healthy work environment. For a user, the largest work environment problem
can be the feeling that you do not work efficient enough. Users are often
much more concerned about the efficiency that e.g. about the physical work
environment. Usability is in other words not only a question about work
environment, but concerns very basic requirements for an efficient and sustainable work.
2.1.1

Healthy work

An illustrative model describing healthy work was developed by Karasek
and Theorell (Karasek and Theorell 1990). It describes the work situation in
relation to the sunjective experiences of demand, control and social support
at work. Demands are the requirements laid upon the worker, what he or she
is obliged to do. Control is the means the worker has to survey and handle
the work situation. Social support refers to overall levels of helpful social
interaction available on the job from co-workers, supervisors and other recourses. The primary work related risk factor is the workers’ lack of control
over how to deal with the job’s demands and how to use their skills (ob.cit.)
High demands are in other words not a problem, if they are combined with a
high control and strong social support. But if the demands become too high
in relation to control and social support, this will lead to high stress and an
increased risk for bad health. The most favourable situation is one characterised by reasonable to high demands, high decision latitude and a strong social support (Åborg, 2002).
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Figure 1: Karasek and Theorell’s model describing healthy work

Karasek and Theorell requests job redesigning solutions that pay attention to
the relations between demands, control and support when proposing new
ways to work.
“It is not demands of work itself but the organizational structure of
work that plays the most consistent role in the development of stressrelated illness. Since this organisational structure is an eminently
“designable” aspect of our industrial society, we are optimistic that
new job redesign solutions can be found.”
(Karasek and Theorell, 1990)

Our experiences show that an increased computerization at a work place
often results in experienced higher requirements (Åborg, ob.cit). This is by
itself not a critical phenomenon, but it must be counterbalanced with increased control and social support. Today our experiences are the contrary;
experienced control together with social support is often reduced together
with an increased responsibility. This will lead to major problem in the work
environment as well as increased risks for bad health and illnesses.
When new work processes are designed, or when new technology is introduced, we myst strive for increased control and social support.
2.1.2

Insufficient IT systems

Today we can se several examples where new IT systems are introduced in
work places, and how these systems unfortunately do not work properly in
practice (Verburg, 2006). If it is possible to perform a work task in a more
simple way than the one proposed by the IT system, the user will choose this
simpler solution.
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Some reasons for an IT system to be neglected and not used as intended are:
• Bad adaptation of the system to local conditions at the work place
• The system only provides support to some parts of the work processes
• Integration of a specific IT system with other involved systems is poor
• The system is difficult to use and it is characterised by bad usability
• The system does not give a proper feedback, not providing the user
with an understanding of the system’s benefits.
• The system does not support, but rather prevent, development of the
work organisation
• Poorly technical performance makes the system slow and difficult to
handle.
It is our belief that the required increase in control and support can be facilitated by a well designed and supporting IT system., Routines for support and
control must also be well established in the organisation.
Well designed and introduced IT systems can provide the user with efficient
support like for example:
• Effective access to updated information
• Safe and secure storage and access of information
• Overview of the work situation and complex information sets
• Useful and efficient communication
• Control over the work situation through usable interfaces
• Control over the work situation through efficient planning tools
• Possibilities to evaluate the work process through access to historic information and evaluation tools
• Individual and collective development of competencies and work organisation

2.2

Action research approach

Our research is practical, performed in working life and can be considered as
action research (Masters, 1995), since we actively participate in the process
we perform research about. In the project described in this report, we have
initiated a process in order to answer our research questions about how work
processes and IT-systems can be jointly developed in practice. The objective
is not to develop a new IT-support system for the existing work organisation
and work processes. The objective is rather to use the potential of new mobile technology to enhance the development of the work and its organisation
as such. In this way we can fulfil two different goals. First we can make sure
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that the new IT-support system is well adapted to the new work processes.
Secondly, we can use the potential of the new technology to support a good
development of the work, and not to preserve old structures and processes.
We have actively participated by introducing the methods that are to be
tested, carry out training occasions, support the personnel in their work etc.
At the same time we have studied the process it self, its performance, difficulties arisen and the result of the process.
As researchers we do not attempt to perform the work for the personnel,
instead our intention is an active participation by introducing material,
knowledge, experiences and in other ways support the process, at the same
time as we learn from the organisation. Of course there are complicated
methodological and practical difficulties regarding this that we must face.
The evaluation must be able to answer whether the method is functional
during the current conditions and give knowledge about how we can apply
the method
Roughly, an action research approach is the opposite to experimental laboratory research. In the latter, planed experiments are performed in a controlled
environment and some hypothesis formulated before the experiments are
intended to be verified. It is here important to control all the parameters to be
studied by keeping certain parameters constant between the experiments and
to vary the parameters one wants to study the effects of. Such research requires statistic significant data, carefully controlled conditions etc.
A limitation with the action research approach is that the method can not be
strictly evaluated. The conclusions can only be made whether the tested
processes were (eventually) successful during the present conditions or not.
In comparison with an ethnomethodological approach, action research also
aims at studying the subject in a connection with the organisation and its
personnel. Action research aims at making a change, while ethnomethodology focuses on understanding. However, in order to propose a successful
change, we find it important to first achieve understanding.
In our research we strive for an improved way to develop and introduce new
supporting IT-systems at work places, and how to gain valuable knowledge
about how this can be done. To achieve this, we find that action research is a
suitable approach.
Today there exist good knowledge about how to develop better, usable and
more efficient IT-systems, but it has turned out to be hard to apply this
knowledge in practice. Our research is concernes how to get the processes to
function in practice.
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2.2.1

New work procedures

As discussed briefly in the introduction chapter, an introduction of a new IT
system in an organisation will undoubtedly change and affect the organisation and the way work is performed. The work will not be the same as before, but a new work has been formed. This change must be carefully handled.
A work is never perfect and performed in the very best and effective way.
There is always room for improvements. When a supporting IT system is
developed, that means that the IT system will be supporting a work that most
likely has the potential to be changed to something better. Ineffective procedures can easily be made permanent. We find it better to develop IT systems
that supports an improved way of working. In this way we can use technology as a driving force for work and organisational improvements.
We want to take control over the change of work that occurs when introducing a new IT system, and turn that change into something productive. Our
approach is to first create a specification of a good way of working and
thereafter design an IT system supporting that work. In this way we achieve
two things; a new improved way of working and an efficient supporting IT
system.
2.2.2

Participative design of IT systems supporting work processes

Another main foundation in our work is that the ones that truly know best
how to improve the way of working and what kind of support an efficient IT
system can provide, is the personnel from the organisation, i.e. the ones that
are to use the IT system as a tool in their future work. In line with a user
centred system development approach, development of good, healthy and
efficient IT systems are to be performed in close cooperation with the future
users of the system. However, at the same time it is difficult for the future
user to know exactly what is technical possible and by themselves formulate
and define requirements of the future IT system. Nevertheless, the users’
contribution must be valued and utilized in the design process of IT systems.
The approach necessary for this work is called User Centred System Development, USCD (Göransson, 2004). This implies an integration of the technical system development and the development of the work processes and
turns the development into a user centred organisational development. A
related research approach is participatory design (Schuler & Namioka,
1993). There is a lot of research done concerning participatory design and
user centred methods in general, and we will here just briefly conclude the
most important.
User centred development is based on the principle that all development of
technical IT systems for a workplace must be performed through active participation by persons that know the organisation and the work practice, i.e.
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the ones that actually performs the work. Experts from the outside can never
fully understand the activities and can never alone decide whether a solution
is good or bad. The ones that truly know the workplace and its practice can
on the other hand not by them self describe and analyse their own organisation and work practice. Neither do they have the full competence to propose
new, innovative solutions regarding the organisations as well as its IT support. It is only together and based on a suitable model for cooperation between future users and designers (researchers) that the work can succeed.
2.2.3

To use the users’ knowledge

Representatives of the organisation, the presumptive users, are experts in the
way the work is performed today. They are the only ones that truly know the
organisation in detail, details that are of grate importance when learning how
systems and interfaces are to be designed. The way a work is actually performed in practice is not possible to completely describe, but has to be studied in practice. The work practice and the tacit knowledge that experienced
professionals possess is very valuable and must influence the design
(Greenbaum & Kyng, 1991).
Representatives also often possess valuable ideas of improvements, based on
their experiences. However, it is our belief that these proposals should not be
directly implemented, but have to be evaluated, expanded and arranged to fit
in the new proposed way to work. New technical systems with its potential
of information and communication facilitate totally new solutions. These
possibilities must be worked out during the project.
As a part of the fundamental design of work, users’ ideas and solutions to
problems must be considered. But the designers are the experts of the final
design solutions. On the other hand, no design solutions should be accepted
without evaluation together with the users.

2.3

The iterative, user centred approach

Concluded from the above discussion, it is our opinion that an experimental,
user centred development model shall be used when designing new IT systems and interfaces. This is based on the main reason that the organisation
and the users’ knowledge of the work must be used when designing new IT
systems.
User centred system design does not imply that users themselves create the
design of the IT system and its interface, but it aims at creating a creative
environment and structure where designers and users can meet. In the VIHO
project, our approach has been to create a basis to build further design work
on.
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The basic main ideas behind the user centred model for system development
are:
• Development work is conducted in collaboration between different
competences, primarily between system developers and organisation
representatives (users). They each have their own competences and
area of responsibility but are parts of the same development work. The
users are not service people or study objects, but is considered the part
in the development project that possess the knowledge of how the concerned work actually is performed in practice. Participating users must
be given required knowledge and the ones responsible for the design
work must have good knowledge in human computer interaction and
interface design.
• Development work is conducted in an iterative way where the phases
analyse, design, construction and evaluation are repeated until the system has developed into a final version and the result is accepted by the
involved parts. Representatives from the organisation must be different
persons than the ones that are a part of the development work in order
to minimize the risk of a misleading evaluation.
• Work is focused on prototypes of the planned system. A prototype
changes during the project, from rough sketches on paper to an executable system. In this way it is important to use effective techniques for
prototyping and evaluation.
• After implementation and deployment, the system must regularly be
followed up and when necessary modified and complemented.

3 THE VIHO PROJECT
The town-district ”Kortedala” is located in the north-east part of Gothenburg, Sweden, During the years 2003-2004 the district has performed a pilot
project within their care for the elderly organisation in order to see how an
IT system integrated with technology installed in the homes of the elderly
can provide new efficient solutions. The project has not been focused on
introducing new technology, but to give the elderly better possibilities to
stay longer in their homes during safe and secure conditions.
Our overall goal in the VIHO-project has been to develop future supporting
IT system. To do this as good as possible, we have first defined and developed the work itself. In this way we will jointly develop both the work and
the IT system.
Together with personnel from Kortedala home health care sector, we have
developed a vision for the future work within the health care area and how it
can be supported by new IT systems. This vision can provide a basis for
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development of the new work organisation in detail, to describe new work
processes and to implement new efficient and usable IT systems.
To make ”the future” concrete and a bit more tangible, we have worked with
a perspective of five years, which in the beginning of the seminar series
makes year 2008. The time horizon is chosen in order to have a period that is
easy to grasp. Year 2008 is so close in time that it is reasonable to foresee
what can happen. At the same time it is still a few years ahead, some years
when much interesting can occur.

3.1

Vision seminars with a work group

Practical work of envisioning the future work at the workplace was made in
what we call Vision seminars (Olssson et.al. 2005) together with a work
group from Kortedala home health care organisation. Vision seminars are
performed in order to envision future possibilities of changes of a work organization as well as practices and are performed as group discussions about
present practices, problems, goals, and possibilities. The inherent goal is a
more efficient, stimulating and sustainable work. Objectives of the process
in the VIHO project were to provide a foundation for a sustainable organisation of work, redesign of jobs, and to propose functionality for a future supporting IT system that enhances the workers’ skills. Most important
achievements are the thoroughly explored views on future work, from the
individual worker’s, to the organization’s perspective.
The vision seminar series in the VIHO project was conducted during half a
year with a working group of six assistant nurses, all experienced professionals from the elder care sector with a combined total work experience of
127 years. Three of the participants where from the home-help service, one
from the home health care and two from old people's homes. Under the direction of four researchers, the group carried through twelve seminar occasions with two to three weeks between each occasion. During the seminars,
the researchers role was to lead the discussions, provide input and to document and reflected upon the accomplish work. The reflections from one
seminar served as an input for the next seminar.
At first, today’s work was described in detail, closely followed by analysis
of the needs for changes and development. Subsequently, important aspects
of how the desirable future work would be carried out were formulated.
These aspects included requirements of a changed work organisation, improved work processes and requirements of effective, supporting IT systems.
Main objectives are to create a healthy and efficient work, at the same time
as security and quality in health care are improved.
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Figure 2: Seminar with the work group

3.1.1

Vision seminar techniques

In order to define the desirable, future work in the seminar series, our approach has been that it is not just to ask a question and expect a good answer.
The seminars is a process that has to be allowed to take time.
The meetings in the vision seminar series were held within two or three
weeks of each other. This gave the participants time to reflect upon the previous meeting - consciously as well as unconsciously - and to prepare for the
next meeting. Gained experiences can unconsciously mature and inspire new
ideas. To facilitate this, minutes from the previous meeting were sent out to
the participants after each meeting.
To facilitate the discussions and to prepare the participants for the next meeting, an assignment was often given for the next meeting. The participants
were encouraged to engage their colleagues from their respectively workplace when completing the assignments. The distributed assignments were
often related to how things are carried out, how and why, and they were
closely coupled to the theme of the next seminar occasion. Here follows a
number of brief examples of assignments:
• Write the essay “A day at work”. Describe an average day filled with
the activities that use to occur. Reflect upon what is good/bad,
easy/hard, simpel/complicated, fun/boring etc. in the work.
• If your work place was your own company, and you were the manager,
what would you do? How would you like your company to be organised and managed?
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• What kind of communication are you carrying out daily? Why? Would
you like some communication to be more extensive or more narrow
than today? Why?
• Collect forms and documentation tools that are used in your daily work
Every meeting had a theme, e.g. “Organization”, “Technology” and “Information and communication”. The working group discussed their work from
different perspectives, the organisation, communication, skills, and collaboration and so on. Inspiration in the form of new knowledge on interesting
topics e.g. organisation, ethics, and new technology were provided by internal or external lecturers. This put the participants in a better position to perform critical evaluations, creative thinking and to identify and propose solutions to problems at their own workplace. A number of seminar themes are
here briefly presented.

Figure 3: Collection of important documents used in the work
Present work

The aim of this analysis was to document present work, tasks, cooperation,
and workers’ skills, and it extended through a number of working group
meetings. Present conditions were investigated initially. Skilled people easily describe the work they are involved in at present, what works well, and
what does not. Rather than making a list of a number of tasks that workers
perform, a more detailed description such as a told narrative can capture the
essentials of work in its context. In order to get an overview of the present
work situation, the seminar group discussed questions as for example:
• What do you consider most important in your work?
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• What do you appreciate most in your work?
• What work do you carry out really well?
• What are your qualifications?
• What does good quality mean in your work?
• Is the quality of your work insufficient in any way?
• Which technical systems do you use? For what purpose?
• Which information do you use in your work? For what purpose?
Where? When? How?
• With which people do you communicate? What matters do you discuss? How? Why?
When collaboration is considered, the complexity of the work routines at a
workplace becomes evident. Such aspects easily remain concealed if work is
regarded as a set of individual tasks that have to be managed. In this context,
we let the participants write the assignment “A day at work”. In writing this
becomes more evident, and thereby provides reflection, understanding and
facilitates discussion between the participants.
Change of work procedures

To stimulate proposal to a better, desirable work, the participants in the
seminar series were to play with the thought “If my workplace was my own
company and I were the boss, what would I do”? The assignment was approached in a number of ways, for example concerning:
• Economy
• Competence, education and training
• Use of working time
• Scheduling
• Work planning
• Work evaluation
• Communication
• Information
• Leadership
• Rewards
In this way we achieved a good understanding of how the work was presently carried out in the different work places. Furthermore, a number of issues to change and improve were recognised and documented. It is our experience that discussions like these mostly provides good ideas. When asking a question like ”What does really hinder this?”, it used to turn out that
there are very few restrictions for changes in practice, and that much is not
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very difficult to accomplish. Some things are even possible to change instantaneously.
A question raised during this seminar was about awareness of costs for
medical supplies. After discussion of the issue, an assistant nurse from the
home health care decided to label all the medical supplies in the storeroom at
her work place with the cost for each item. This appeared to make the personnel aware of the cost and less predisposed to waste the expensive material unnecessarily.
Organisation in practice

The structure of the organisation where thoroughly looked into, in order to
localise problems, bottlenecks and to find possibilities for changes. To accomplish this, the present organisation was studied outgoing from a practical
and a theoretical point of view.
We let the participants describe their opinion of how the organisation presently looked like. This gave us a practical view from below of how the organisation looks like. Then we let the managers describe the organisation
from their point of view. A third point of view was how the organisation is
supposed to look like, i.e. how it is formally described in the directives. The
differences between these three perspectives gave valuable input of what
was good and bad in the organisation and what worked and what did not.
Exercises like these can reveal how perspectives differ within an organization depending on the roles people have, and these differences may give rise
to demands on e.g. a future supporting IT system.
Information and communication analyses

To carefully examine what kind of information is handled during the work
procedures, we asked the working group participants to collect forms, lists
and other documentations means from their work. Use of information were
analysed by means of what information is used and what is shared. Communication then is much relative and was more extensively documented in
terms of who communicates with whom, why, where, when and how.
In this work the gathered materials from the participants were very useful.
When working with the material, it became clear that the participants in the
seminar group quite often used different name for the same kind of form.
They also used the same form in different ways - and this in the very same
local organisation.
Technology

One seminar occasion was prolonged to two days, dealing with technology.
The first day, existing technology and systems to consider as state of the art,
were dealt with. Lectures and presentations of the available technology on
the market were held. Complete system solutions were avoided, instead fo92
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cus was on the technology for the end user and its possibilities and limitations.

Figure 4: A number of mobile devices were presented for the seminar group to inform the seminar group of the latest technology and its possibilities.

With purpose to provide a basic ground for evaluating technology, a short
introduction to the Human-Computer Interaction research area was given.
Furthermore, focus was on critical thinking from a user’s point of view.
The second day consisted of presentations of existing system on the market.
Representatives from a number of companies with products for the area were
invited to give a short presentation for the seminar group. After each presentation, the representatives were to leave the room and based of the recently
gained knowledge, the seminar group carried through a critical evaluation of
the presented system. This gave the working group a fairly critical attitude,
insight and a basic understanding of what is to expect from new technology.
Scenarios

At the end of the vision seminar the group described the future work in form
of a set of scenarios. A scenario is a written description, or story, describing
- in this case - how the future work can be carried out. Scenarios should be
as complete as possible, in order to stress all the relevant aspects of how
work is performed. We wrote the scenarios iteratively together with the participants from the work group. The writing itself is valuable as it is a creative
process where unformed thoughts have to be concretised and formulated in
text.
Important parts of the scenarios were specified and described in terms of
activity specifications. This is a more formally description of tasks that are
performed, which information is used and produced, how persons communicate etc. Based on these scenarios and the activity specifications, we summarised the information and communication needs of the future work procedures.
Based on the produced scenarios, simple and preliminary sketches of new
supporting IT systems were carried out. In this way, the roughly designed
IT-support systems are based on rather detailed descriptions of the proposed
future work settings. Even if they are not designed in a more traditional
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sense, it is our experience that they are very useful if and when a systems
development project is initiated as a result of the vision seminar process.
3.1.2

Complimentary work

Documentation

Each meeting is carefully documented. The documentation is informally
evaluated and revised by all participants after each meeting as a reminder of
the previous meeting and as an effective confirmation that everything is correctly understood. Misunderstandings are adjusted and new ideas are sometimes added. For the research work, documentations are valuable in order to
make conclusions, do reflections and to refine the knowledge about the organisation.
Interviews

The vision seminar process puts a grate focus on the participants in the
seminar group. In order to not totally exclude other concerned professions,
we conducted a number of interviews with key persons in the organisation.
This was done in the latter part of the seminar series, based on the proposed
new work taking shape. Results from the interviews where if necessary discussed during the seminars and included in the documentation.
These “external interviews” had two major purposes. At first we wanted to
map other persons experiences. By exclusive concentrating on the people in
the seminar group, other concerned professions were not allowed to be heard
and we would risk getting a distorted notion of the work and the organisation.
A second important aspect was to anchor our seminar work and its outcome
in the organisation.
Field studies

To fully understand how a work actually is conducted, discussions in a
seminar series are not sufficient. Field studies including observation of
workers are an important prerequisite to design of support systems. Without
field studies uninformed systems designers may draw attention to unimportant issues, draw false conclusions, and lead the work in an inappropriate
direction. As discussed in chapter 2.2.3 To use the users’ knowledge, knowledge must be obtained from the very place where the IT-system is to be implemented and used.
In parallel with the seminar series, two different occupations represented in
the seminar group were studied in more detail. Two one-day field studies
were conducted to study the work in practice and to find additional important details in the work practice. Participatory observations were mixed with
short interviews during the day.
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The conducted field studies resulted in a report from each workplace. As
with the documentation, the reports were read, discussed and rewritten together with the concerned informant.
3.1.3

Vision seminar results

Eventually, the work in the vision seminar resulted in a number of suggestions for improvement in order to achieve a good and healthy future work.
We wrote and worked with the result in terms of aspects on the future work.
These aspects are very specific for the work within the elder care in Kortedala, and some of them quite specific for the respective work place for each
participant in the seminar group. Here follows a selection of the more general and concrete aspects on the proposed, future work.
Autonomous groups

The groups carrying out the practical health care work should be autonomous and be given a broader, local, responsibility than today. They are to
organise and carry out their own planning, dispose their own resources and
undertake their own quality assurance. As discussed in chapter 2.1 Work
environment aspects and IT supported work, it is important that increased
responsibility also is supported by increased possibilities.
It is our conclusion that it is locally, on the operative level where the work is
actually performed, the best and most effective planning can be accomplish.
It is also there the best priorities can be made. It is the working teams that
possess the valuable knowledge of the actual conditions. It is down there,
“on the floor”, on site in the care takers home, where quality improvements
can be achieved.
Coherent health care planning

We want to achieve a common use within the organisation of the individual
care plans used in the elder health care. The whole chain of care planning;
from the very first decision of assistance, care planning, intervention planning, execution and documentation and finally follow-up and evaluation – all
shall be well planed, well known and concurrent throughout the whole organisation These objectives already exist today, but they are poorly fulfilled.
It is desirable that the health care personnel participate in the decisions of
assistance to assure that the decisions become practical.
Increased economic responsibility

The economical responsibility shall be moved further down in the organisation, down to where the costs appear. Providing the right means in terms of
access to information, education, authority and competence, it is where the
cost actually occurs that they can be controlled. To facilitate a more effective
use of the resources, it shall be possible to make economic plans in advance,
not just to be able to look backwards to se previous expenses.
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A Home health care in unity

Kortedala district have two involved parts of the elder health care; the home
health care that performs more complex nursing, not only regarding elderly,
and the home-help service that performs the more regular care and assistance
for the elderly. By merging these two parts and give them the same basic
planning, a lot of duplication of work could be avoided. It would provide a
more effective planning, better co-ordination and use of the available resources and competences. The care planes would be easier to fulfil and the
work would be performed according to the same plans.
Increased professionalism

Occupations in the elder health care deserve a better reputation. The feeling
of being branded as a maid is frequently encountered. We want to work for a
more pronounced professionalism where the personnel really are allowed to
perform the undertakings they are educated for. This is also facilitated by the
earlier discussed aspects of autonomous groups and increased economic
responsibility.
A healthy work

By a strong focus on the work environment, a number of aspects can be improved and a healthy work obtained. A well established staff welfare and
influence on the organisation will decrease the sick leave and reduce the
employee turnover. Consequently, this will attract new personnel and provide for a higher quality in the entire health care sector.
3.1.4

Support the future work with IT

As mentioned earlier, VIHO is not a pure IT project, even if it is a development of a supporting future IT system that we are aiming at. Primarily we
have focused on how the organisation and the work can be developed and
improved. Supporting IT systems can not by themselves fulfil an organisation’s goals, but they can hopefully contribute by being a powerful support,
and result in a positive development of work and services. We can in other
words use the technology as a driving force in development of the work.
What we have found is that through the used participatory process, we have
been able to develop new efficient work processes that not can be achieved
without the new supportive technology.
To implement the new work procedures, effective information access and
communication means is a necessity. A supporting IT system can, properly
designed, meet these requirements and facilitate the future, proposed work.
Here follows a selection of how technology can facilitate the requested
changes of today’s work described in terms of aspects in the previous chapter.
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The proposed autonomous groups, carrying out the actual outside service,
are to be given access to the information needed, on the very place where the
work is conducted. This requires a mobile IT system providing access to e.g.
schedules for both personnel and care takers, where planned and accomplished efforts are accessible. Further, medical information like patients
medicine lists and general medical information are to be part of the accessible information.
The chain of care planning, essential for the coherent health care planning,
shall be supported by an IT system accessible by all parts in the care chain.
A well designed IT support provides easy information access.
Proper information access also provides for the proposed increased economic responsibility. As discussed earlier, responsibility must be followed
by authorization. A supporting IT system can provide necessary economic
information, e.g. costs for services, materials and time as well as available
resources and possibilities. Through that, home health care teams can be
given larger economic responsibility and with that follows better possibilities
to provide better care services. This solution is based on the assumption, that
if you have the responsibility for the economic outcome of the care unit, you
will also plan and use the resources better. Today the economic control is
made by follow-up e.g. each month by the management higher up in the
hierarchy. The result is most often that the economic disaster is detected
whet it definitely is to late to take any actions. The most efficient economic
control occurs when it is transformed into a real-time planning of the available resources. To achieve this, the economic planning, control and evaluation must be made where the costs occur, i.e. out in the operational teams.
Earlier this has not been possible, but with use of new information support
systems it can be developed and implemented.
It is our belief that the different actions taken to improve the future work will
result in an increased and strengthen feeling of professionalism.

3.2

Design of future IT support

The goal of the VIHO project is to contribute to a future, healthy work
within home health care, and further, how that work can be supported by
modern technology, i.e. a supportive IT system. The results above indicate
where in the organisation and in the work practice improvements can be
made, and where and how a supporting IT system can have a positive effect.
The detailed functionality and design is not specified within the project.
However, a knowledge base is established and first prototype for the design
has been developed.
As confirmed in the seminar work, the work performed in home health care
is complex and consists of a number of work tasks and activities, administrative as well as medical, and it is very practical. To support this complex
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work, a supporting IT system must be well designed and easy to use in all
different work situations. Different interfaces and devices are to be used, all
with the same data and information base. To make the IT system adapted to
the organisation’s needs, the necessity of providing different interfaces on
different devices is recognised and discussed by Scandurra et.al. (2003),
based on studies in the VIHO project and the project Old@home (Koch et.al.
2004).
It is important to fully understand that a professional user’s task or goal is to
perform a qualitative work, not to execute a set of operations on a computer.
Users should be allowed to keep focus on the actual work and not bother
how to manage the IT system.
Knowledge about users’ cognitive abilities can be used to understand important requirements for design of functionality and interaction (Sandblad,
1991). Examples of important design requirements are:
• Users must be allowed to have a complete and undisturbed focus on the
work tasks, and handling of the technical support systems must be
more or less automated.
• The support system must provide appropriate functionality (have a high
utility).
• The interface must present information in a way which is consistent
with human perceptive and cognitive skills and limitations, e.g. concerning limitations in short term memory.
• The interface must provide accurate feed-back, so that the user can understand it and is in full control of what happens.
• The user must always be in total control of the work process and the
support system must never take over control. This is important in order
to avoid a feeling of being controlled by the system.
3.2.1

From description of work to IT system

To specify the specific work tasks, activities, information content, communication, need of assistance and tools, we have used scenarios describing the
work. A scenario is a continuous account for a course of events, in this case
describing how work is conducted within the home health care of elderly in
Kortedala. Scenarios can serve different purposes, but the creation of the
scenarios is highly dependent on the contribution of the seminar group. We
have chosen to work with two kinds of scenarios. At first the professionals in
the seminar group constructed a more general description about their future
work, “a day at work 2008”. Based on these scenarios we then created more
narrowed and detailed scenarios describing the main work tasks that constitute the work. These scenarios are to be limited in such a way that they make
up manageable descriptions of certain tasks, and at the same time detailed
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enough to let the activities appear. Subsequently, information management
and communication can be linked to the scenarios.
Based on each scenario we can identify and specify the work tasks. There is
no clear division of work into work tasks, but we try to find a definition that
provides a good structure for the work. A work task is to be carried out completely during one limited time interval.
Each work task consists of a number of activities, all with a need for information and communication. Inversely, a sequence of connected activities
with the purpose to achieve a certain goal can be considered as a work task.

Figure 5: Based on a number of scenarios, important work tasks can be identified.
One work task consists of a number of activities and can be supported by a room or
work space in the IT system’s interface

A general problem occurring when designing usable user interfaces is how to
effectively visualise extensive and complex information in a relatively small
graphical interface. To distribute information over a number of different
windows in the interface, often with a hierarchical structure, is a commonly
used method. This implies that the user has to choose the desirable information from a menu. This way to supply the information mostly results in a
mixed-up structure and a lot of searching and navigation.
Design heuristics

In the system’s graphical user interface, a certain work task should be able to
be totally accomplished without any need for unnecessary navigation or interaction in the application. To be forced to, for example, open, close or
move windows in order to be able to use the system calls the user’s attention
from the actual work process. Moreover, the interface shall require a minimum of cognitive processing and physical actions from the user. The need
for paging or scrolling should be avoided as well as calling up additional
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windows, replying to modal dialogue boxes etc. (Gulliksen et.al., 1997).
This can be avoided by letting each work task be supported by a specific
‘work space’ in a designated ’room’ in the system’s interface. As a basic
design principle we have of this reason chosen the ‘rooms metaphor’ (Henderson and Card, 1986; Liv et.al. 2001). This implies an interface, consisting
of a number of rooms where each room supports a certain, well identified,
work task and consists of a unique work space supporting all interactions
needed for the activities of the work task in an optimal way.

Selected room

Rooms
Mobile
device

Work space
Information units

Figure 6: An outline prototype of a work space metaphor for a user interface. The
user chooses the appropriate ‘room’. In this room there is a work space ready to use
and optimal designed to support the user in his or her work task.

In this way, the user can choose a room in the system corresponding to the
present task, and gain access to a complete designed work space for the work
that is to be carried out. The user can quickly initiate the system and is
thereby given an interface that is optimal suited for each situation. The work
space is always only ‘one click away’.
3.2.2

Design for mobile work

Mobile technology can be used in order to facilitate for a stationary work to
become mobile. It can also be used to support an already mobile work, as in
the case of the VIHO project. The work within the home health care for elderly is, and has always been mobile, but has for long lacked IT support for
the mobile work.
The work place where the use of a mobile IT system occurs is often in the
care takers’ home or some way on the road between care takers and the office. In the VIHO project we have carefully looked for solutions that consider and respect (and also take advantage of) the mobility characteristics in
the work. During the work in the seminar series, three important qualities of
mobile IT system have been recognised.
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Quick and effective

In the home health care, one of the mobile IT systems’ most important attributes to consider is to be fast. The time available to start a device, enter or
read information etc. is strongly limited. Everything that is not perceived as
simple, quick and supportive will be considered as bothersome and will
hardly be accepted and used by the personnel.
Examples indicates that long start-up time results in that users do not bother
to read or write care documentation as intended. In the case described in
(Verburg et.al., 2006), the start-up time includes booting the device, establish the appropriate network connections 1 , start the application – everything
that is needed to set the device in such a state that the user actual can start
working. This requires good hardware performance with fast networks and
connections using effective verification and security procedures. Applications and interfaces are to be usable and quickly let the user carry out the
actual work with a minimum of navigation in the interface.
Durable and reliable

In distinction to desktop work, using a stationary IT system, the circumferential environment and the contextual aspects are of much grater importance
when using a mobile IT system. A mobile work imply for a constantly
changing environment includes unpredictable events.
A user of a mobile device and IT system is often in need of carry out something else at the same time as using the device; driving a car or travelling
with an underground railway, giving medicine, bandaging a varicose ulcer or
writing a prescription. The device must endure various weather conditions as
well as being carried along whole days in a bag or a pocket. The environment can be very noisy as well as silent and include water, vomits, blood,
coffee and hasty movements. Much can happen that interrupts the use. A
good mobile IT system for home health care shall, as far as possible, manage
the unexpected situations that can occur in the variable environments where
it is used.

1

Circumstantial and complicated logins procedures are frequently occurring in this part.
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Figure 7: Nurse in the home health care receives an urgent phone call on her way
from the car to a patient

To achieve an efficient IT system requires putting a lot of trust into the system by letting the system manage important information, sometimes of decisive importance. When such important information is stored in a system and
the work is highly depending on access to the information, the system simply
must not fail.
Flexible

Given the nature of mobile technology, it has to be small and easy to carry
along. This effects the technology in a number of ways. When physical size
is reduced, the technical performance is deteriorated. Smaller CPUs are getting slower, memory and battery time is impaired as well. As another consequence of the reduced size, the probably most important interaction channel,
the screen, is reduced in size. A smaller screen implies bigger challenges to
design usable graphical interfaces to the system. Design knowledge becomes
very important and must be carefully adapted to the conditions that exist for
use in mobile contexts.
3.2.3

The VIHO prototype

This very first initiated phase of practical design constitutes the end of the
VIHO project. We do not intend to produce a complete designed interface,
but we have provided a basis for future design work.
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Hardware platform characteristics

The device of our choice does not yet exist. Technology is by all means
available, but we have not found a device on the market that fully lived up to
the requirements specified in the seminar work.
We preferred a light weight tablet PC in the size of half an A4 paper. Not to
big, clumsy and circumstantial to carry along but still large enough to provide a large readable screen able to display much information at the same
time. Despite the small size and the low weight it has to be equipped with a
battery capacity lasting a full day of work and hardware powerful enough for
providing short response times and a smooth interaction. Information available must constantly be updated and the device therefore connected to some
kind of network.
GUI examples

Our early proposal of the interface of a supporting IT system for the mobile
home care services was prototyped and look like this:
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Figure 8: Early prototype, showing overview workspace

The proposed IT-system is designed according to the room-metaphor. Figure
9 illustrates when the user is using the day planning tool, showing an overview work space. This is the planning tool to use in planning situations,
preferably when starting the working day. Here the user can get a quick view
of the present status of the work situation. Information is displayed about
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today’s care takers and the scheduled visits, recent documentation and messages. Choosing a specific patient in the application displays more detailed
information.
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Figure 10: Early prototype, showing detailed view

Figure 9 shows a detailed view with extended information about a specific
patient. The interface shows where in the application the user is and where
he/she came from. This also implies what will happen if the users closes the
current view. The detailed view is in itself an overview of the recent activities regarding the patient. Additional information about e.g. all triggered
alarms can be reached from here.
Through design of the proposed application, it is our intention to support the
proposed new work by paying attention to the aspects produced in the seminars and described in the scenarios. In this case the aspects about autonomous groups, increased economic responsibility and coherent health care
planning are specifically concerned. The application clearly informs about
how much assistance a patient is entitled to and the nature of the assistance.
This assistance is a result of one of the first decisions in the chain of care
planning. If the practitioner, the user of the IT-system, finds this amount of
assistance indefensible when carrying out the assistance in practice, there are
routines for sending this feedback back in the decision chain to the decision-
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makers. In this way the feedback forms the basis for and triggers a new care
planning decision.
In this way the personnel are also given a larger economical responsibility
when carrying out the work on the field. They are provided with the recent
information by the IT system about their patients entitled care, but are permitted to make individually decisions effecting the present situation. Sometime a patient can need more attention at the expense of some others. This is
a delicate balance and has to be handled by the personnel in the field, given
supporting recourses and responsibility.
3.2.4

Summary

The methodology used is intended to support a logical chain from development of work processes and work organisation, via specification of new
work processes, tasks and activities to specification of requirements for supportive technical systems and design of appropriate and efficient user interfaces. Main links in the chain are:
• Analysis of present work processes and organisation. Identification of
problems and development.
• Specification of important aspects that must characterise the new future
work processes and organisation, i.e. the ‘aspect list’.
• More detailed specification of the new work situations in terms of scenarios.
• Identification of tasks and activities of the new work situations.
• Definition of a set of ‘rooms’ for the technical support system, where
each room corresponds to one work task for one user.
• Specification of information elements and tools needed in each specific
room.
• Detailed design of the user interface in each specified room

4 EVALUATION OF THE SEMINAR WORK
When the seminar series was finished, an evaluation was carried out in order
to learn more about the participants’ experiences from the seminar process
and the results achieved so far. Interviews were made by phone, and combined with a small questionnaire.

4.1

Interviews

The interviews had a semi-structured character, guided by a number of prepared questions. Discussions in the interviews were mainly about how the
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participants understood the seminar process and results, what they gained
from these and how their participation influenced their work.
Questions in the interview were:
• What did the seminar series give you?
• What is your best memory from the seminars?
• What is your worse memory?
• Do you think your opinions were taken care of properly and that you
could effect the work in and during the seminar series?
• Where you given the required time to participate?
• Did you have sufficient knowledge to participate?
• Did we 8researcjers) control the content in the seminar series too
much?
• Have the seminar series effected how your work is performed today? In
what way?
• Have your relations to management and colleges changed in any way?
How?
• Have the way you use tools (forms, binders, books, phones etc.) in your
work changed? How?
• Have your way of working changed in any way?
Many participants considered the most positive from the seminar to be the
opportunity to widen their perspective, to learn from the others in the group
and to contribute to future development. To be able to get a broader perspective of the organisation and to see how care for the elderly is managed on
higher administrative levels was appreciated.
Some of the participants considered it as a privilege to get a chance to influence the future work within the organisation. All participants agreed on that
opinions expressed were received in a good way. It was also everyone’s
opinion that they had been given a sufficient support from their respective
workplace and management while participating in the seminar series.
The question if the participants had sufficient knowledge to participate was
interpreted in two different ways. All participants had the opinion that they
had the required knowledge about the work practice. However, some felt
they didn’t have sufficient technical skills and experiences.
As an early result of the seminar series, some participants can notice small
changes in the organisation. The care documentation has become more efficient and work routines have been clarified. Nevertheless, it is hard to decide
if this is a result from the vision seminars alone.
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The participants express a reduced fear and lesser respect for new technology. The relation to colleges or management is considered to be unchanged.

4.2

Questionnaire

The questionnaire was filled in during the telephone interview. This procedure provided no anonymity, but the participants were carefully encouraged
to express potential critics and answer honestly.
Question

Average

I was allowed to contribute with my knowledge and experiences to the work in the
seminar series.

4

My present work has been affected by the seminar series?

2,2

The results from the seminar series has been well taken care of

3

I was given good prerequisites to participate in the seminar series.

4

I could contribute in a satisfying way to the seminar work

3,4

The number of respondents was five. Questions in the questionnaire were
formed as statements and could be agreed on giving an answer between 1
and 4 where 1 is “disagree” and 4 “totally agree”.
Totally agree

4

3

2

Disagree 1
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Figure 11: Diagram showing results from the questionnaire
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The results were rather expected. During the seminars we made grate efforts
to encourage the participants to contribute with their knowledge and experiences. The project was also well encouraged and supported by the town district management.
Results from the vision seminar series has not yet been implemented to any
higher degree in the organisation. Because of this, the personnel can see
rather few changes in their work. This is not unexpected, since the seminars
aimed at specifying more long term goals which can not be quickly implemented .
A consequence of the seminar series is that the ‘computer maturity’ and the
ability of critical thinking about technology seem to have increased in the
group and in the organisation as a whole. The attitude that “it is not me, but
the technology, that has failed” when they don’t understand how to use the
system can now be found among the participants.

5 DISCUSSION
When introducing new IT-support systems in a work environment, it is important to keep in mind that the only relevant rationale is to contribute to
improvements of the total work situation. This means that the new technical
support system, to be justified, should contribute to e.g. improved quality,
efficiency and a healthy and sustainable work.
To improve the quality and the efficiency, it is required that not only the
technology is developed, but that also the redesign of organisation, management, work processes etc must be considered.
A healthy work requires, among other things, that the user can handle the
system with high usability and that he or she is in total control of the work
process. This requires that the functionality and the dynamic interaction between the system and the user are well adapted to local needs, requirements
and expectations.
In order to achieve this, a user centred development process is needed. We
have found that the use of workshops, or seminars, with representative
groups of users, who are allowed to spend enough time to specify requirements and scenarios of future work processes, is an efficient model.
In the VIHO project, we have applied an action research approach. Here
researchers and representatives from the involved elderly care organisation
and its local work places have worked together throughout the project. The
seminar group has been a valuable source to knowledge about how the work
presently is carried out and how visions and scenarios of the future work can
be formulated.
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There are some problems related to this methodology, which are important
to understand and consider. The seminar group must consist of experienced
and engaged professionals, and they must also be given enough time to live
up to the expectations. It is also important to have a very clear understanding
about the mandate of the seminar group. They must be allowed to act independently at the same time they it must deliver a result that is realistic. As
the result is a vision of future work processes and technical support systems,
it is not sure that the proposed solutions ever will be implemented, at least
not to all details. This can cause false expectations and frustration.
There are also some interesting advantages using this methodology, which
perhaps are not so obvious from the beginning. The process to describe and
analyse the present organisation and work processes and to involve different
professionals in the formulation of future solutions and technical support
systems leads to broad improvements in competencies. Especially those directly involved in the process, but also other in the organisation, are more or
less forced to get a deeper understanding of problems and solutions. When
the solutions finally are implemented, they are also better established in the
organisation, which leads to a higher degree of acceptance of the solutions.
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In this report we give an overview of usability aspects applicable to mobile
devices and systems. A number of research projects from four different application areas are presented and experiences from the projects are discussed.
To successfully design usable products, services and systems both for leisure
and for mobile work practice has turned out to be a difficult undertaking.
Many systems fail because of a number of reasons. Some systems do not
fail, but remains difficult and cumbersome to use.
A certain immaturity can be observed since developers and designers do not
fully utilise the benefits and assets provided by today’s technology in design
of mobile systems. For mobile systems, the varying contexts of use become
more important. When only relying on existing knowledge of design for
stationary systems, important possibilities are often lost and the system has
gone astray.
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1 INTRODUCTION
We are now experiencing mobile computing in many areas of our daily lives,
with the most common manifestation being mobile phones that are ubiquitously present in Sweden today. Mobile technology is applied for leisure as
well as for professional use in various degrees. By providing new ways for
communication and information access, the technology offers means for
entertainment and can facilitate a more effective work, economical savings
etc.
Possibilities with mobile computing brings not only new devices that are
small, personal and wireless, but also new types of services and applications,
along with new types of usage settings and usage conditions. The most frequently used services are arguably the phone calls and text or image messages that the mobile phone offers, but personal information management
(PIM) applications, web surfing, and location-based services like for example Telia Sonera’s friend finder are getting more common. The portability of
the new computing devices makes it possible to use them in contexts where
desktop computers can not be used, for example in buses, cars, in the subway, in cafés and restaurants, in streets and squares, and many other public
places where people are moving around.
In this paper, our intentions have been to investigate the state of the art in
usability for mobile computing. We have adopted a two-part approach and
studied both literature concerning mobile computing and usability for mobile
computing, as well as user studies of working mobile systems, both commercial services and research prototypes. The approach has been data driven
to some extent, since both literature and applications in this area are somewhat immature. It has also turned out to be very difficult to find usability
data on commercial devices and services, since manufacturers and providers
usually do not make their own testing-results public.
Below we discuss mobile characteristics and focus on four important aspects
that separate mobile computing from desktop computing: context, usage
conditions, social aspects and Technical aspects such as hardware and security. The discussions are followed by an analysis of four groups of mobile
applications: position-based messaging systems (PBMS), route guidance
systems, Tourist guides and home health care systems. The application
groups cover several aspects of mobile computing, tourist guides and PBMS
systems involving handheld devices, tourist guides being used by moving
users, route guidance systems used by moving pedestrians or installed in
mobile environments (cars). A discussion is thereby following about usability aspects and to what extent there exist some kind of usability guidelines
for mobile computing, how usable existing applications really are, and some
design guidelines are given, based on the experiences from this work.
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2 MOBILE CHARACTERISTICS
‘Mobile computing’ is a term with many meanings, interpreted in many
ways. Weilenmann (2003) points out the importance of defining what is
mobile. Whether it is the individual, the setting, the technology, or the information that is mobile makes a difference when talking about mobility. In
that way, ‘mobile’ can refer to users that are actually moving while interacting with a device such as a cellular phone (mobile) or a personal digital assistant (PDA). It can also refer to a class of devices that are considered mobile, mostly handheld devices but often devices like laptops are included
since users carry them around and use them in different places. A third
meaning is that of computing that is performed in mobile settings, i.e. environments that are moving, for example cars, trains or buses. Finally, information can be mobile in the sense that it is accessible from many different
places and devices. Using the meaning of mobility, presented by Weilenmann (ob cit.), our studies has led us to focus mostly on the aspects of mobility that concerns mobile users, and mobile devices. Mobile settings have
been treated to some extent, while mobile information has not been treated.
Luff and Heath (1998), and subsequently others (Pinelle, 2003; Fagrell,
1999) describes the extent of devices (or ‘artifacts’) mobility in three ways;
Micro-mobility, local mobility and remote mobility. Micro-mobility refers to
when the distribution of an artifact is rather limited. The artifact is movable,
but is only used within a limited space like an office or hospital aisle. Localmobility is when the area for use of the artifact is enlarged to e.g. a building
or construction site. The most unlimited dispersion is described by the term
remote-mobility. Here the artifact is used by individuals moving around distant physical locations, also at a global scale. We find this division useful
when, among other things, describing use of mobile artifacts, which is also
essential to clarify when making the choice of technology used in the device.
Another important aspect when choosing technology for the mobile artifact
is whether it is to support tight mobility or loose mobility, a distinction described by Churchill and Wakeford (2001). Tight mobility provides realtime synchrony for communication and information sharing. What is written
in one device is immediately accessible in another. Loose mobility is the
opposite where information and communication is available asynchronously.
This makes some kind of synchronisation a decisive action for the system.

2.1

Context

Unlike traditional desktop computing, mobile computing exposes users, their
services and applications as well as their computing devices to different
situations and varying contexts to a much higher degree. How, when and
where the use occurs is not to take for granted for mobile systems. There114
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fore, when designing mobile IT systems, the precise context where the user,
technology and interaction between them will occur cannot be foreseen. The
varying context is recognized as an important quality for use of mobile devices. Context is something inherently variable, and therefore somewhat
difficult to define (Dourish, 2004). Environmental variations like rain, wind
and traffic noise might also be different from time to time as well as differ
during the time a task is performed. As a part of the context of use, these
variations are also an innate part of the nature of mobility and are not to ignore when developing mobile technology. We will latter discuss some areas
effected by the various contexts of use.
As in the case of mobile computing there are many definitions, and the majority of context definitions are descriptive. The one that is most often used
is perhaps that of Dey et al. (2001):
“[context is] any information that can be used to characterize the
situation of entities (i.e. whether a person, place, or object) that are
considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and the application themselves. Context is
typically the location, identity, and state of people, groups and computational and physical objects”. (p. 106)

A more operationally oriented way of looking at context is provided by Winograd (2001):
“... something is context because of the way it is used in interpretation, not due to its inherent properties".” (p. 405)

This provides a way to exclude some of the information that would be considered in the definition of Dey et.al. (ob.cit.) Neither of these two definitions gives very much tangible support to designers. This has two main reasons. First, context, context adaptation, and context awareness are rather new
research areas and new application areas. The technology used is new, many
times unstable, and always quickly changing. During these circumstances it
is very difficult to establish design principles and guidelines for the area.
Secondly, it is in the nature of mobility that context is changing, otherwise
something would not be mobile. Guidelines on how to incorporate or handle
context in services and applications for mobile computing will therefore
never be direct instructions on “how to do”, but rather guidelines on “what to
think about”, and “what to test”.
A common mantra of frequent occurrence today’s research and development
is to design for ”access anytime anywhere”. The meaning of this is to provide a mobile device that always can be carried along (anywhere) and that
always (anytime) contains proper information.
Perry et.al (2001) stresses the importance of to carefully take the aspects of
context into consideration:
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“The need to support flexibility is why the notion of access anytime,
anywhere has become such an important mantra in the developing of
mobile technologies.” (p. 342)

However, designing for anytime, anywhere is not enough for the mobile
user. It is not sufficient to be able to access information from a mobile device if the information is not adapted to the device used for access. Many
web pages are shrunk to illegible miniature size on a small device, and
scrolling through a long document on a small screen can be both cumbersome and time consuming. The anytime, anywhere need to be complemented
with anyhow, where information and interaction techniques are adapted to
the current access device (Shneiderman, 2002; Trewin et.al, 2003; Myers
et.al, 2000; Perry et.al, 2001). Otherwise, the opportunities of mobility risk
burdening users more that helping them by for example forcing them to use
different applications for the same activities (Shneiderman, ob.cit.).
If the mobile device is used exercising a profession, it is also important to
consider adaptation to the work process. Mobile work never occurs totally
isolated from stationary work, and the two processes need to be smoothly
connected and synchronized. This must be fully supported by the technology, in a way allows information to flow within the whole system. When
designing mobile technology, the whole process of work must be considered,
not only the specifically mobile parts:
”…we can see both the mobile aspects of the work and how its everyday or non mobile aspects intrude into the mobile component of work.
The two appear indivisible, and technology that only supports the mobile component will not support a large component of its users
needs.”
(Perry et.al 2001)

In all usage situations, the attention of users needs to be divided between the
IT-system and the surrounding environment. In some situations the environment only requires a fraction of the user’s attention, for example when a
user works alone in an office, while in other situations almost 100% of the
user’s attention must be focused on the environment instead of the application, for example while driving a car during rush hour. Mobile services introduce a new aspect of the attention problem, since they move between
different contexts that poses different demands on users’ attention. The same
service can be used both in situations where users can focus all their attention on the interaction with the service, and in situations where the environment demands a large part of the attention.
Bad design of mobile services and its requirements of the user’s attention
can result in various consequences. A map application in a car must for example require very little attention to make it possible for the user to effectively and safely acquire the information necessary to navigate while driving.
Furthermore, a mobile museum guide (see the section Tourist guides,
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pp.127) must provide a carefully balanced interaction that gives the user
interesting information in the device but does not compete with the museum
itself. The choice of interaction techniques can here be crucial. If for example the visual attention is of great importance for the user, voice and audio
interaction and can be preferred when it requires less attention then interaction with a keyboard or buttons.
Technology for detecting physical position is getting more and more common, most frequently represented by GPS. The possibility of knowing where
a mobile device is has opened up for new types of services, for example
SMS-services providing you with information about the nearest mail box,
route guidance systems in cars and tourist guide systems that gives information on the sights nearby the current location. Even if technology keeps improving, location aware services share some problems that need to be dealt
with.
All location aware systems need to be able to deal with situations where the
positioning technology does not give an accurate position or any position at
all. Regardless of which positioning technology that is used, interference,
weather conditions, hardware malfunction or other factors will occasionally
put the system out of order, and it is important that these situations are handled in a suitable way.
It is preferable that the system can retrieve the positioning without help from
the user, and tell the user what is going on in the mean time. The route guidance systems handle the loss of positioning in the same way as they handle
driver deviations from the suggested route; at the next reliable position a
new route is computed. Obviously, it is not a good solution to let the service
black out and demand a restart when the positioning is lost.
Users of a location based system must be able to interpret the behavior of the
system. If users do not have a good understanding of how exact the positioning is and what system behavior is linked to the position, it does not matter
that the position technology works excellently. Orientation is a frequently
reported problem for different types of services (Burrell, 2002; Cheverst,
2000). Even if the system have the exact position of the user and displays
relevant information about the location, users can be very confused if the
object or building that the information concerns is behind their back. In this
case, it is not obvious that users understand that the information from the
system actually is relevant to their position.

2.2

Conditions of use

The conditions of use have great impact on usability requirements. With
systems that are designed for leisure or pleasure, users are free to choose if
they want to use them at all, and if they do, when and in which situations.
This implies that services that are experienced as difficult to use might not
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be used at all, or might only be used in situations where users can spare the
extra time and effort needed. It also implies that if users do not find the provided service interesting enough and worth the effort to use, the service
probably will not be used at all.
2.2.1

Professional use

The situation is different with systems that are used in professional activities.
Here users’ work practice can be highly depending on the system. An IT
system at a work place can be an obligatory tool to perform the work, with
no chances to refrain from using the tool because of for example poor usability. A route guidance system can, for example, be linked to the planning and
delivery for a transport company. Each driver is forced to use the route guidance system when driving to delivery destinations, both to keep track of the
distance each vehicle travels, and to get notified about new pick up points.
Mobile IT systems can be implemented in order to transform a stationary
work and make it a mobile work. It is then important to carefully consider
how the new work is to be carried out. Already mobile work can also be
supported by a mobile IT system, as in the previous example with the driver
in the transport company or as in the case of home health care nurses (Johansson, 2006).
Most of the systems here examined in the overview below are leisure systems where the use is highly optional and the user has the option to stop
using the system any time.
2.2.2

Varying frequencies of use

Different systems are created for different frequency of use. Systems that
support tasks or situations that users encounter frequently, such as common
work routines, will soon have quite experiences users, while systems that
support activities that users perform once or twice in a lifetime will always
have novice users.
The route guidance systems are created to be permanently installed in cars,
and thus used continuously by drivers. Even if the systems are not used for
every trip to the grocery store they have good possibilities to get used frequently. The tourist guides must assume that most of the users are novices.
Even if it is not unusual that people spend their holidays at the same place
many years in a row, such a system must be designed primarily to accommodate first time users. The PBMSs are also designed for long term use, but
temporary users that visit a location should be able to benefit from the information available in the system without prior training.
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2.2.3

Reliability

The use of mobile technology is still characterized by insecurity and unreliability to a certain degree. Mobile artefacts are mostly a part of a larger system and they handle information that is stored somewhere else in the system.
A common problem with the mobile devices is still bad network connections. Many mobile systems store their data on a remote server and are
thereby completely dependent on a functioning network connection. When
the connection is bad, the whole system mostly fails. Much too few systems
store data locally and use a network connection when available to update and
refresh data. In the same way, if a power supplies fails, the whole device
mostly becomes unusable. Compared to a ditto paper based solution this is a
major disadvantage.
”one of the characteristic difficulties of mobile work is that there is
less predictability and more access to information and artifacts”
(Perry, 2001)

Perry (ob.cit.) explains how this insecurity generates a, what he call, “planful
opportunism”. We, as users of mobile systems, make plans for the unexpected.
”When people know that they are going to encounter situations in
which they cannot know exactly what is required, they can plan by
collecting and carrying particular technologies, documents and resources.” (pp 334)

The insecurity in use of mobile systems makes us prepare for a failure in the
system. It forces us to bring paper copies of documents, to prepare OH-slides
for a presentation and the most foresighted user keeps a paper backup of the
address book in the mobile phone.

2.3

Social characteristics

Use of mobile devices involves not only technical aspects of the mobile device, but also social. The surplus values that mobile technology provides us
with in terms of improved communication abilities and information access
are just not simply positive, but also provide social effects that are not to
ignore. Using the mobile device has to be socially accepted in many aspects
to succeed and gain the users confidence for the device and the IT-system. In
the literature we find a number of examples:
Physicians using a PDA in their contact with patients describe different effects (McAlearney et.al., 2004). In the beginning they felt afraid of using the
device in front of the patients in order to appear as incompetent when they
not manage to handle the device properly. But soon they found that was not
a problem. Instead they experienced respect from the patients for using a
“trendy” device and modern technology.
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Bornträger and Cheverst (Bornträger, 2003) reports of tourists using a mobile tourist guide system consisting of a PDA equipped with headphones.
When walking around in a large town while using the mobile guide system
on the PDA, the tourists did not fancy using the headphones in order not to
look strange or to be recognised as tourists. When it comes to a similar field
of application, Ciavarella (2004) describes a mobile museum application for
museum visitors. This device was also equipped with headphones, but the
visitors and users disliked using them in order to be able to share the information from the device with others.
Another perspective on the mobile technology to reflect on is that the technology makes the personal privacy exposed in a greater extent. Communication means, information access and management facilitated by mobile technology makes it hard to separate private activities from professional in many
circumstances. The day-care teacher can call in the middle of a business
meeting, colleges can interrupt a private lunch with a mobile phone call.
Private and personal emails are often mixed up and a laptop tends to contain
both work related content as well as private since it is easy (and made for) to
use both at home and at work.
Mobile computing also provides the possibility to carry out work in virtual
teams (Andriessen, 2006). A team that jointly perform a work does not by
necessity need to be located on the same place or even really know each
other, through use of mobile technology,. Also the important role of management for the teams changes in the very same way. Relation to the manager becomes “mobile” and is virtually detained through the mobile IT system. Design of such mobile IT systems implies careful reflections and
awareness of the possible effects.

2.4

Technical aspects

Due to the nature of mobile devices the device it self has to be small and
easy to carry along. That affects its overall performance to a large extent.
Today, the performance of mobile devices is almost technically comparable
with a ten years old stationary computer. A numbers of constraints for the
hardware in mobile IT systems limit the performance of the system:
• Network connections are generally slow since most mobile devices today relay on network technology such as WAP or GPRS. This limits
data transfer rates when sending larger sets of data, e.g. in more demanding multimedia applications. The speed improves with 3G, and
some devices (PDAs) even have built in WLAN cards which can give
them considerable bandwidth. However, WLAN is still only accessible
in restricted places and the technology still suffers from problems when
moving between different access points.
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• CPUs are slower in the interest of being inexpensive, small and less
power consuming.
• Memory size is limited as well as the speed.
• Battery life is short, also in order to reduce price, size and weight.
Routines (that are not always desirable) for screensavers, device
standby and hibernate modes and network disconnections has been developed in order to prolong battery lifetimes.
• The network connections are today unpredictable and far from geographically complete.
• The screen size is small. Even if screen resolution can be improved,
the form factor of mobile devices sets limits. The OQO, which is a fullfledged PC only millimeters larger than an Ipaq, has a screen resolution
of 800 * 400 pixels (www.oqo.com). At that resolution, most UI widgets and text get very small so higher resolution for that screen size can
decrease usability rather than increase it.
• As a consequence of the small screen, interaction with GUI elements
in a small screen application become very limited compared to a stationary computer with a significantly bigger screen and more comprehensive interaction means. This results e.g. in bad readability and is
one of the most treated issues about mobile usability, the design for
mobile graphical user interfaces (GUI) (Weiss, 2002; Nielsen and
Ramsay, 2000).
The physical and environmental limitations create restrained interaction possibilities for the mobile device. Input as well as output from the device has to
be carefully designed, consider all the limitations and meet up to all the different requirements.
2.4.1

Input

The input interaction with mobile phones meets challenges like entering text
while on the move, write longer messages smoothly, or just answer the
phone while bicycling. Input interaction methods have two characteristics to
a greater or less extent; They are navigation means, i.e. a way for the user to
interact with the software in the device. They supply data input, i.e. allows
the user to input data in the device and the application.
Some established methods are here presented:
• Write directly on the screen, over the whole screen or in a dedicated
area, with a type of pen, also known as “stylus”. The software for hand
recognition translates the written sign to a character, possible for the
computer to recognize.
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• Mobile and smart phones also uses the buttons 0-9*# for input of text.
Each button is assigned 3-4 letters which can be switched between by
pressing the same button repeatedly. The T9 algorithm offers a quicker
way where the button that represents the 3-4 letters only has to be
pressed once for each letter in the word. In the end of the word the algorithm compares the possible combinations with a dictionary and
finds the right word, or if several, gives proposals of possible words.
• Devices with a stylus can often offer a virtual keyboard, a keyboard
displayed on the screen where the user can tap with the stylus on the
preferred letters. On a research level there exists systems for example
for gestural text input where the stylus is dragged over a virtual keyboard to compose the words (Kristensson, 2004), but they are yet far
from commercial launching.
• Some devices offer a small hardware keyboard (that makes you retardate back to the hunt and peck system) with traditionally QUERTY
keys. OQO and the Sony Ericsson P900 phone are good examples.
• Researchers are interested in tactile interfaces and on how to use them
for both output and input. Linjama and Kaaresoja (2004) demonstrate
how a tactile interface can be used for input interaction. A ringing
phone can for example be shut off when it is still lying in the pocket,
simply by a gentle tap with the hand on the outside of the pocket, or by
sensing that the user is holding the phone (Hinckley, 2001). Series of
taps on the pocket or purse can also be used as login identification
(Patel, 2004). Tilting the device can be used as a means for scrolling
the screen content (Hinckley, 2000), and even as a way of entering text
on very small devices (Partridge, 2002).
• When realising that adding a button for each function is not a durable
solution, the dynamic soft key becomes handy and is frequently used.
An area of the screen nearest the soft key informs the user of the key’s
function. When navigating in the interface or using a certain application, the soft key can easily change its function. This implies that the
same key can be used for several things, which if it is bad designed and
implemented can be very frustrating for users.
• Speech as input modality already exists, but is sparsely used and
mostly in mobile phones to call persons in the user’s contact list. Seldom speech input is used in other applications.
Regardless of several new techniques for entering text in mobile devices, a
stationary computer with a traditional keyboard is still faster and provides
more potential interaction means in a more effective way. Even in an ergonomically point of view, the use of a larger, stationary, computer is mostly
the most beneficial device to use for longer periods of work. This is some-
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times forgotten when rashly trying to produce new mobile technologies and
create mobile work.
As recognized in the HCI area concerning stationary computers, the need for
input in order to perform a task should be minimized to achieve effectiveness and efficiency (Preece, 2002). In a mobile environment this is even
more important when the context is various and interaction sometimes has to
be carried out quickly while focusing on something else.
2.4.2

Output

The channels for output have not evolved much from the simple ring signal
used in the infancy of the telephone. Today, 130 years later, just a few numbers of ways are used by mobile devices to get the users attention or communicate information back to the user.
• The traditional sound and ringing tones has developed and sound better
and in several channels (polyphonic) on the latter phones. However,
context sensitive and in other ways sophisticated variations in volume
and intensity of the sound is still very moderately used. Today a lot of
effort is instead laid in making it possible to listen to the favourite song
as a ring tone on a mobile phone.
• On today’s mobile artifacts the screen is mostly the most important
output channel, except for the telephone ring tones. Information that
requires more than a ring signal or an indicating lamp can be displayed
here. The screen is also used for soft keys, to “increase” the number of
buttons a device can contain.
• Attention can also be drawn to the artifact by other visual means than
the screen, mostly a lamp or the screen blinking. A visual signal can be
used as an alternative to sound when the artifact is in some kind of silent mode, but requires the phone to bee in the user’s line of sight. During a meeting or when driving a car listening to music a blinking mobile phone can be quite effective as a substitute (or complement) to
sound. Lights can also be used as feedback when for example pressing
a button (the button illuminates) or as an indicator (a small indicating
lamp is blinking when a message is waiting or when the battery is low).
• Tactile interfaces are today implemented for output to some extent.
Some mobile artefacts use a vibrator for interaction, mostly as a complement to the ring signal or as a kind of force feedback for games. In
the research community there are attempts to use tactile feedback to facilitate user interaction, for example Popyrev et al. that have used vibration feedback to help users perform scrolling tasks (Poupyrev,
2002).
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• Some mobile devices can be connected to a stationary computer and
in some extent synchronize and exchange information. A few devices
can interact with the user in a greater extent through the computer.
2.4.3

Security

Several aspects can be mentioned regarding security for mobile systems and
or devices. Here we will focus on security from a user perspective, i.e. what
effects security has on usability. We will not discuss technical solutions to
enforce security, as for example encryption.
The properties that make mobile devices useful and practical, i.e. the small
size, the light weight, and readiness to use, are also potential security risks. It
is easy to forget the device, for example on a bus or at a train station, and the
devices’ expensive technology make them attractive for thieves.
The most commonly discussed security aspect is the access to information
and services. It is important to keep unauthorized users from accessing information such as medical information, and services such as telephone or
internet banks. Even in more personal cases, it is important that only the
right persons get access to information. Most people do not want strangers to
read their text messages or listen to their voice mails for example. To ensure
that only authorized users get access to information and services, different
types of login procedures are applied. Mobile phones use PIN codes when
the phone is switched on, PDAs have screen locks that can be activated, and
telephone banks demand user names and passwords. These procedures can
sometimes disrupt usage and annoy users to the point that they switch the
security functions off or never use the device or service. For example, doctors using PDAs for drug information during hospital rounds have reported
that it is too annoying to have to log in to the PDA each time it has switched
to power saving mode, so they do not use the login feature at all (McAlearney, 2004). This means that if the device is lost, anyone can access all the
information it contains.
Mobile computing adds to the security problems by being used in different
situations. The simple fact that mobile phones, PDAs, and other small devices often are used in public spaces creates security problems that never
occurred with desktop computing. We have all heard people sharing personal, or even confidential, information with a whole bus or train car while
speaking on a mobile phone. Preece at al. (2002) gives a good example of
how difficult it can be to offer secure access to a telephone bank that could
be used in public: To avoid that by passers can get hold of users’ phone bank
password by eavesdropping, British banks often ask callers personal questions like their mother’s maiden name, and instead of letting people say the
password they ask about the fifth character in the password. Different questions are asked every time, and they are asked in different order, to be sure
by passers cannot get hold of someone’s login information. However, a login
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procedure like this is time consuming, and the variation of the questions and
the order of them can be very confusing.

3 CASES
3.1

Position-based Messaging Systems

A PBMS system allows users to post electronic messages that are tied to the
current physical position. Other users of the system can read the messages
when they come to a position where messages were posted. All the content
of the system is provided by end users. The main idea is to use a physical
position as the “information hub” instead of people. A posted message is
available to anyone that passes by the place where the message was posted,
not only to a list of recipient as email or other instant messages. This approach has been implemented and tested in several systems with smaller
variations. The Geonotes system (Persson, 2002) allows users that post messages to be anonymous, but all posted messages are public. Messages can
only be posted from users’ current position, and only be read from the position they were posted; no remote access to messages is allowed. The egrafitti system (Burrell, 2002:1) allows remote posting but not remote reading, and messages can be addressed to a specific recipient. Geonotes and egrafitti are designed for general communication, while Campus Aware
(Burrell, 2002:2) uses the PBMS approach for a more specific purpose.
Campus Aware is a guide to a university campus, where students familiar
with the surroundings can post information messages to newcomers.
All of the PBMSs had problems with their contents. It is always difficult to
launch a system that relies on user input, since the system by default is
empty at the launching time. Both Geonotes and E-grafitti had difficulties
taking off, and the majority of the messages were posted in the very beginning of the study period. Users did not post enough messages to create activity in the community. As a consequence people did not find the systems very
useful and did not use it. A Geonotes user reported that the system could not
be very useful since so few people posted messages to it (Persson, 2002).
That way, a vicious circle is quickly created when there is not a critical active mass using the system. Apparently, it is very important to find the right
community and the right purpose for such a system to take off. The study of
Campus Aware seemed to have found a purpose that motivated people to
contribute content to a much higher degree than in the case of Geonotes and
E-grafitti. The students that participated in the study posted a lot of messages
and reported that they had wanted the information they posted when they
were newcomers.
Users’ motivation to use the system can also be due to system usability. The
PBMSs are designed for leisure use, i.e. there are no other enforcements to
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use the system besides the actual value of using it. This means that users can
drop the system if it is difficult to use or hard to understand. Both Geonotes
and E-grafitti were in the test phase implemented on laptop computers which
did not allow the always-on property that is fundamental for the intended
use.
A position based messaging IT system used in a work context is MobiSIR,
used by Banverket, the Swedish National Railway Administration. The International Railway Federation (UIC) has specified the requirements for a
mobile train traffic radio communication system based on the GSM-R standard. Through deployment of this system a complete interoperability has
been obtained for European train traffic systems. In Sweden the MobiSIR
system covers all 7 500 km of railway tracks. The system is not for public
use but intended only for train traffic operators and train drivers. The MobiSIR system has implemented several specific messaging services such as
emergency calls, calls to train numbers, group calls and position based messaging. One example is the possibility to define a message as accessible only
in a defined geographical region. When a train enters the specific region the
message is activated in form of an incoming call.

3.2

Route guidance systems

Route guidance systems are usually installed in cars to give driving directions to a destination that the user has entered (Eby, 1997; Kostyniuk, 1997;
Tijerina, 1998). Some systems use keyboard for entering the destination, and
a screen (sometimes with a map) for driving directions, while other systems
rely on speech both for input and output. This kind of systems has been
commercially available for several years and are considered quite mature.
Route guidance systems for pedestrians are a more recent phenomenon that
mostly exists in the form of research prototypes (Tarkiainen, 2001; Kray,
2003) but there are commercial examples, see www.citycompanion.de Rout
guidance for pedestrians is usually based on text or graphic output on cell
phones or handheld computers.
Route guidance systems for driving pose special restrictions on testing and
evaluation, since the normal usage situation can be highly risky for the user.
This kind of systems is either tested in a natural situation (where users drive
on public roads) but they are not forced to use or interact with the system if
the traffic situation demands their attention (Eby, 1997) or in an artificial
setting where users drive on a test track (Tijerina, 1998) or in a car simulator.
The route guidance systems are unique both in terms of having to settle with
a small amount of the user’s attention, and the risk that comes with sharing
the attention between the environment and the service. Most of the user’s
attention needs to be directed to surrounding traffic, and there is a very real
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risk of personal injury when directing a part of the attention to a route guidance system, especially if the system demands visual attention. For example,
it would not have been ethic to conduct the study of mental workload when
entering destinations to different route guidance systems in authentic traffic
situations (Tijerina,ob.cit.). In that study, the system that only allowed input
of destination by voice (and did not provide a graphical user interface at all),
caused by far the least problems in terms of involuntary lane changes, or
wobbling on the road.
Even though route guidance systems are intended for long term use, and
often are used by professional drivers as taxi drivers, their use normally is
optional. If drivers know where they are going they can choose not to input
the destination to the system, or if they find the system to difficult to use
they can use other means to find their way (maps, asking other people etc).
This means that the systems can get away with some usability problems as
difficult input of destination, especially when users are driving in a familiar
area as they did in (Kostyniuk, 1997) and (Eby, 1997).

3.3

Tourist guides

Tourist guides are systems that provide information about sights and landmarks at the user’s physical location. The information goes beyond orientation and navigation information that are provided by route guidance systems,
and aims at enhancing the users’ experience of the place. The system can
cover larger outdoor areas like a city or a part of a city, or be restricted to a
museum or university indoor area. The information in the systems is usually
authored by professionals in the field, and the systems included in this overview did not allow end-users to contribute (even if that of course could provide a valuable addition to the system). The GUIDE system (Cheverst, 2000)
provided tourist information on different sights in the historical centre of
Lancaster, and the Cararra (Ciavarella, 2004) system provided information
about artefacts of the Cararra marble museum.
When attending a museum or visiting a new city, user’s primary focus of
attention are the artifacts on display or the city surroundings. The purpose of
the guide system is to provide information that enhances the experience of
the exhibition or the city visit, not to replace it or compete with it. In that
respect, the museum guides can be compared to the route guidance systems.
However, there is little risk of personal injury if the guide attracts too much
of the user’s attention. Besides bumping into other museum visitors, or the
artifacts on display for that matter, there are few dangerous consequences of
not paying attention to the environment in a museum. But even if there is
little risk of injury when the guide demands too much attention, the purpose
of the museum visit is destroyed if the user has spent all the time looking at
the guide.
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Tourist guide systems are primarily designed for first time use, which poses
high requirements on usability. Even if it is not unusual that people spend
their holidays at the same place many years in a row, such a system must be
designed primarily to accommodate first time users. Both systems described
above used web-similar user interfaces to draw on users’ previous experiences, which seemed to work.
The GUIDE system used the connectivity symbol of cell phones to indicate
when the system was on line or not (Cheverst, 2000), and it seemed like
users had no problem understanding what was happening. GUIDE also had
some off line functionality that was available even when the network connection was lost. In the user study of the GUIDE system, a very long startup
time for the positioning technology was reported. This was handled by having an extra person that started the system while study participants received
information about the study (Bornträger, 2003).

3.4

Home health care

There are few truly mobile systems that are extensively used in the health
care sector (Johansson, 2005:1; Lindh, 2004). The reason is yet concealed,
but research points out a number of likely causes. Scandurra et.al. (2003)
argues the importance in health care of sharing the same information, but on
adapted interfaces and devices for different occupations. Other studies (Johansson, 2006:2) describes a case where the way of working, proposed by
the used mobile IT system, is overridden by the personnel at a home health
care service center in order to perform theri work as well as possible. Pinelle
and Gutwin (2003) make a similar reflection in the same work context.
” ..workers usually communicate with each other intermittently, and
often only when they believe the necessity of communication outweighs the effort required to communicate.“

Communication with colleagues is consequently only carried out when necessary and to share information becomes a secondary task. Again the personnel’s first priority is to perform the practical, tangible, work. To use an
enforced IT system that does not provides any apparent and useful means is
not a welcome work task. A badly designed IT system, requiring lot o effort
to communicate, would reduce the communication and information exchange further.
This further call attention to the importance of carefully designing the system based on the work practice. The users, i.e. the practitioners, will prioritize performing a good work before using an IT system.
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3.4.1

Usability aspects

Despite today’s access of a quite mature and capable technology, comparatively few IT systems fully use the technology successfully. Our efforts to
find research performed on well established, dispersed, IT systems taking
advantages of the existing technology have given a poor result. Despite that,
based on our studies of the literature and the systems described above, we
have identified five problem areas we find need more research and development work in order to help designers and developers to create usable mobile
services.

3.5

Shortcomings in the software design process

Established usability criteria raised from the HCI research area are normally
based on a standard personal computer platform consisting of e.g. a normal
sized screen, a usual network connection and a full sized keyboard and a
mouse. These can usually be taken for granted and focus can be directed to
the software and basic HCI aspects like how to make it perform the right
things, be easy to use and so on. When designing devices for mobile use, this
is not the case. The hardware can here not be taken for granted and is to be
treated as a determining factor in the design process. Standards are vague
defined for interaction techniques and use of the hardware. Applications for
mobile systems consequently have to be individually adapted to a version for
each device model to run on.
Software design for mobile technology of today seems to rely on the more
established design tradition for applications running on stationary systems,
for example a system with screen output and keyboard input that users are
supposed to operate while driving a car. Software design for the mobility
area appears to be at the same level as the stationary, 15-20 years ago, fumbling to find effective design metaphors and to establish different kinds of
standards for how to design and design for mobile software and hardware.
The whole design and usability work performed today with mobile devices
seems based on the ditto for stationary systems. The design work must
evolve and take into consideration the new prerequisites valid for design of
mobile systems. Existing GUI-design guidelines must be extended to handle
the technical limitations and possibilities provided by the mobile technology.
More effort must be laid into finding out how, where and in what context the
mobile device is to be used – and design thereafter. As well as the GUI design must evolve and adopt, the interaction design must develop to the prerequisites for the mobile technology and its use.
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3.6

Fragmentation and poorly shared data

In order to compensate for the inevitable disadvantages with mobile devices
like small screens and poor input facilities for larger texts, stationary computers can with advantage be used as a complement. The possibility to access the same data from a stationary computer provides for an easier and
more effective way of administrating the data also handled by the mobile
devise. It also facilitates the integration of mobile tasks and stationary tasks.
However, this can be a source of problems. Often applications that handle
the data on the various devices come from different providers, and special
software is needed to synchronize the information. The synchronizing process is often experienced as complicated to setup and then cumbersome and
unstable to use. In addition, an active action often is required from the user
(pushing a button, placing the device in a cradle, start an application etc.) to
start the synchronization, an action that is easy to forget. As a result it is
quite common that users find themselves with different versions of for example their calendar information on different devices, each version containing changes that are not shared with the others. In that situation it can be
very difficult to create a synchronized calendar on the different devices, and
the possibility to access information from several devices can seem quite
expensive in terms of work needed. To free users from this problem, we
need device manufacturers and software providers to cooperate to find easier
ways of synchronizing information. An alternative could be models that do
not primarily rely on synchronization, for example the sView system (Bylund, 2001) that uses a service environment that follows the user in the network and thus gives users the possibility to use the same instance of a service on several devices

3.7

Inefficient use of available technology

Commercial hardware turns out to be very conventional. Our studies has
touched upon several good ideas and research projects about innovative
technology like tactile interfaces, smart input methods etc., but none of them
are even close to be implemented in a industry mass-produced device. Even
capabilities of existing products seem to be poorly utilised. Many devices are
already equipped with e.g. Bluetooth, large screens and (rather) fast data
transfer capabilities but without use of their full potential. Correctly used, a
Bluetooth™ equipped cell phone could be able to fully synchronise (for
example the address book and calendar) with a stationary desktop computer
as soon as the user enters the room, without any interference by the user.
The very competent smart phone P800 from Sony Ericsson disposes a fairly
large high resolution screen, but the size of the digits in a dialled phone
number is quite small and the size is not possible to change. People with
minor vision impairment, which is quite common at the age around 50, have
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difficulties reading it. The screen could easily display a ten digit phone number with twice as big font as the standard size, without occluding the clock or
the name of the telephone network provider, or causing any other changes in
the display layout.

Figure 1: Dialing a number on the Sony Ericsson P800 smartphone

It seems like a simple thing to do to improve the user experience for many
users, but apparently needs like this it iare hard to discover and realise the
importance of. Another feature available in many mobile phones is voice
commands; users can record a voice command that is connected to a contact
in the phone book and that can be used to call that contact. This functionality
is restricted to this particular use. It would be very practical if a voice command could be connected in the same way to another application or function
of the phone, for example the alarm. That way, users could create shortcuts
to functions that they use often.

3.8

Dedication of hardware buttons.

Mobile devices dispose of a limited number of hardware buttons. Since a
device mostly offers a much larger number of functions than the number of
buttons, the interaction design becomes crucial when a certain button must
be used for different things depending on the active mode or function. Under
theses circumstances, a static dedication of a certain function to one certain
button is a bold venture and should be thoroughly considered.
What justifies the dedication of a button a certain purpose is when the function should be used often or be available very fast. An example is the camera
functionality on certain mobile phones that have a dedicated button on the
side that offers quick and easy access to the camera functionality without
restricting the use of the standard keys on the key pad. Whether this is one of
the primary functions in a mobile phone can be discussed, but the manufactures have in many occasions made these decisions. Manufacturers tend to
add hardware buttons that serves their own desires and purposes than the
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users, or the manufactures have a distorted notion of the actual use of their
product.

Figure 2: Dedicated print button

Canon has, for example, on their cameras in the IXUS™ series, dedicated a
certain hardware button for printing of pictures using their own Canon printers. We find the “instant print button” questionable whether it is fully motivated to dedicate a single button for this purpose. To print a picture is mostly
an action that does not have to be performed very quick or very often and it
makes the design decision to use valuable space on the small camera (and
risk complications for the user) rather boldly. Further, to print a picture is an
action that in greate extent would benefit from being performed from a stationary computer with editing possibilities and a big screen capable to show
the picture with all its colours and in a larger size.
The size paradox
A revealed paradox, regarding usability in mobile devices, turns out to be the
issue about size of the mobile device. In order to be conveniently mobile, the
device has to be small and light. In that way it is easy to carry along, to fit in
a pocket or bag, and it is always available without requiring too much effort.
On the other hand, entering information in the small device turns out to be a
problem. Users call for larger buttons that are easy to press, and bigger keyboards facilitating entering of larger amounts of text. Further, larger screens
are sought for in general, but in particular when displaying high resolution
pictures, movies and extensive texts. Additional requirements of the technology also come into collision with the size; faster systems, better network
coverage and batteries with better performance – all forced to compromise in
favour for a smaller size.
This will persist being a problem; a tiny device will never have a large
screen and a standard keyboard. The best we can do is to use good design to
exploit the capabilities of each device to the fullest. We also need to stop
considering mobile devices as alternatives to the desktop computer. All devices will not be good tools for all kinds of use. Cell phones are excellent
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communication devices, and can be used for taking short notes, sending
short messages, and taking pictures (if it is a camera phone). This does not
mean that we should equip the phone with software to create and edit large
texts, or advances image editing. Even if we did that, those tasks would not
be very efficient or enjoyable to perform on the phone. Some tasks just work
better on stationary equipment. In time critical situations, or when travelling,
a mobile device can do the trick, but it will never replace the desktop computer, just as the Swiss army knife will never replace all the other tools we
keep in our kitchens (Norman, 1999).

3.9

Variability

Mobile computing brings the aspect of varying context into design. Devices
that are mobile, are carried by mobile users, and thus used in different situations and settings. This must be taken into account when designing services
and applications. Traditional desktop design has been very focused on identifying the user and the usage context, using techniques as task analysis and
user modeling. With mobile computing there are many usage contexts, of
which not all can be identified at runtime. Many of these contexts are also
much more intrusive than the traditional office setting of desktop computing.

3.10 Interface interaction
While input of information in mobile devices turns out to be complicated
and lengthy, even when many different techniques are available, we propose
an design of mobile interfaces that requires a minimum of text input. Fällman (2003) consider text input as a stationary activity which is supported by
our findings. Our ongoing studies indicate that in a working situation, input
of text is carried out in a minimum extent in advantage for use of a stationary
computer with an interface to the same system. Naturally text input should
not be totally ignored. A reduction of text input in more advanced mobile
devices can be done by, when suitable, using graphical components that are
easy and quick to manipulate when entering information, e.g. checkboxes,
radio buttons, drop lists etc. When it is necessary to enter free text, the system should offer a quick and easy way to do that, without any demands of
completeness of the written text. The same information should be accessible
from a stationary computer where the user thoroughly can continue to edit
the text or start to enter more complex information.
In some situations, speech input has proved to be effective. In a study of
destination input for route guidance systems, the system that relied on
speech for input and output caused a significantly lower number of involuntary lane changes, and let drivers keep their eyes on the road almost all the
time (Tijerina, 1998). Speech is also frequently used to by mobile phone
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users to call numbers in the contact list, especially when walking and driving.

3.11 Presentation of information
Old, traditional HCI knowledge must not be put aside when starting to design for the new, mobile, domain. An often occurring “truth” is that design
should provide for the right information in the right time in the right way.
Due to the previously mentioned aspects of usability in mobile systems,
presentation of information is even more challenging and requires in addition that information has to be:
• Short and concise (with no need to read unnecessary information)
• Carefully chosen in order not to be misunderstood
• Quick and easy to read (not to small letters, good layout etc.)
• Effective (suited for the situation and the present task)
• Resource effective (quickly displayed)
Too much information is not good when:
• It takes to much valuable space on the small screen.
• It causes an “information overload” and makes it hard to the user to
find and remember the right information when in the same time acting
in the setting.
• It takes to much time to read, at a glance when on the move.
The hardware and the physical design might differ a lot between different
kinds of mobile devices. The environmental limitations and the nature of
mobile use raise the requirements on the device. This entails greater challenges when designing for mobile use. Input as well as output from the device has to be carefully designed, considering all the limitations and meet up
to all the different requirements. In design of mobile devices, more attention
must be given to the hardware and how to handle its limitations and how to
fully take advantage of its benefits.

4 CONCLUSIONS
Again and again mobile products seem to fail, both simple services in the
telecom network as well as more advanced mobile IT systems. Research
projects are carried out concerning various mobile services, but the results
very seldom end up in a commercial product that is successfully used in the
intended domain. Moreover, the telecom companies are constantly, and
sometimes desperately, looking for profitable services to implement in their
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networks. With an exception for the SMS-functionality, we can see hardly
any successful services in Europe.
From the commercial and industrial life sector, we find very few research
projects about mobile IT systems at all. Without claiming that this report is
in some way all-embracing, we can denote various problem areas from the
mobile it systems sphere. The study also allows us to points out a number of
areas to improve in order to create more useful mobile systems.
In general, more effort can be put in the design. Thoroughly studies of how
and where the device is to be used are requested in order to uncover the
functionality it is to provide its users. Due to the nature of mobility, a mobile
device has to be built to manage varying conditions to be successful.
Facing the new requirements the mobile context entails can be done by taking the new opportunities provided by the available new mobile technology
into consideration in design and get rid of stationary conventional stationary
computer thinking.
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Usability in Mobile IT Systems

Today mobile IT systems are increasingly being used as technical support
tools in various mobile work situations. In order to contribute to, or at least
not prevent, usability and a healthy and efficient work environment these
mobile support tools must fulfil a number of requirements.
In our research concerning usability of mobile technology, we are mainly
interested in usability of mobile IT systems used in a professional work context. Such work support systems are found in various work settings, e.g. in
health care, in technical maintenance and in sales and consultant organisations. IT systems support mobile work activities and are sometimes necessary for making work mobile. However, in some occupations work is, and
has always been mobile, such as e.g. in home care or in technical maintenance field work. For this reason technical support system must by necessity
be mobile, otherwise they can not be used at all. In many such situations lack
of appropriate, supporting, technology has lead to a low impact of modern
information technology. Improvements in usability could result in new application areas and progress in development of work organisation and efficiency.
This means that we have are facing two different challenges. The first concerns design of mobile IT support systems which are efficient, have a high
usability and can contribute to a positive development of an already mobile
work. The second concerns how we, through design of efficient, supportive
and usable IT support systems, can contribute to making a normally stationary work mobile. Usability criteria for mobile IT support systems are proba139
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bly the same in both cases, but the design processes will face various difficulties. Either the work practice already exists and can be studied and analysed, or it must be made mobile and thereby completely redesigned.
There are two main aspects of how technical systems can support development of mobile work situations. One aspect concerns usability in a more
traditional sense, i.e. user interface design, how well the technical system as
such can be handled by users, if it supports a good physical and cognitive
work environment etc. Another aspect has to do with how well technology
can contribute to improvements in organisation, management, work efficiency, communication, competencies, skills etc.
In this chapter we will focus on three different issues concerning usability in
mobile IT support systems: issue
− Definition of a set of usability criteria for mobile technology,
− Experiences from evaluating usability in mobile IT systems
− Designing work processes enabled and supported by mobile IT systems
The first issue addresses important usability aspects to carefully consider in
design of IT support systems for mobile virtual work. It is our experience,
that if technical support systems are not appreciated as efficient by professional users, technology will not be used and users will, if possible, find
other ways to perform their tasks. This is apparent when introducing new
mobile technology in a work situation that has been performed without mobile IT support. Moreover, when designing IT-support systems, we must
handle relevant requirements concerning work procedures, usability and
work environment. Especially requirements related to ‘tacit knowledge’
(Polanyi 1967) are difficult to specify but important to include in a user centred system design process (Huges et al. 1993). In this way, we will enhance
possibilities for efficiency in work and more likely gain a positive attitude
towards new technology. The opposite would result in a deteriorating and
unhealthy work.
The second issue concerns assessment of usability in mobile systems in the
health care sector. The study reports parts of findings from a survey named
“Vård-IT-kartan” 1 performed in Sweden in 2004 by the company UsersAward. In the survey, user’s opinion concerning usefulness in a broad sense is
evaluated. The part of the survey that the study presented here addresses has
a special focus on mobile applications used in the health care sector.
Moreover, the “on line” mobile technology provides us with excellent possibilities for a positive development of working life, as well as entailing many
problems to be solved. Some problems can already be foreseen, while others
are difficult to predict. As always, when new technology is introduced in a
professional environment, it has to be done carefully and with respect for
1

“The Health Care IT Map”
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many complex goals and requirements. The third issue in this chapter is concerned with design of future mobile work support systems for home care
professionals. The project VIHO is described, where requirements for future
mobile support systems to be used by professionals in home care work were
studied. The goal with the project was to develop a future work organisation
and work processes, as well as mobile technology that could support new
work practice. A group of experienced professionals from the home health
care area was involved in a participatory process, where scenarios of future
work were formulated. Based on these scenarios, general requirements for
supportive technology were derived.

2

Usability Aspects and Criteria

It is the purpose of this part of the chapter to discuss criteria for usability in
mobile work support systems, and criteria for appropriate approaches to
design of such systems.
It can be argued that a mobile work situation is basically, when usability
aspects are considered, not different from any other work situation. Hence,
the same definitions, criteria, design requirements etc. that relates to other
work situations are also relevant in a mobile context. We share this view, but
we have also noticed that in a mobile work situation some usability aspects
become extra important and occasionally must be extended. In the following
paragraph, we will discuss general aspects on usability as well as some more
specific mobile aspects.
2.1

General Usability in IT-support Systems

The definition of usability found in ISO standard 9241-11 (ISO 9241-11
1998), “Ergonomic requirements for office work with visual display terminals”, is useful in this framework. Moreover, in the ISO-standard it is stated
that usability can be defined as: “The extent to which a product can be used
by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction in a specified context of use.” This definition of usability is
based on three parts: effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. Effectiveness
refers to whether users can reach stated goals, efficiency relates this to resources needed and satisfaction is related to both acceptability of the system
and comfort of use.
Furthermore, usability can be related to the more general concept usefulness.
Nielsen defines usefulness as related to how suitable a system is as regards
to achieving a certain goal (Nielsen 1993). Usefulness consists of two concepts: utility and usability. Utility describes if appropriate functionality is at
hand, while usability describes if the user is supported as defined by the
ISO-standard mentioned above.
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There exist several different sets of more general usability criteria that try to
relate operationally useful criteria to design decisions. Some of these are
truly general, while others are more or less specific to a work domain. Examples of more general criteria can be found in e.g. ISO 9241 as principles
for design of human-computer dialogue. Dialogue should be:
−
−
−
−
−
−

adapted to actual work tasks
self descriptive
controllable
predictable
error tolerant and
individually adaptable

Nielsen and others (Nielsen ob cit.) suggest that a user interface should be:
−
−
−
−
−

easy to learn
easy to remember
efficient to use
result in few errors by users
subjectively attractive

It is obvious that such lists of criteria are to general to guide design of systems and user interfaces. Furthermore more work domain specific sets of
criteria exist, such as ISO 11064-1 (ISO 11064-1 2000), “Ergonomic design
of control centres” concerning design of operator user interfaces in process
control. Even such domain specific standards and style-guides tend to be too
general to really support practical design activities.
We have found that use of design heuristics is a method that can give substantial support in design processes. Design heuristics are sets of practical
rules for good design of user interfaces, often combined with practical example of good and bad solutions. It is important to understand that it is never
possible to specify any criteria or rule that always can be applied in any design situation. What is a good design solution in one context can be bad in
another context. The use of any set of criteria must therefore be used with
care, and only high competencies of design teams can guarantee high quality
of resulting systems and interface design.
When designing user interfaces for skilled professionals, regardless of work
domain, it is always important to focus on criteria related to high efficiency,
good work environment and possibilities for future development of organisation and skills. Criteria related to ease of learning, cosmetics of graphical
design etc. become less important. Normally a user is a novice during a short
time period, and the potential for development of high skills are more important in the long run.
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2.2

Mobile Specific Usability Criteria

Design of today’s mobile devices seems hard to liberate from established
design of IT systems in general. Consequently metaphors and interaction
solutions like desktop, office applications, icons and windows have been
transformed to new platform without reflection. However, use of mobile
technology differs from ”common office use” and we would like to emphasize that design for mobile devices is not the same as for a stationary computer. The state of being mobile implies numerous new prerequisites to consider when designing mobile devices.
2.2.1
Environmental Variations
In most cases use of mobile technology occurs in unpredictable and various
contexts. Therefore, when designing IT systems for mobile use, one can not
foresee the precise context where the user, technology and interaction between them will appear. Gorlenko and Merrik (2003) illuminate a number of
substantial aspects on mobility, e.g. environmental variations that are to be
considered in design of mobile IT systems.
• Environmental variations e.g. temperature, precipitation and lighting
conditions might affect performance of mobile hardware. Batteries are
quicker consumed, processors are running slower at low temperatures
and screens are more difficult to see clearly in bright light.
• Noisy and in other ways distractive environments make mobile system
hard to fully interact with.
• Users move, to some extent, from place to place and mobile systems
must be able to follow and to be usable on the move.
• Competition for attention in multitask mobile settings where users are
engaged in other tasks and at the same time using mobile system.
• Users might need to manipulate other physical objects during interaction with mobile systems.
As a part of mobile IT systems’ context of use, aspects like these are important factors to consider. Moreover, variations in context are an innate part of
the nature of mobility and will not easily disappear as technology evolves.
These aspects might however seem basic and obvious, but are no less important and fundamental. A major failure in one aspect might make a whole
system unusable, or used in an unexpected way. These environmental variations are also to consider in an early stage when prototyping and evaluating
mobile systems.
2.2.2
Hardware Limitations
When mobile devices are to be carried the device itself has to be small
enough and easy to bring along. These basic requirements affects it’s over all
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performance to a large extent. A numbers of constraints for hardware in mobile IT systems limit the performance of the system:
• Speed of network traffic and connection is still relatively slow and unreliable. This creates limitations for quick connections and when sending larger sets of data, in e.g. more demanding multi media applications, something that we recently have learned to do with our stationary
computers.
• CPUs are slow in advantage of being inexpensive, small and less power
consuming.
• Memory size is limited as well as its speed.
• Battery times are short, also in advantage of price, size and weight.
Routines (that are not always desirable) for screensavers, device
standby and hibernate modes and network disconnections has been developed in order to prolong battery time.
• Network connections are today unpredictable and far from geographically complete.
• Screen size is small and information presented is hard to read for people with bad vision.
• As a consequence of small screens, uses of GUI (Graphical User Interface) elements in an application become limited compared to a stationary computer with a significantly bigger screen. This results in bad
readability and is one of the most commonly treated issues about usability in mobile systems, the design for mobile graphical user interfaces (Weiss 2002; Nielsen 2000).
Technology constantly evolves and as a result limitations in mobile devices
will be gradually reduced. Some limits are consequences of the nature of
mobility and are not easily dealt with; physical screen size can, for example,
not be larger than the device itself.
2.2.3
Interaction with Mobile Devices
Physical properties of mobile devices, its advanced functionality, and its
mobile context of use require new ways of interaction. To meet new prerequisites and requirements in design for new mobile technology, a number of
new interaction techniques have evolved. Consequently mobile devices offer
a number of interaction channels for input and output. When a full-sized
traditional keyboard is no longer possible, several ways of data input and
output have been tried with varying results. Moreover, interaction with mobile phones meets challenges like entering text while on the move or to answer the phone while bicycling. It is not unusual however that a mobile device supports several interaction types. Below is a short overview of the
most successful interaction channels available in devices today:
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Input

• Write directly on the screen, over the whole screen or in a dedicated
area, with a pen, also known as “stylus”. Software for hand recognition
translates written signs to characters that are possible for computers to
recognize.
• Mobile and smart phones also uses buttons 0-9*# for input of text.
Each button is assigned 3-4 letters which can be switched between by
pressing same button repeatedly. The T9 algorithm offers a quicker
way where each button representing 3-4 letters only has to be pressed
once for each letter in a word. In the end of a word the algorithm compares the possible combinations with a dictionary and finds the right
word, or gives proposals of possible words.
• Most small devices have dedicated hardware buttons for direct access
to e.g. a camera application or to a WAP-browser.
• Devices with a stylus can provide a virtual keyboard, i.e. a keyboard
displayed on the screen where the user can tap with the stylus on the
letters.
• Some devices offer a small hardware keyboard (that makes you retard
back to the hunt and peck system) with the traditionally QUERTY
keyboard layout.
• Researchers are interested in tactile interfaces and on how to use them
for output and input. Linjama and Kaaresoja (2004) demonstrate how a
tactile interface can be used for input interaction. A ringing phone can
e.g. be shut off when it is still lying in the pocket, simply by a gentle
tap with the hand outside of the pocket.
• Technology to control IT systems with the voice has been available in
several years now, but is sparsely used in mobile devices. Two categories can be recognized; voice commands and voice translation. Neither
of them has reached any perfection and requires concessions like to
talk exaggeratedly clearly and to carefully proof-read the result.

Figure 1: The traditional QWERTY-keyboard is implemented in various ways in
mobile devices. Here on the Siemens SK65 mobile, Sony Ericsson P910 smart phone
and the OQO 01 computer.
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Despite several new techniques for entering text in mobile devices, a stationary computer with a traditional keyboard is still faster and provides more
interaction possibilities. Ergonomically, a larger, stationary, computer is the
most efficient device to use for longer periods of work.
Output

Progress of interaction channels for output has not evolved much from the
infancy of the telephone. Today, about 130 years later, just a few different
ways are used by mobile devices to get users attention or communicate information back to the user.
• Traditional sound and ringing tones are now available in several channels (polyphonic). Context sensitive sounds and other variations in volume and intensity are still seldom used. Today a lot of effort is instead
put into making it possible to listen to one’s favourite song as a ring
tone.
• Attention can also be drawn to artefacts by visual means, e.g. a lamp or
a blinking screen. A optical signal requires the device to be in the
user’s visual field and can be used as an alternative to sound when the
device is in some kind of silent mode. During a meeting or when driving a car and listening to music, a blinking mobile phone can be quite
effective as a substitute (or complement) to sound. Light can also come
into use as feedback when for example pressing a button (the button illuminates) or as an indicator (a small indicating lamp is blinking when
a message is waiting or when battery is low).
• One of the most important output-channels is the screen.
• Tactile interfaces are implemented for output to some extent. Some
mobile devices use a vibrator for interaction, mostly as a complement
to the ring signal or as a sort of force feedback for games.
• Some mobile devices can be connected to a stationary computer and to
some extent synchronized to exchange information. A few devices can
interact with users via stationary computers.
2.3

Design for Mobile Systems

Usability criteria for design of user interfaces are normally based on a standard platform consisting of e.g. a normal sized screen, a broadband network,
keyboard and mouse. When designing devices for mobile use, hardware
most often becomes a limiting factor.
2.3.1
Interface Interaction
As input of information in mobile devices turns out to be complicated and
slow, design should try to minimize need for data and text input. Fällman
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(Fällman 2003) considers text input as a stationary activity which is partly
supported by our findings. However, text input should not be totally ignored.
A reduction of text input in more advanced mobile devices can sometimes be
done using graphical components that are easy and quick to manipulate, e.g.
checkboxes, radio buttons, drop lists etc. When it is necessary to enter free
text, systems should offer a quick and easy way to do so, without demands
for completeness of written text. Entered information should later be accessible from a stationary computer where users can continue to edit text or start
to enter more complex text.
When designing software for a certain device, advantage must be taken from
offered interaction potential of that specific device. Hardware buttons on
PDAs and smart phones are for instance seldom used by specific applications.
2.3.2
Presentation of Information
Established HCI knowledge should not be forgotten when designing for mobile devices. It is often said that design should provide for the right information in the right time in the right way. Aspects of the use of mobile devices
inquire for an addition of “in the right place”. Due to previously mentioned
aspects of usability in mobile IT systems, presentation of information is even
more challenging and emphasise the importance of information to be:
−
−
−
−
−

Short and concise (with no need to read unnecessary information)
Carefully chosen (not to be misunderstood and context adapted)
Quick and easy to read (not to small letters, good layout etc.)
Effective (suited for situation)
Resource effective (quickly displayed)

Too much information is not good when:
− It takes to much valuable space on a small screen.
− It causes an “information overload” and makes it hard for mobile users
to find and remember the right information at the same time as doing
other work tasks.
− It should be fast to read, at a glance and on the move.
Hardware and physical design might differ a lot between different kinds of
mobile devices. Consequently more attention must be paid to hardware and
how to handle its limitations and fully take advantage of its benefits.

3

Assessment of Usability in Mobile systems

The company UsersAward conducted an extensive survey of Sweden’s IT
system within the health care sector during spring and summer of 2004. Re147
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sults are presented in the report “Vård-IT-kartan” 2 (Lind et.al. 2004). The
entire survey concerned about every IT-system in Sweden and approximately 1400 people from almost 300 work places participated. The survey
provides information about the user’s opinion of their IT systems which
helps us define and locate IT system success factors as well as reasons for
failures of systems. As a part of the survey, most of the used mobile IT systems within Swedish health care participated. Approach, method and results
are here briefly presented in order to give a short description of users’ opinions of the different mobile IT systems.
3.1

Method

This section describes the methods used in the survey. We have not been
able to construct any specific hypotheses concerning how these systems have
been designed and consequences of decisions taken in the process. Evaluation of use of mobile IT systems is difficult and circumstantial. Scot Weiss
(2002) gives a short overview of the most popular testing methods from the
HCI field. These methods can, to some extent, also be used for testing usability in mobile devices. In this survey we have studied broad aspects of
how the system is used in its work context. Over all focus of the approach is
to describe usefulness of the system and the users’ opinion.
To achieve quantitative as well as qualitative results we conducted the survey in three parts. When a part was more extensive, the number of investigated systems where decreased as well as the amount of users involved in
the tests. Questionnaires reach many users with a limited number of questions. Group interviews reach a limited number of users but can catch important and informal aspects of usability and how systems are appreciated by
users. Finally, observation interviews (Åborg 2003) can give experienced
observers a deep insight into how systems really are used in its everyday
work context.
3.1.1
Questionnaires
Opinions from users of all investigated systems where collected through an
extensive questionnaire. To make the study more effective a web based
questionnaire was used. Results from questionnaires where evaluated and a
few systems considered more interesting where sorted out for the second
phase. Factors affecting decisions were:
− The system has many users
− It is considered to be a successful system
− The system has totally failed and is considered to be a bad system

2

“The Health Care IT Map”
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3.1.2
Focus Interviews
Usability in a number of systems where thoroughly investigated by focus
interviews of users. Interview sessions proceeded for at most two hours and
where essentially based on questions from questionnaire. Participants where
carefully chosen to represent different parts of the organisation using the ITsystem, and there were three participants in each group at most. In interviews, users are given possibilities to elaborate their opinion and further
describe their experiences. In distinction to draw conclusions from results of
a questionnaire, opinions perceived in a face-to-face situation like an interview are much easier to evaluate. Interview sessions where afterwards summarised in a small report.
3.1.3
Observation Interviews
The last and most thorough study of the system was made through observation interviews, conducted as a short field study. We have here been influenced by discourse about ethnography in system development (Greenbaum
and Kyng 1991). In this phase practical use of systems were studied in its
own environment and in its actual context of use. One user of a system, an
informant, was chosen and followed during a part of a working day. Moreover, researcher conducting the study was well informed of the system in
advance. Focus was on how the system de facto is used in practice. Often the
user’s practical interaction with the system is not seen through the two earlier steps since described interaction is not corresponding to what they are
actually doing. It is our experience that descriptions of interactions with systems are significantly improved when doing field studies.
3.2

Results

Despite an extensive exploration of the market, few functioning mobile systems were found. However, several projects with good ideas and intentions
but still in a test or development phase have been recognized, but none of
them are included in the survey. The mobile survey included eight work
places, five IT-systems, and received input from 90 users. Result from the
study, together with knowledge gained from earlier research, illustrates key
issues to consider when designing mobile IT systems. Essence of the results
is here partly presented and discussed. Selected systems that were examined
in the survey:
• Ambulink - An ambulance patient record system running on a web
platform. Manages information about patient’s medical condition as
well as information about ambulance transports.
• CAK-net – An ambulance patient record system similar to Ambulink
but implemented in Lotus Notes.
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• Joliv – A system for information management, planning, statistics and
quality assurance for home health care services. Running on a PDA and
a stationary computer.
• Permitto Care – A web based home health care system running on a
Nokia Communicator and a stationary computer. Similar to Joliv.
• Take Care – A mobile version of a medical record system running on
laptops. Used by physicians for advanced health care in patient’s home.
The chosen systems are all mobile, but to a varying degree. Systems used for
emergency health care consist of several parts and are mobile to the extent
that parts of the system are used inside ambulances. The Take Care system is
the same medical record system used at hospitals, but in this case considered
mobile when it is run on laptops and used by a certain group of physicians
doing home calls. Permitto Care and Joliv are systems that are developed for
home health care services; they run on small mobile devices.
3.2.1

Stationary Systems Compared to Mobile Systems

You can follow up what other
care units has done with the
patient in the mobile system

38%

The system is flexible and does
not in an unnecessary and
annoying way control how you
have to perform the task.

33%

77%
70%

80%
71%

65%

The users can trust that the
system is functional (available
and reliable)

50%
48%

0%

20%

40%

60%

All systems
Permitto Care
Ambulink

80%

100%

Figure 2: Some mobile systems compared with all other health care systems in the
survey. “All systems” refer to all investigated IT-systems in the health care survey.

General conclusions from comparison between stationary and mobile IT
systems:
− Mobile systems are appreciated when they are considered to add quality, safety and effectiveness to work. Mobile systems give users a better overview of health care processes.
− Mobile systems better support a flexible work and do not in detail control how work can be carried out.
− The Permitto Care system is considered a useful system, even if it is
not considered to be reliable (only 50%).
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− The diagram above shows that stationary systems are in general considered to be more available and reliable then mobile systems.

4

Mobile Systems in Different Environments

Some installations of Permitto Care are made in the northern part of Sweden,
a more sparsely populated area. Large distances between different care takers characterize the organisation, and personnel have to spend lots of time on
the road. The system makes it possible for personnel to start their working
day at home, without needing to travel to the office. At a distance they can
log in to the system, read information and thereafter begin their daily route.
Some time during the day when appropriate, they meet in premises along the
rout.
The same system is also implemented in Stockholm. Here work is performed
within a smaller area and travel distances are shorter. Benefits of mobility in
the system are here considered smaller and results in a different (and unexpected) use of the system.
Thin populated area
Big town

The use of PermittoCare

3,4

Your team just work temporary together
2,0

5,0

Members in this team works at different times

3,4
4,9

Members in the team have a different background

3,8
5,9

Your work in the team requires lots of traveling

4,0
5,1

Members in the team works from different locations

4,4
5,1

Tasks in your team are complex

4,7
2,8

You constantly have to be updated with the teams’ tasks

3,4
3,3

You constantly have to prioritize which tasks that is most
important to perform in the team

4,3
4,2

Your work in the team involve that you have to
learn new tasks

4,8
5,5

The system has facilitated the teamwork within the group

4,8
4,7
5,0

The system gives you grater independence in your work

4,9

You save time with the mobile system

5,2
0

Don’t agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

Totally agree

Figure 3: The table shows differences in work settings and use of mobile systems
between user groups in a big town and a less populated area in northern Sweden.
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The table shows that in sparsely populated areas, the system is considered
more efficient and valuable. That compensates drawbacks in the system like
bad connectivity. Usefulness of the system is estimated differently by users
depending on conditions of use. The Permitto Care case is thoroughly discussed in the appendix.
4.1

Case Studies

One of the work places with the largest amount of participants in the survey,
the ambulance, was chosen for more extended field studies. Findings and
experiences from the study are briefly presented here.

5

The Ambulance System, CAK-net

Ambulance personnel uses several systems, among them the CAK-net system for keeping emergency treatment patient records. A version of the system was tried out, running on a laptop kept in the emergency car and in the
ambulance. After a short time the trial was cancelled for a number of reasons; the ambulance is filled with advanced medical equipment and the laptop was considered to large to use in an already overstuffed ambulance. Further on the battery ran out of power and it was hard to manage to reload it
between turnouts.
“It is squeezed into the already stuffed ambulance and you have to
stretch all over the patient to plug in all the cables and stuff”
(User of the CAK-net system)

Physical environment in an ambulance is hard and rough. Consequently,
hardware (as well as personnel) must endure a rough treatment including
bumps and shocks as well as someone throwing up on it. Using a laptop was
not suitable in that kind of environment and under these circumstances. As a
result personnel went back to using stationary computers at the ambulance
station. In interviews it was mentioned that once at the station it is quiet and
therefore easier to concentrate. Another important factor is that information
about accident, patient and turnout is automatically imported into CAK-net
system from CyberMate, the MobiText system used for communication with
SOS alarm central from where alarm is received. Integration of two systems
results in a reduced need for input and provides less risk for mistakes.
Through CyberMate, personnel receive information about the accident they
are going to. The system also has capability to position ambulances by sending the coordinates to SOS alarm central. It is a well appreciated system but
it generally fails in one aspect:
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“…The GPS receiver stops searching if it is kept indoors for a while.
To make it start searching again you have to restart the entire system”
(User of the CAK-net system)

Through the CyberMate system, by use of its GPS-receiver, SOS alarm central knows the position of a certain ambulance. The system does not provide
any information about other units, consequently at a large accident with several ambulances included, personnel have to communicate with mobile
phones or VHF radios to know positions of other units. In order to solve all
communication and information needs, an emergency car is equipped with
no less than nine different systems, in addition to the CAK-net system.

Figure 4: Nine different IT systems are use by ambulance personnel

The different systems are however not well integrated. The most obvious
example is the PDA necessary to translate position coordinates that are received in X-Y format from the CyberMate to longitude / latitude for entering
into the GPS map system.

6

Case Conclusions

During the three phases of the survey (questionnaires, interviews and observation interviews) several conclusions have been made. Typical problems
and weaknesses of investigated systems imply that:
− Mobile IT systems have to be designed to support all situations and environments where it might be used.
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− Information presented in systems has to be carefully chosen, effective
presented and easy to access.
− Well integrated systems are appreciated since they provide good cooperation with other users, effective information handling and thereby the
prerequisites to perform a good and effective work.

7

Design for Usability in Mobile Systems for
Home Care Professionals

This study was performed as a part of a large project, VIHO (Swedish acronym for Efficient Computer Support in Care for the Elderly), performed in
Kortedala, a suburb of Gothenburg in Sweden. The purpose was to investigate how new mobile technology could support development of the organisation, efficiency of work procedures and work environment. Researchers
with a background in human-computer interaction together with organisational consultants from Komanco AB, a company owned by the Swedish
Municipal Workers’ Union, were involved in the project.
7.1

Background

Today professionals in care for elderly, and especially in home care, normally have few technical support systems. In most cases none at all. Many
commercial systems have been developed, but few have had any success at
all. It was our hypothesis that this was mainly because systems developed
and deployed were not useful enough to be accepted in everyday use. We
find that professionals often have a positive attitude and are really trying to
use technology, but much too often they experiences that technology hinders
them rather than supports their work. We wanted to try another approach,
where we started with development of work procedures as such, according to
defined goals, and where we were free to assume any type of supportive
technology. In this way, we could use mobile technology as a driving force
in organisational development, without limiting ourselves to certain existing
products. As a second step we identified functional aspects of proposed supportive technology and started with design of user interfaces. The process
followed a participatory model in all phases (Olsson 2005).
The organisation studied was the care of elderly in Kortedala. The project
was originally triggered by economical problems in the organisation and the
fact that the population is getting older. Because of this, they started to look
for efficiency improvements, at first by implementation of new technology.
As no appropriate technology could be found on the market, the project was
soon broadened to include how organisation, work procedures etc. could be
developed and what kind of technology that actually could contribute to this.
Objectives of the project were e.g.:
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− to let elderly people stay longer in their own home, rather than being
referred to institutions,
− to increase security for elderly people who stay in their homes,
− to increase, or at least maintain, present levels of service, despite budgets limitations,
− to specify requirements for future mobile technical support systems,
that could contribute to the other objectives.
The main research objective for the VIHO project was to investigate how the
organisation of a home-help service can be developed in order to be prepared
for increased demands on health care. The project was actually not an ITproject, but wanted to show how good use of mobile technology could contribute to an efficient and sustainable work in tomorrow’s care for elderly
people.
Projects like VIHO can be seen as prerequisites for formulation of requirements for more technically oriented IT-development projects. If a new technical support system is introduced in a work environment, it will often
change both organisations and work processes. In order to develop efficient
and usable technology it is important to first develop organisations and work
processes and then, as a second step, new technical support systems. Often
this is done in the opposite way, which probably is one of the main reasons
for unsuccessful projects.
Another basic standpoint is that it is only in close cooperation with potential
users that proper requirements can be gathered and prototypes evaluated. At
the same time it is always difficult for users to formulate their visions of
future work and requirements for technical support systems. In our project
researchers and employees have specified requirements together, according
to a participatory development model.
7.2

Seminars for Requirement Gathering

In order to describe both today’s work and a potential future work organisation, we performed a series of seminars together with a group of experienced
home care professionals in the local community.
Work in the seminar group was organised in several steps. In total we had 12
full day meetings, with time periods between seminars for reflection and for
preparation. Main discussion areas were:
− Description of today’s work and organisation.
− Analysis of today’s work: problems, difficulties, need for change etc.
− Specification of goals for future work: what do we really want to
achieve? Both the group’s own goals and goals stated by the organisation were discussed.
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− Specification of boundary conditions, prerequisites etc that are expected in the future. The group defined a time horizon of 4 years as
“future”.
− Specification of a set of important aspects that must or should characterize work in year 2008.
− Specification of scenarios for the most important work processes, as
the group expects them to be in 2008. This was partly made as detailed
scenarios of “a day at work in 2008”.
Based on this work, and especially on “important aspects on future work”
and detailed work scenarios, we have made:
− Descriptions of work activities in future work processes.
− Descriptions of information and communication needs in future work
activities. I.e. with whom will they communicate, in which context and
what is the information content?
− Preliminary prototypes of future technical, mobile and stationary, support systems that can support their new work.

Figure 5: Meeting in the seminar group. A group of home care professionals from
the local organisation are discussing requirement for future work and support systems together with researchers.

7.3

Specification of Future Work

Home care work is complex and consists of different processes and tasks
that are administrative, medical and care related. Therefore a technical support system must be well adapted to all different work situations. Today,
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however, technical support systems are seldom used. We see a large potential in developing work and organisation in the home care sector and this can
be efficiently supported by new technology if systems can be made efficient
and usable. We found it important to first specify organisational and care
related goals. Main characteristics of future work, as specified during seminars, were e.g.:
• Autonomous work groups and decentralized economy. The best planning of care activities can be made by work groups themselves, provided that they have relevant competencies, tools and access to all information needed.
• Common care plans that are understood by all and shared among personnel involved in the care process, the patient and his/her relatives. If
detailed care plans are always at hand, that planning, operational work
and evaluation can be made based on correct and updated information.
• Integrated organisation. Today care activities are shared among different organisational teams, even if they partly have the same competencies. They can not communicate efficiently enough which results in
parallel and resource consuming activities.
• Evaluation of care delivery process within work groups. Today they
work according to old patterns, and mostly do not have competencies,
information, tools or time for evaluation. Because of this they do not
know exactly what they are supposed to produce or what they have
produced. They do not know if they carry out the right things in the
most efficient way.
• Integrated information support. An efficient care delivery organisation
requires efficient information systems. Especially important are integration of different information sources and competencies of the professionals to utilise systems. Connections to other care institutions,
hospitals, primary care units etc. must be developed and supported by
efficient tools.
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Figure 6: Work within home care is by definition done in the homes of care takers.
This leads to high demands for a potential mobile computer support system, in order
to support usable, efficient and direct access to all relevant information sources,
communication with other actors etc.

We will not further discuss these goals here, since this is not within the
scope of this paper. Nevertheless, it is important to understand that it is only
when we base our design of information systems and user interfaces on a
detailed description of future care organisation and work procedures, that we
can specify proper requirements concerning functionality and usability.

8

Scenarios of Future Work

Descriptions of future work situations are specified as a set of scenarios. One
scenario can describe a larger or smaller part of one professionals work during a day. Specification of scenarios is made so that professionals involved
can understand and describe them in their own terms. We have guided the
formulation of scenarios in order to assure that they cover the most important parts of future work situations, and so that they are detailed enough for
the following steps of the design process.
Scenarios describe what is being made, actions, when, in which context, of
what purpose, decisions made, information handling, communication about
what and with who etc. When scenarios are analysed, it is possible to identify work activities, i.e. more complete sets of tasks, performed during one
limited time period. Identification of activities is important for design of user
interfaces.
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8.1

Design of Mobile Work Support Systems

As mentioned in the introduction, VIHO was not a pure IT-project, even
though future technical support systems are in focus. The goal is not to implement technology, but to show how work and organisation can be developed with technology as a driving force towards efficiency and a good work
environment.
Starting with the specifications mentioned above, we develop early prototypes of new support systems. When doing this, we consider aspects concerning design of mobile systems as especially important.

9

Interface Metaphor

One problem when designing user interface for mobile systems is visualisation of complex information structures on a small screen. A common solution is to spread information on a number of separate windows, often in a
hierarchical structure, and via a menu system the different windows can be
selected. However, this solution often results in information fragmentation
and jumping around in menu systems.
A set of work tasks that together form a work process can be seen as an activity. With an activity we here mean a number of activities that are completed together during a limited time period, in order to reach a specific goal.
In user interfaces, complete activities should be, if possible, supported without leaving the activated window and with a limited number of navigation
steps. To operate the interface through open, close, move, activate, select etc.
draws attention from core work tasks. Therefore, if information processing
can be made with a minimum of navigation the cognitive focus can be on
work activities. This design technique is often referred to as the “room metaphor” (Henderson 1986; Lif 1998). When an activity is performed, a “room”
is opened in the interface. This room contains a “work space”, especially
design to support the works tasks of the activity. The “work space” is completely designed to support the activity as optimal as possible.
In order to design the complete interface of the technical support system, the
following must be specified:
− All different activities that together constitute the total work processes.
This defined different rooms needed in design. Each room also defines
one work space.
− Information contents of each room, both information sets and information tools.
− Interactions needed for the user when the different tasks are performed
in the room.
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Selected room

Rooms
Mobile device

Work space

Information elements

Figure 7: A fictive mobile device with a room selection bar, one selected room and
the corresponding work space with its information elements.

10 Design for Usability
The following general design rules are a base for design of the user interface.
For the detailed design decisions this is not enough, but must be completed
with more domain specific rules and design knowledge.
− Design for skilled users. Professional users are novices during a short
time period, and the efficiency for the skilled user must have a high
priority.
− Allow automation of work processes. It must be possible to have a continuous focus on the work process, without spending high mental work
load on handling of the supporting technology.
− The correct information sets must be available during a complete activity. All information needed and nothing more must be at hand.
− Choose an appropriate basic metaphor, e.g. the “rooms metaphor”.
− Make the design complete, i.e. the user should not have to make any
design activities during use of the system, such as e.g. start processes,
open/close windows etc.
− Show the whole and the details simultaneously. By doing so it will be
possible to always know exactly where you are, which details are
available, how to reach these etc.
− Allow easy change of work tasks. It will often be necessary to change
between work tasks, e.g. when the user is disturbed.
− Minimize need for input of data and commands. Especially when
somebody is mobile, input is slow and demanding.
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− Make information coding clear, consistent and consequent. Everything
on the screen must be obvious and easy to interpret.
− Efficient and minimized use of icons and colours. Use no colours without a meaning.
− Use “turning of pages” instead of scrolling when reading texts from the
screen.
− Make point areas large enough, otherwise the user will be slowed
down.
− Adapt pointing functions and devices to the work situation, especially
when the system is used in a mobile context.
10.1 Case Conclusions
In this case study we have illustrated how it is possible to design future work
organisation and work processes according to the organisations requirements
and not according to which technology that is available. It is necessary to use
a participatory model, where representative end-users are given the chance to
design the future work processes before the supportive technology.
We have also shortly discussed some basic design guidelines for mobile
work support systems. It is our experience that it is possible to specify some
general rules that can support good design, but that it is important to base the
design on detailed scenarios of the new organisation and work procedures.

11 Conclusions
This chapter deals with the question how we can understand problems and
possibilities related to usability of mobile work support systems. We have
discussed which aspects of usability are especially important to consider
when work becomes mobile, compared to more general usability guidelines.
There are e.g. obvious conflicts between interface aspects that support usability and what is technically possible in a mobile context. Accordingly
when large amounts of information are handled, it is normally important
with a large screen, something which can be practically impossible in a mobile system. In many such situations we must find a reasonable compromise
between what is useful from an information retrieval point of view and what
is efficient to use in a mobile context. We have here listed a number of important factors where such usability conflicts occur.
In the first case study, we studied a number of mobile systems in professional use in the health care sector. The purpose was to see how usability
aspects of mobile systems could be assessed in real work settings by questionnaires, interviews and observations. As far as we could see, there are few
truly mobile systems that are extensively used within the health sector. There
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exist a lot of test systems, ongoing research and development projects etc,
but the number of “full scale in real use” systems is rather limited. Other
findings are e.g. that the technical solutions often are rather primitive and
that many systems that are intended to be mobile are used as stationary systems because of usability limitations.
In the second case study we studied how the development of usable mobile
IT systems could support development of organisation, work procedures and
work environment. We studied a work, home health care, that already is
mobile but normally lack all technical support systems. The hypothesis was
that, through design of usable mobile support systems adapted to the work
context, we could achieve positive improvements in the organisation. The
lesson was that in order to manage this, some important requirements must
be fulfilled. We must base the design process on a detailed description and
analysis of the work context, because usability criteria especially in a mobile
environment, is context dependent in a grate extent. Moreover it is also necessary to involve the potential end-users in the process since they have the
detailed knowledge about local needs and demands. Furthermore it is also
necessary to work according to an iterative development model, since the
exact requirements are not known in advance. The design decisions can often be based on heuristic rules, but these must be formulated for a mobile
situation and for the actual work context.
To conclude, the case study has shown that if well adapted technical systems
can be designed, they can significantly contribute to a positive development
of an already mobile work. The system can give the personnel improved
possibilities to plan their work, to document, to communicate and to evaluate
their own work. Right things can be performed in the right way, the personnel can through their own evaluation improve their work procedures and
skills and they can have full control over all aspects of their work load. In
this way the personnel can avoid stressful moments, be more efficient and
create a better, healthier, work environment.
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Mobility in vain. Studies of a
mobile IT-support system for
home help
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Department of Information Technology, Human Computer Interaction, Uppsala University, Sweden

1 IT-SUPPORT FOR HOME CARE IN SWEDEN
A mobile information system for work support in home care organisations,
Permitto Care, was originally developed by Telia, a large Swedish telecom
company. The initial development was carried out in close cooperation with
the home care staff in Nordanstig, a municipality in northern Sweden. Much
effort was needed to make the system support the actual needs of the personnel. Nordanstig’s community covers an area of 1380 km2 and has 10.000
inhabitants, i.e. approximately 7.2 inhabitants/km2. The home care work is
characterized by large distances between the clients, resulting in much traveling for the personnel. This gives them limited opportunities to visit the
common premises and few possibilities to consult and share knowledge with
other colleagues. It also makes it difficult to perform various administrative
tasks in the office. Figure 12.2 shows a group of proud Swedish home care
nurses with their mobile devices.
The mobile technical support system was very much appreciated by its users
and received much external attention; it was e.g. nominated for the “Users
price” by UsersAward, Sweden (www.usersaward.se). Other municipalities
were also very interested in the system and it was implemented in several
other home care services in different communities in Sweden.
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Figure 1: A group of home care nurses with their mobile equipment, implemented in
a Nokia Communicator 9210i

This case especially focuses on why a system, that is very efficient and appreciated in one setting, is not equally well functioning in another setting.
We are here interested in analyzing the effects of introducing the Permitto
Care system in a new setting.

1.1

Intended use

The mobile IT-system Permitto Care gave its users, the home care nurses, a
tool to improve their internal communication. Through the system they could
easily get in contact with colleagues, ask questions and share their knowledge. A main objective with the system was to facilitate for the users to start
their working day from home, in order to quicker reach the clients and carry
out the morning visits. The time needed for administration and planning
could be significantly reduced. The mobile system could further make it
possible to access and enter information about the care taker before and after
each home visit. The events and care activities performed could be instantaneously documented.
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1.2

The system implemented in another environment

The Permitto Care system is today also used in Hökarängen, a densely populated suburb in the Stockholm area. At the time of this study, the IT-system
had been used for one and a half years. Results and conclusions of an interview with representatives from the personnel about their experiences with
Permitto Care are here presented.
1.2.1

Group characteristics

In Hökarängen the area to be serviced is relatively small and the home health
care personnel can reach their clients on foot. They visit the homes of the
care taker often three times per day. The home care district is divided into
two areas, where each area is daily served by a team of 10-13 active home
care nurses. Each day, the nurses visit about 10-15 clients each. In total, the
district serves about 150 clients. The number of personnel is slightly reduced
on evenings and weekends.
1.2.2

Aspects of mobility

A normal working day starts with a short briefing in the home care organisation’s office, then follows the morning round to the clients, lunch brake, the
afternoon round and finally an informal meeting in the office and a rounding
up of the day. The personnel mostly perform their rounds alone, but more
demanding clients require a coordination allowing help from an assisting
colleague or from the separate home health care team.
1.2.3

Communication and collaboration tools

During the home visits, a Nokia Communicator (9210i) running the Permitto
Care system is carried along by the personnel. The Permitto Care system
provides its users with possibilities for communication and information support needed in the work activities, i.e.:
• Mobile communication with other care givers by text messages and
phone
• Access to individual care plans and detailed information about the clients
• Reading and writing care notes about individual clients
• Contact information about the clients and their relatives
• Planning and work schedules for the personnel
The interaction with the Permitto Care system is web-based and has two web
interfaces that differ in the layout. The first is for a web browser on a stationary computer and the other one is for the web browser in the Nokia
Communicator. To reach data in the system the nurses have to log in with a
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user name and a password. The interface on the stationary computer contains
quite some functionality and is meant for administrative work, while the
mobile interface is designed for the operative work and is less detailed. System data are up- and downloaded from a server and never stored locally on
the client device for security reasons. Data in the system are sent over an
encrypted data connection.

1.3

Performance and outcomes

The system is well received by its users at the home health care service in
Hökarängen, and is considered relatively easy to learn and to operate. The
employees feel appreciated when they are offered a modern IT-system. Appreciated features in the system are the main documentation function, “the
care taker record”. It makes it easy for the nurses to read and write notes
about the care taker they visit. The record keeping is carried out much better
with the new system compared to before.
The paper work has also been reduced to a great extent. Now everyone can
access information available in the system. By using the system, it is possible for the home care nurses to reach information about the clients. While on
the move information about medicines, contact information of their relatives
or entry codes to the doors can be easily obtained. Savings in time have also
been achieved since the briefing meetings in the morning can now be reduced from half an hour to five minutes.

1.4

Unanticipated use of the system

The time it takes the system to create the network connection is quite long. It
entails the start of the web browser, to perform the user authorization and to
load the Permitto Care web pages is. To start-up and log into the system, in
order to write a record note for a certain care taker, takes an average user 2
minutes and 50 seconds.
If one home care nurse visits 15 clients a day, the time waiting for the system would be 2 5/6 min × 15 = 42,5 minutes per day. If this is true for the
whole home care team of 10 care givers, working 5 days a week (which is
not really true when home health care personnel also works in evenings and
during the week ends), that makes 42,5 × 10 × 5 = 2125 / 60 ≈ 35,5 hours per
week – almost equal to a full time position!
Just a few days after the personnel at the home health care centre in
Hökarängen had started to use the Permitto Care system, it became clear that
to log into the system after each visit at a care taker took too much time. The
nurses created therefore new routines to use the system. They now carry out
just a few logins into the system during a day; in the beginning of the day, at
lunch and at the end of the day, i.e. all occasions when the users are meeting
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in the office. Once in the office it is more quiet and easier to concentrate
than when one is on the move. Help and support from colleges is also within
easy reach.
The mobile device, the Nokia Communicator, is still carried along on the
round to the clients but it is seldom used as a computer. As a mobile phone,
however, it is much appreciated and frequently used. Many employees prefer
to use a desktop computer at the premises rather than their mobile communicator.
The system’s long start up time has the following consequences:
• Users do not write their documentation for each visit at a care taker.
Thereby, the intended effects are lost, e.g. the benefits of a frequently
updated system, of information written into the system while it is still
fresh in the mind, of secure storage of information, and of backup advantages
• Information that is supposed to be documented during the visit to the
clients is instead remembered or briefly written on paper notes. The information is entered into the IT-system first when they reach the office.
Some users prefer using the stationary computer for entering the information into the system. A stationary computer has much more advantages than a small, mobile one; it is faster, easier to work with (with its
mouse and proper keyboard) and has a bigger screen that provides a
better overview of the system. In this way, the mobile qualities of the
Permitto Care system are seldom utilized
• When writing down things to remember, some users prefer to use paper
notes or the note-application in the Nokia Communicator, an application that is not a part of the Permitto Care system. Both ways are much
faster
• In the same way, entry codes to the client’s home are sometimes stored
by the nurses in the phones local note application. In this way the codes
are much faster available when needed
• While on the move nurses prefer to make phone calls back to the manager at the office in order to report important occurrences and get them
entered into the system

1.5

Conclusions and lessons learned

The Permitto Care system has, and has been rewarded for, a number of good
qualities, e.g. it is easy to learn, it provides the user with the correct information and it is well adapted to the needs of the organisation. However, the
system’s long connection time results in unintended use, and a more or less
total loss of intended efficiency. This becomes even clearer when the system
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is studied in an environment where long travel distances and solitary work is
less apparent.
The slow network connection gives the users a general experience of the
system as slow and difficult to handle. As shown in this case, this results in
an unexpected way of using the system, caused by their intention to perform
well. If the users find better, feasible, ways to achieve their goal without
using the system as intended, these ways will be used. In this case the better
way to work was e.g. not to use the system frequently as intended.
A professional user tries to perform a task in a quick and effective way,
without spending energy in preparing the tool for the task. Our conclusions
from this case confirm the notion that professionals will perform their task
even if this is hampered by an IT-system that does not fit the nature of their
work. In this case, a mobile solution was provided to support the work of
home care nurses but the specific nature of the work led to non-mobile use
of the system. The case underlines again the great benefits of early user involvement for the design and implementation of IT support tools in organisational context. In order to benefit from mobile solutions a careful analysis of
the context of use proofs to be vital.
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"I begynnelsen var människan. Hon åt och drack, älskade och sov.
Hon ville åstadkomma storverk, hon ville roa sig. Hon ville lära sig
och hon ville lata sig. Hon var tankspridd och glömde saker. Hon var
kreativ och hon apade efter. Hon umgicks med andra människor, hon
pratade och skrev. Psykologer intresserade sig för människan.
Så kom människan in i arbetslivet. Hon blev en kugge i maskineriet.
Hon skulle känna ett högre mål än sitt eget. Men hon hade fortfarande
egna önskningar och behov. När arbetet blev för hårt fungerade hon
dåligt. När det blev för tråkigt fungerade hon också dåligt. Arbetspsykologer intresserade sig för människan i arbetslivet.
Så kom datorn. Den skulle underlätta arbetet. Den skulle göra det tråkiga arbetet och underlätta det svåra. Den skulle ersätta gamla rutiner med nya, den skulle bli en ny kugge i det gamla maskineriet. Människan skulle samarbeta med datorn. Datorvetare, arbetspsykologer
och psykologer började intressera sig för människa-dator-interaktion.
Människan, datorn och arbetslivet. Tre ben att föra utvecklingen
framåt med. Tre ben att snubbla på."

Yvonne Waern, 1993
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